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|Abstract
Interactive shape-changing displays enable dynamic representations of data and
information through physically reconfigurable geometry. The actuated physical
deformations of these displays can be utilised in a wide range of new application areas,
such as dynamic landscape and topographical modelling, architectural design, physical
telepresence and object manipulation.
Traditionally, shape-changing displays have a high development cost in
mechanical complexity, technical skills and time/finances required for fabrication.
There is still a limited number of robust shape-changing displays that go beyond oneoff prototypes. Specifically, there is limited focus on low-cost/accessible design and
development approaches involving digital fabrication (e.g. 3D printing). To address this
challenge, this thesis presents accessible digital fabrication approaches that support the
development of shape-changing displays with a range of application examples – such
as physical terrain modelling and interior design artefacts. Both laser cutting and 3D
printing methods have been explored to ensure generalisability and accessibility for a
range of potential users.
The first design-led content generation explorations show that novice users,
from the general public, can successfully design and present their own application ideas
using the physical animation features of the display. By engaging with domain experts
in designing shape-changing content to represent data specific to their work domains
the thesis was able to demonstrate the utility of shape-changing displays beyond novel
systems and describe practical use-case scenarios and applications through rapid
prototyping methods. This thesis then demonstrates new ways of designing and building
shape-changing displays that goes beyond current implementation examples available
(e.g. pin arrays and continuous surface shape-changing displays). To achieve this, the
thesis demonstrates how laser cutting and 3D printing can be utilised to rapidly fabricate
deformable surfaces for shape-changing displays with embedded electronics. This
thesis is concluded with a discussion of research implications and future direction for
this work.
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Chapter 1 | Introduction

1 | Introduction
Shape-changing displays are emerging as a new generation of devices that can
dynamically change their surface shape to represent data/information as well as support
tangible interaction techniques, that go beyond that of conventional flat screen displays
[6]. Shape-changing displays add dynamic interactive capabilities to tangible interfaces
through the development of reconfigurable and actuated surfaces. Such interfaces have
been used to represent a wide range of information as well as enhance communication
capabilities. These physically deformable displays can be utilized in a wide range of
new application areas, such as dynamic landscape and topographical modelling,
architectural design, physical telepresence and object manipulation [138, 170]. Shapechanging displays predominately consist of mechanical actuators that support
deformations of the display’s surface. Essentially, they physically map digital input data
into physical output representations that can dynamically morph and create new surface
shape deformations [143].
These hardware systems enable dynamic data physicalizations, which can be defined as
physical artefacts whose geometry or material properties encode data. In this thesis, I
focus on dynamic physicalizations that encode data or information through their
physical form. Tangibility is a key aspect of data physicalization and the form of the
physical artefact is often perceptible by touch. These physical data representations often
encourage direct interaction to create an engaging user experience.
This thesis focuses on interactive shape-changing displays and how they can support
dynamic data physicalizations. Particularly, how to design and build shape-changing
displays using novel yet accessible digital fabrication approaches. This thesis also
explores how other people, both novice and experts, can design and build their own
shape-changing displays and data physicalizations using the design and fabrication
approaches that I propose.
Over recent years, the HCI research community has proposed numerous prototype
systems that have explored a variety of shapes, forms, interactions, and implementation
techniques. Despite the potential for enhancing information communication
capabilities, there is still challenges faced by the field. Specifically, more understanding
1
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is required as to how shape-changing displays can enhance user engagement with
applications, from different domains, with their dynamic ability to represent data and
information using physically reconfigurable geometry. Additionally, there is also the
challenge of encouraging non-HCI experts to engage with shape-changing displays and
interfaces. Research presented in this thesis aims to support people design and develop
shape-changing displays for applications specific to their functional requirements. As a
core contribution, this thesis presents digital fabrication techniques, using both
accessible and low-cost approaches, that support rapid development with applications
from different domains.
The overarching research question this thesis addresses is: how can digital
fabrication support the design and development of shape-changing displays across
diverse application domains? As an overarching contribution, this thesis presents: novel
approaches to fabrication that support the rapid development of shape-changing
displays for diverse application domains. Specifically, this work focuses on
commercially available digital fabrication tools such as laser cutters and 3D printers to
create deformable semi-solid surfaces for building shape-changing displays with
computer-aided design (CAD). These digital fabrication approaches aim to be
accessible, both in terms of cost, technical simplicity, and build time.

2
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To address the overarching research question of this thesis, four research projects were
conducted that each address an area of the main contribution by designing, building,
and evaluating interactive shape-changing displays with various input and output
capabilities. See Figure 1 for the breakdown of the four research questions that this
thesis addresses as listed below:
1. How do people approach and react to the task of generating content for shapechanging displays?
(Addressed in Chapter 3)
2. How can experts be engaged in designing shape-changing content to represent
data specific to their work domains?
(Addressed in Chapter 4)
3. How can assembly requirements be reduced to make the fabrication of shapechanging displays more efficient?
(Addressed in Chapter 5)
4. How can interaction and visualisation be better integrated within a single
deformable surface?
(Addressed in Chapter 6)

Figure 1: Breakdown of the research questions addressed in the thesis.
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This thesis firstly focuses on the design of shape-changing display content and
applications (chapters 3 and 4). By adopting qualitative evaluations and explorations
this first step is key to establish design implications that directly inform the technical
challenges currently faced by the field. The observations and insights gained identify
key design requirements, limitations, and research challenges for developing shapechanging displays.
These insights and their implications further extend the design space for interactive
shape-changing displays. Based on these insights, this thesis then addresses the
technical challenges (chapters 5 and 6) that were uncovered from the design focused
explorations on content generation. Specifically, expanding the design space for
development by supporting the need for fabrication approaches that reduce technical
complexity enables more accessible and rapid implementations of shape-changing
displays. This is achieved by exploring and describing novel and innovative laser
cutting and 3D printing techniques that can reduce the technical barriers for the
development of shape-changing displays by going beyond traditional implementations
e.g. pin-arrays.

4
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1.1 Motivations, Challenges, and Approaches
Accessible Fabrication
Current examples of shape-changing displays consist of complex hardware systems that
are both economically and technically high-cost. Traditional examples of shapechanging displays consist of actuated pin-arrays [42, 72, 168], these displays are often
cumbersome and can rarely be replicated by others – limiting the generalisability of
these hardware systems beyond lab demonstrations. To encourage the wider adoption
of shape-changing displays beyond novel demonstration prototypes, this thesis aims to
create more accessible approaches for building shape-changing displays that does not
require such high-cost hardware equipment and technical knowledge. To ensure
accessible fabrication, this work focused on re-useable parts (e.g. modular actuators)
with easy implementation (e.g. simplistic hardware that can be used by non-experts)
that encourage others to design and build their own prototypes. One of the core
motivations of this thesis was to focus on creating accessible fabrication approaches
that allow more people, both novice and experts, to design and develop their own shapechanging displays.
Simplifying Data
To understand the future potential of shape-changing displays/interfaces, the research
community needs to understand what types of data and information is best represented
using these novel hardware systems. Through content generation studies, with both
domain experts and novice users, this thesis begins to establish the types of data (e.g.
Geographic Information Systems - GIS data) and applications (e.g. terrain modelling)
that are best suited for shape-changing displays. By understanding if shape-changing
displays can be used to simplify complex data through their dynamic tangible properties
the research communities can better understand the place and purpose of shapechanging displays within the wider spectrum of display technologies [6] (e.g. are they
more engaging to users than flat screen displays when presenting topographical data?).
The content generation explorations conducted for this thesis establish an initial
understanding of how experts present data and understand how end-users view data
using shape-changing displays.

5
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Practical Applications
As it currently stands, the majority of shape-changing displays developed are still in
early prototype stages where they are used as preliminary demonstration hardware
systems [137]. The core focus of shape-changing displays currently comes from their
novelty rather than practical use-cases [169]. There is greater focus within the research
community for technical advances for shape-changing displays but little research into
establishing practical use-cases and applications for this new range of technology [168].
To establish and secure the place of shape-changing displays in the future of
technologies, it is important to understand what types of applications are best suited for
and represented using their reconfigurable tangible 3D surfaces [6]. This is achieved
through a range of content explorations, with both novice and expert users, a better
understanding of key areas of interest and applications can start to emerge. This
understanding is essential for taking shape-changing displays from being just a novel
technology into a practical technology where its full potential can be realised. This may
come from a more context dependent applications and implementations for this new
technology. This also comes from understanding user interaction behaviour.
Research Questions Breakdown
Over recent years, the research community has proposed numerous prototype systems
[138] that have explored a variety of shape outputs, interaction methods, and
implementation techniques. Despite the potential for enhancing information
communication capabilities, there are still a number of challenges faced by the field.
The primary high-level challenges that motivate this research focus on content
generation, design processes, digital fabrication approaches, and implementations for
shape-changing displays. More specifically these challenges, motivations, and research
approaches are described below.
Research Question 1: How do people approach and react to the task of generating
content for shape-changing displays?
Motivation 1: Shape-changing displays’ physical dynamicity exploits users’
rich visual and tactile senses. This new generation of displays offers an
additional information channel – the physical channel - opening up new
application areas [138]. However, this additional channel comes with additional
complexity in content design: visual output must now be accompanied by shape6
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information. Content generation explorations are essential to providing novel
opportunities for experiencing, creating and manipulating 3D content in the
physical world.
Challenge 1: The current lack of fundamental understanding of even the most
basic user interactions for shape-changing displays and corresponding use case
scenarios limits the adoption of this new generation of displays in a diverse
range of application domains. As with any new ‘hosting’ platform, content, and
therefore its generation, will be key to its future success. However, the relative
immaturity of the shape-change field currently means that content generation
remains largely unexplored. This is because the deployment of robust shapechanging displays is still limited due to the highly complex technical
requirements for creating displays of a high enough resolution to support a
diverse range of data and applications.
Research Approach 1: My early research focused on addressing this limitation
by developing a shape-changing display that supports content generation for
novice users. I focused on designing and developing low-cost hardware systems
that can be easily reproduced, are portable, and scalable. ShapeCanvas, a 4x4
grid of large actuated pixels, combined with simple interactions, explored
novice user behaviour and interactions for shape-change content design through
a qualitative user study.
Research Question 2: How can experts be engaged in designing shape-changing
content to represent data specific to their work domains?
Motivation 2: To ensure the success of this new and novel technology, the
research community must encourage the adoption of shape-changing displays
across a diverse range of application domains. Exploring why domain experts
might want to author shape-changing displays is currently limited but these
insights are key to expanding the design-space. Practically, domain experts need
to be able to engage audiences when presenting their datasets. However, data
representations are often limited to 2D virtual spaces that lack novel engagement
factors, such as tangibility. Working with experts from different domains can
provide insights as to how shape-change can engage novice end-users and
7
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encourage group discussion for large datasets and temporal data. In-depth
content generation explorations can also provide valuable insights to uncover
potential end-user groups and optimal data types for representation that have not
yet been identified. This can be achieved by better supporting and understanding
how experts from different domains design content for shape-changing
interfaces to represent their own data.
Challenge 2: There is a limited number of tools and methods to enable domain
experts, with minimal resources, to directly author physically reconfigurable
interfaces [57, 176]. As a result, there is a lack of low-cost and robust shapechanging displays and data physicalizations that are deployed for real-world
applications and are technically accessible to novices. Currently, domain experts
cannot engage with novel physical representations of their data as they do not
have the necessary tools or skillsets to directly design and create shape-changing
displays based on their specifications. The low number of qualitative user
evaluations also limits insights into the engagement impact of dynamic physical
data representations.
Research Approach 2: This work aims to enable domain experts to design and
construct interactive shape-changing displays based on their own input data.
This approach demonstrates generalizability by allowing experts, from different
domains, to design interactive shape-changing displays based on datasets from
their own work and demonstrate them to either novices or other domain
colleagues. The combination of mapping data to physical surface
reconfiguration, interaction features, and visualization shows enhanced user
engagement and understanding of complex data trends and information. This
work also explores potential end-user groups that are yet to be established within
the current literature.
Research Question 3: How can assembly requirements be reduced to make the
fabrication of shape-changing displays more efficient?
Motivation 3: The majority of current shape-changing displays are one-off
prototypes that are either restricted to linear pin-based [42, 72, 97, 132] or
continuous surface outputs [28, 147, 185]. They are often cumbersome and limit
the forms of data and information encoded within them due to the lack of
8
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resolution and dynamicity in the surface configurations. Complex polygonal
structures, meshes, or curved contours are difficult to construct as they require
complex and time-consuming assembly and production requirements. By
establishing alternative fabrication approaches, that go beyond that of current
implementations (e.g. pin-arrays), the design space can be further expanded for
developing these hardware systems across a diverse range of application
domains.
Challenge 3: Scaling for higher resolution output further increases the cost of
assembly and technical complexity, as the number of mechanical actuators also
increases. Currently, even with commercially available actuators, there is high
technical complexity for controlling, setting up and building actuated and
deformable surfaces for shape-changing displays.
Research Approach 3: Developing an approach for fabricating hybrid shape
displays that combine the benefits of pin arrays and cloth, specifically using
stereolithography (SLA) 3D printing. By establishing a generalizable approach
for design and fabrication with low implementation and assembly costs, rather
than presenting a singular instance of a hardware system, the proposed
deformable surfaces aim to expand the design space for shape-changing
displays. Due to the dynamic nature of the 3D printed surfaces, they can
represent more complex physical structures in comparison to traditional pinarray displays with reduced production requirements. The 3D printed
deformable surfaces described and developed support reduced assembly and
production requirements. Fewer actuators are also used to represent more
complex geometries than traditional continuous fabric shape-changing displays.
Research Question 4: How can interaction and visualisation be better integrated within
a single deformable surface?
Motivation 4: Current fabrication techniques for shape-changing displays are
limited by cumbersome electronics and mechanical surface rigidity. To further
support the design and development of shape-changing displays across diverse
application domains, including portable and wearable devices, these displays
must integrate interaction and visualisation capabilities. Specifically, embedded
9
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within a single deformable surface without the need for external components
such as projectors.
Challenge 4: Work on embedded interactive and visual components using
digital fabrication techniques, especially for 3D printed interfaces, is prominent
[16, 148]. However, most approaches for embedding electronics for digitally
fabricated interfaces is limited to flat or static objects. It is difficult to embed
electronics within a deformable interface, especially one that is mechanically
actuated, as the surface has to dynamically reconfigure its shape. Current
electronic components are limited by rigidity to be easily situated within the thin
surface and also dynamically accommodate deformations of their enclosure. The
technical skills required to build robust shape-changing surfaces is often limited
to the field of mechanical hardware and robotics. Designers and developers
often lack the technical skills, accessible equipment, and electronic components
required to build fully integrated robust shape-changing displays.
Research Approach 4: Multi-material 3D printing has already been utilized in
other areas to rapidly fabricate interfaces with integrated interactive capabilities.
Specifically, using commercially available and widely adopted Fused
Deposition Modelling (FDM) printers that support multi-material extrusion.
This work demonstrates the rapid fabrication of low-cost interactive surfaces
with embedded interaction and visualisation features. Using flexible and
electroconductive filament materials simultaneously during the printing process
produces stretchable and deformable interfaces. The integrated 3D printed
circuitry can support capacitive touch sensing as well as embedded surface
mount LEDs for visualisation. These deformable surfaces are specifically
designed to support embedded electronic components and can easily adapt and
deform to various shapes. A technical evaluation also provides key insights into
how the produced prototypes can further expand the current design space as well
as look at future adoption of these hardware systems. This fabrication approach
aims to support and encourage the community to develop and explore a wider
range of design alternatives for shape-changing displays.

10
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1.2 Methodology
This thesis follows a research-through-design methodology, originally proposed by
Frayling [44]. He initially defined “research through art and design” as a mix of
materials research, development work, and action research. Essentially Frayling
summarised research-through-design as a process of iteratively designing artefacts as a
creative way of investigating what a potential future might be. This approach is reflected
within the main research chapters of this thesis that progressively refine the design of
deformable surfaces for shape-changing displays. This is achieved by utilising three
different digital fabrication processes such as laser cutting and multi-material 3D
printing with the goal of establishing a place for shape-changing displays as a future
technology.
Within the context of Human-Computer Interaction, the methodology of this thesis
follows more closely the research-through-design approach re-established by
Zimmerman et al. [210]. Their reflective approach aims to generate knowledge through
the creation of artefacts to create stronger connections between the design iterations
presented (e.g. chapters 4, 5, and 6). Zimmerman et al. [210] propose the use of iterative
problem solving as part of their model for enhancing interaction design within the HCI
community. Essentially, their methodological model focuses on the iterative design and
development of artefacts and prototypes to solve problems defined by the research
community through anthropological insights gained during user focused explorations.
This can be seen as a cross-disciplinary approach that takes into account the iterative
prototyping of design and engineering together with the user insights gained from more
qualitative anthological evaluation processes. Below is a summary of how the main
themes of the methodology for research-through-design are linked to this thesis.
Process: Each of the processes for designing and developing shape-changing displays
presented in this thesis is documented and can be considered as individual contributions.
In addition, each data chapter also provides a clear rationale for the selection of the
specific methods employed (e.g. laser cutting or 3D printing).
Invention: Each of the fabrication approaches proposed in this thesis also comes with
additional details for the technical opportunities for engineers in the HCI research
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community, providing them with guidance on what to build and how to build it
effectively (e.g. application examples in chapter 4).
Relevance: As well as ensuring that the work from this thesis is documented in such a
way that peers can reproduce the results (e.g. step by step instructions for
reproducibility), the core data chapters also document the preferred state the design
attempts to achieve (e.g. the future vision of shape-changing displays) and provide
support for why the community should consider this state to be preferred. Specifically,
the preferred state this thesis aims to achieve is moving away from pin-array actuated
shape-changing displays and moving towards embedded deformable surfaces that
support visualisation and interaction capabilities without the need for cumbersome
hardware (e.g. mechanical stepper motors).
Extensibility: Extensibility is defined as the ability to build on the resulting outcomes
of the interaction design research: either employing the process in a future design
process or understanding and leveraging the knowledge created by the resulting
artefacts. The design and fabrication approaches presented in this thesis (e.g. chapter 3,
4, 5 and 6) follow a progressive approach, where each iteration of the fabrication
approaches builds from the last through optimization (e.g. reducing assembly).

1.2.1 Methodology Breakdown
As mentioned above, this thesis uses a cross-disciplinary methodology that begins with
design explorations for shape-changing displays and subsequently proposes a technical
approach for addressing the overarching research question. Based on insights gained
and design implications discussed in chapters 3 and 4 a range of digital fabrication
approaches are detailed to further advance implementations of shape-changing displays.
Based on Zimmerman et al.’s [210] methodology for research-through-design five key
aspects that connect the progression of this thesis are detailed below.
1. This methodology encourages the HCI research community to engage with
“wicked” problems that cannot be easily addressed through science and engineering
methods. Chapter 3 focuses on creative design explorations for content generation
to gain a better understanding of what kinds of problems and challenges emerge
based on traditional shape-changing displays.
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2. The research-through-design approach ensures that technological opportunities are
highlighted to both engineers as well as uncovering new insights from a design and
anthropological perspective to motivate new research. Research conducted
thorough this thesis aims to inform both technical and design researchers.
3. This work aimed to support the creation of useable systems rather than just
prototype demos. Though the wider adoption of the fabrication approaches
described in this thesis, by both the HCI community and with engagement from
experts in different domains, this thesis provides a new approach for transferring
knowledge produced in the HCI research to other practice communities (e.g.
volcanology and interior design). Particularly by looking at new application areas
and new fabrication approaches.
4. By utilising more generalized and accessible fabrication tools (e.g. 3D printer and
laser cutters), this thesis aimed to make it easier for HCI researchers and designers
to create their own artefact and prototypes. Research-through-design also allows
interaction designers to make research contributions that take advantage of the real
skills designers possess by reframing the problems through a process of making the
right thing.
Methodological Overview of Thesis
This methodology also motivates the HCI community to discuss preferred states and to
reflect on the potential impacts research might have on the work and for the future
directs of the research.
Based on research-through-design methodology – the first part of the research focused
on establishing current issues with not being able to have any practical applications for
shape-changing displays – the design and construction of the original hardware system
(chapter 3) also uncovered a range of technical issues with scaling when developing
more traditional shape-changing displays (e.g. pin-arrays). Chapter 4 then attempted to
develop an alternative approach for designing and building shape-changing displays
that requires less complex hardware and minimal time for construction. A qualitative
evaluation was then performed with a range of experts from different domains to ensure
the new fabrication approach is suitable for a range of applications and can be
reproduced with more ease (e.g. within two days). Based on the success of the laser
cutting fabrication approach, an optimised version of the fabrication approach was
designed that uses 3D printing to reduce the need for multi-layer assembly (chapter 5).
13
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This new 3D printing approach for developing deformable surfaces for shape-changing
displays also proposes alternative interaction and visualisation techniques that have
previously been a problem to implement within the HCI shape-changing displays
community (e.g. embedded interaction and under-the-surface projected visualisation).
Following this updated fabrication approach, another optimization is then followed that
incorporates multi-material 3D printing to further optimise the fabrication process for
embedded interaction and visualisation (chapter 6).

Figure 2: Examples of prototypes developed based on proposed fabrication
approaches presented in each chapter of this thesis. Moving from traditional pinarray in Chapter 3, to a semi-solid laser cut two-layer surface in Chapter 4 that
uses fewer linear actuators, to a single layer 3D printed deformable surface in
Chapter 5, to finally a multi-material deformable surface that has embedded
interaction and visualisation capabilities in Chapter 6.

Figure 2 demonstrates this methodological process of optimising the design and
fabrication approach for developing shape-changing displays using the four key
prototypes systems developed as examples to demonstrate the utility of each approach.
The core premise of this research is to build a comprehensive understanding of how to
support the design and development of shape-changing displays across diverse
14
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application domains. To achieve this, an initial understanding of how people design
shape-changing displays needs to be addressed. By building initial prototypes and
involving end users in the design and evaluation of shape-changing displays and their
applications, a set of design implications emerged. The design implications discussed
in chapter 4 uncover technical limitations for the current development of shapechanging displays that are not discussed in current literature. Chapter 5 and 6 then go
into technical detail of how to address these limitations with a focus on digital
fabrication approaches. This is achieved by adopting commercially available 3D
printing as a method for fabricating deformable surfaces that advance the design space
for shape-changing display development. These deformable surfaces are also able to
render complex polygonal structures, cylindrical meshes, and curved contours that go
beyond the capabilities of current technologies (e.g. pin-arrays).
Addressing Research Question 1
The methodology used for the initial research question focused on the deployment of a
prototype in a public setting to encourage novice users, from a diverse demographic, to
interact and engage with a novel technology. This methodology closely follows an
Inductive Model [101], where there are no preconceived ideas of the findings from the
study. Instead, this study provides an opportunity to explore an open design space that
encourages the participants to think freely and creatively about the content they design
and generate. As shape-changing is a relatively new area of research, an initial prototype
(Design of Artefact) had to be built in order to facilitate the content generation tasks.
This initial prototype can be considered as an ideation tool [30] to facilitate content
generation. The qualitative results and observations build the fundamental framework
of insights (theory) that could not be achieved without the interaction of a wider range
of users. A participatory design session to inform the design of the initial prototype,
would not have provided sufficient guidance outside of current literature and this was
not the main focus. An open-ended design revealed aspects of the design process that
specific tasks would fail to expose.
Addressing Research Question 2
The next step in the methodology also begins with the design of artefacts by creating a
new approach for the design and development of shape-changing prototypes. Chapter 4
builds on the insights gained from the initial content generation study and explores how
to engage experts from different domains in designing shape-changing displays, using
15
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data specific to their work areas. A set of in-depth design sessions were conducted with
a range of experts to develop shape-changing displays specific to their needs. These
early prototypes expand the design space and enhance the understanding of how the
research community can further support the development of shape-changing displays.
This methodology follows closely with the “Design of Artefacts” approach described
by Mackay and Fayard [102]. As the field of HCI studies the interaction between people
and computer systems, it is key to understand how people design such interactive
systems.
Observations from the design focused studies also followed an Inductive Model [101],
to a degree, but with more focus on the specific domains that content was generated for.
The initial fabrication approach utilised the accessible and low-cost nature of laser
cutters. The study combines qualitative insights gained from the design sessions, user
evaluations, and demonstrations to develop a set of design implications that influenced
the technical contribution detailed in chapters 5 and 6. The theory base design
implications discussed highlight the need for more dynamic deformable surface for
shape-changing displays. Specifically, those that can be rapidly fabricated at a low-cost,
both in terms of time and technical simplicity.
The work in chapter 4 builds on design theory by supporting domain experts to directly
design high-fidelity shape-changing display using their own specifications and data. To
enable significant depth in the design sessions and analysis, each case study was split
into two or three sessions over the course of a week. Each participant provided detailed
feedback and evaluations of their experience in designing content for shape change and
tangible physicalizations.
By directly involving people in the design and development process, more explicit
implications emerged around technical challenges for developing shape-changing
displays. Though current literature begins to explore these challenges [6], this is often
isolated to theory without sufficient observations for validity. Alternatively, simply
conducting an individual quantitative empirical evaluation on a prototype, where a
study has a set of specific tasks and outputs, would limit the diversity of results outside
of current literature. The multiple research approaches used support the emergence of a
wider range of strengths and limitations when designing for shape-change and physical
representations of data. This methodological triangulation approach [102] used for this
16
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work is essential to the adoption of this new generation of displays across a diverse
range of domains.
Addressing Research Question 3
To ensure that shape-changing displays can be more widely adoptable, the design
implications from the previous chapter highlight that assembly and production
requirements need to be reduced. Chapter 5 follows a similar methodology to previous
chapters by first establishing the Design of Artefacts. In this case, a new fabrication
approach for creating deformable surfaces using 3D printing. The core focus on this
work is on addressing the technical limitations that emerged from the explorative design
studies detailed in the previous chapter. These limitations also relate to technical
challenges described by current literature [6].
Domain experts from the previous study highlight that the technical complexity of
implementations is one of the largest barriers when attempting to adopt shape-changing
displays across a diverse range of application domains. Based on the premise of “semisolid” surfaces described in the previous chapter, the design of the deformable surfaces
for chapter 5 focuses on utilising 3D printing technologies. The fabrication approach
designed for this work focuses on minimal production requirements by 3D printing a
single layer deformable surface for shape output. Alternative actuation methods, that go
beyond traditional pin-arrays, were also explored and tested.
The technical evaluation in chapter 5 focuses on the 3D printed deformable surfaces,
rather than focusing on empirical users testing. The observations from the technical
evaluation of the deformable surfaces and their fabrication approach are aimed to
further streamline the production and design. As this work is an initial concept, in early
development stages, a formal user evaluation would not produce conclusive empirical
results on usability. Further iterations of the prototypes and fabrication approach are
needed, based on technical evaluations, before a formal empirical user study is to be
conducted. In terms of theory, to further enhance the design process for fabrication,
chapter 5 also defines technical limitations.
Addressing Research Question 4
The technical methodology of chapter 6 highlights how interaction and visualisation
can be better integrated within a single deformable surface. By creating an integrated
single deformable surface eliminates the need for cumbersome external electronic
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components commonly found on traditional implementations of shape-changing
displays. Much like in the previous chapters, the research approach here follows a
similar structure mixed methodological triangulation [102]. The initial work presents a
refined fabrication approach and the design of a new artefact (e.g. the interactive 3D
printed deformable surface). This refined fabrication approach is based on the technical
evaluation described in chapter 5. Observations from the design workshop provide key
insights as to how the refined fabrication approach can be generalised beyond the scope
of shape-changing displays and within other domains (e.g. wearables). In terms of
theory, the work is concluded with a discussion of the fabrication approaches described
throughout this thesis and how they expand the current design space. The design and
fabrication approach utilizes multi-material 3D printing for developing thin and
stretchable surfaces. The surfaces are designed to support embedded electronics and can
easily adapt to various shapes.
A workshop focused evaluation of the interaction techniques supported by the prototype
further supports generalisation with a wider range of domains, such as wearables. The
technical evaluation of the approach also demonstrates how multi-material printing can
further reduce assembly requirements for shape-changing display development. The
technical methodology of chapter 6 aims to support and encourage the community to
develop and explore a wider range of design alternatives that can adapt to a range of
shapes. As this is still an emerging technological approach, a more formal empirical
evaluation is not fully utilized, and this was not the focus of the research question
chapter 6 was addressing. Much like in more established fields in HCI and computing,
quantitative analysis provides more valuable insights once the technology and its
purpose are more established.
This thesis is concluded by discussing and reviewing current challenges faced by the
field and how the fabrication approaches proposed in this work can further support
solutions. The design implications defined also uncover additional technical challenges
that are yet to be discussed it current literature. The design focused methodology of
chapters 3 and 4 support the technical limitations that are addressed in chapters 5 and
6. The range of design and technical evaluations also support an enhanced
understanding for future directions of the field and research endeavours.
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1.3 Contributions
The main contribution this thesis presents is a range of fabrication approaches for
developing thin form-factor shape-changing displays using laser cutting and 3D printing
techniques. The progressive nature of the design iterations is illustrated through each of
the main chapters (e.g. from low resolution pin-array shape-display in chapter 3 to a
thin form factor deformable surfaces that have embedded visualisation and interaction
in chapter 6). To highlight this progressive and iterative methodology, this thesis moves
away from adopting pin-array shape-changing displays and creating thin form factor
shape-changing surfaces. Figure 2 illustrates this prototype evolution by building upon
the findings and contribution from each chapter retrospectively. By working closely
with experts from different domains a range of context-dependent shape-changing
display prototypes and applications where also developed to show the utility of this new
technology. Below is a collective breakdown of the work presented in this thesis on a
chapter by chapter basis:
1. Exploring Content Generation with Novice Users:
To address research question 1, chapter 3 presents: (1) ShapeCanvas, a small, but
robust shape-changing display (2), a 2.5 day deployment of ShapeCanvas in a public
environment to understand how novices generate content (3), a thematic
categorization of generated content, empirical report of interaction, and discussion
on future approaches. To summarise, chapter 3 contributes an initial understanding
of content generation and application possibilities for shape-changing displays from
the perspective of the general public.
2. Engaging Domain Experts in Designing Shape-Changing Displays:
To address research question 2, chapter 4 presents: (1) A conceptual approach for
designing and developing shape-changing displays using dynamic polygonal
surface structures. (2) PolySurface as a low-cost implementation method for rapid
high-fidelity prototyping of shape-changing displays and interactive interfaces. (3)
Three case studies where participants, from different domains, generated interactive
shape-changing displays based on datasets provided from their work. (4) Discussion
of design sessions and observations identify key design requirements, limitations,
and research challenges for designing and fabricating shape-changing displays and
interfaces. To summarise, this chapter contributes a set of more refined context19
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based shape-changing displays that demonstrate the utility of this new technology
for a set of specific applications (e.g. displays for volcano modelling). These are the
first forms of “semi-solid” surfaces that are a hybrid between pin-arrays and
continuous surface shape-changing displays.
3. Semi-Solid 3D Printed Deformable Surfaces:
To address research question 3, chapter 5 presents the application of 3D printed
‘fabrics’ as a novel approach to further the development of shape-changing displays.
The 3D printed interlinked surfaces fabricated show: (1) A reduced number of
actuators needed for dynamic surface deformations, with horizontal force actuation.
(2) Opportunities for under-the-surface visualization and embedding interactive
components into the surface. (3) Retained fluidity and rigidness whilst rendering
cylindrical, oval, and tunnel forms. To summarise, this chapter contributes a refined
approach for fabricating semi-solid and deformable shape-changing displays that
require less assembly than the previous approach using laser cutting.
4. Multi-Material 3D Printed Deformable Surfaces with Embedded Interaction
and Visualisation:
To address research question 4, chapter 6 presents: (1) A design and fabrication
approach for developing thin, stretchable, and deformable surfaces for shapechanging interfaces using multi-material 3D printing. (2) Interaction techniques
(e.g. pressing, bending, and stretching) supported by this approach. (3) Discussion
and design considerations to understand how the approach can better support the
design and development of interactive shape-changing interfaces with embedded
electronics. To summarise, this chapter contributes a novel form of deformable 3D
printed surfaces that support embedded visualisation and interaction capabilities
based on the iterative refinement of the original fabrication approaches presented in
chapters 4 and 5.
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1.4 Thesis Structure
This thesis is structured as below:
Chapter 2: Related Work that describes and discusses current implementations
of shape-changing displays, data physicalization, and Deformable User
Interfaces (DUIs), current challenges faced by the field, and digital fabrication
approaches that supported the development of work conducted in this thesis.
Chapters 3-6: Presents core research that focus on exploring novice content
generation and understanding how to engage domain experts in designing shapechanging displays. This thesis also presents a set of digital fabrication
approaches using both laser cut, and 3D printed deformable surfaces that are
specifically designed for developing shape-changing displays for a range of
applications.
Chapters 7-8: This thesis is concluded with a set of research implications and
a discussion of the benefits and limitations of the digital fabrication approaches
presented. The future direction of shape-changing displays is also discussed
based on the insights gained through multiple evaluations of applications and
prototypes developed.
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2 | Literature Review
Shape-changing displays are an emerging technology that enables active shape input
and output. The dynamic movement of the display’s surface enables new forms of data
representations, such as active elevated physical topography, and novel tangible
interactions, such as physical sculpting, that are beyond the capabilities of conventional
flat-screen 2D displays [6]. This chapter discusses current state-of-the-art for shapechanging displays and interfaces. After an initial definition of shape-changing displays,
this chapter discusses Tangible User Interfaces [71] and Data Physicalizations [81] that
have influenced the development of these dynamic hardware systems. Current work
also provides an overview of challenges within the research domain of shape-changing
displays and interfaces, in the context of human-computer interaction. This chapter
highlights the need for a wider range of accessible fabrication techniques for designing,
prototyping, and implementing shape-changing displays that go beyond one-off
prototypes. Current digital fabrication techniques, such as laser cutting and additive
manufacturing methods (e.g. 3D printing) that have influenced fabrication approaches
proposed in this thesis are also discussed. To motivate the qualitative analysis
methodology used throughout this PhD work, this chapter also discusses current
approaches for content generation and applications for emerging and novel
technologies.
To summarise, this chapter provides a discussion of current work on:
1. Shape-Changing Displays Definition
2. Tangible Interfaces, Data Physicalizations, & Deformable User Interfaces
3. Research Challenges in the Field
4. Overview of Shape-Changing Displays and Interfaces
5. Technical Implementations of Shape-Changing Displays
6. Digital Fabrication Approaches
7. Content Generation and Ideation Methodologies
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2.1 Shape-Changing Displays Definition
The core concept for a shape-changing display or interface is an interactive
computational device that can dynamically transform into a range of shapes or
materiality relevant to the context of use [6]. Sutherland’s Ultimate Display [172]
describes such a device as a computer that can “control the existence of matter”. Shapechanging displays [42] have developed from TUIs, they additionally allow dynamic
physical surface reconfigurations to support a wider range of modalities. These physical
computational systems provide enhanced sensory abilities such as haptic feedback,
physical affordance, scalable form-factors, and physical three-dimensional interactions
[24, 138].

2.2 Tangible Interfaces
Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) utilize physical modalities for enhanced interactive
user experience and give physical form to digital data and information. They embody
physical artefacts both as representations and controls for computational media [188].
Data physicalizations [81] also extended from TUIs. They offer a physical threedimensional representation of digital data and information coupled with tangible
interaction capabilities, that are not possible on flat 2D interfaces. Similarly, Organic
User Interfaces (OUIs) is defined as a user interface with a non-flat display that can be
manually deformed if required [195].
Shape-changing displays extend the notion of TUIs by supporting dynamic physical
form reconfigurations and movement through computational control of a non-flat
display. Tangible interfaces are becoming the new generation of technology to offer
additional interaction capabilities that exploit users’ natural dexterity. Below current
work on TUIs, data physicalizations, and deformable user interfaces (DUIs) is
discussed.
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2.2.1 Physical User Interfaces
Ishii et al. [71] highlight the limitation of generic Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) as
they only allow users to see data and interact with digital information using a flat 2D
screen. Tangible interfaces, on the other hand, are physical artefacts and dynamic
surfaces that enable users to interact with digital information [188] in physical 3D form.
Buxton [19] highlighted in early work how interface design was biased towards
graphical output at the expense of input from the real world. Since then, the field has
progressed significantly by presenting a range of models and prototypes for TUI
implementation [70, 128, 133, 187]. However, there is still limited low-level
understanding of how the physical modalities of TUIs affect interaction and engagement
with users [81, 155].
TUIs build on users’ dexterity by embodying digital information in physical space.
Tangible interfaces are defined by Ishii et al. [71] as physical manifestations of
computation, allowing users to interact directly with the portion of the interface that is
made tangible. Tangible design expands the affordance of physical objects, so they can
support direct engagement with the digital world [69, 74]. Initially, Tangible Bits [74]
allowed users to grasp and manipulate physical “bits” of a user interface. The main goal
of Tangible Bits was to bridge the gaps between both cyberspace and the physical
environment. The interaction with GUIs is separated from the physical environment
within which people live and interact on a daily basis. Ishii and Ullmer [74] highlighted
that interaction between users and the cyberspace have largely been confined to
traditional Graphical User Interfaces.
There are various interaction practices for processing information through a range of
modalities in the physical world. Specifically, using haptic interaction with physical
objects such as writing with a pen on paper or using peripheral senses, such as becoming
aware of weather changes through ambient light. These practices are often neglected
when users interact with digital devices because of the lack of diversity in the input and
output media when designing user interfaces. Current work presents many approaches
for coupling physical artefacts with digital information [91]. The main focus often being
how information is perceived or embodied in physical form [143]. Low-level empirical
performance data for user interaction with such systems have, however, been limited.
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Figure 3: Standardised interaction model for GUIs (A) and TUIs (B) proposed
initially by Ullmer and Ishii (2000).

Figure 3 compares the standardised “model-view-controller” (MVC) interface
archetype [92] for GUIs with Ullmer and Ishii’s initial interaction model for TUIs. Their
interaction model is specifically designed to utilise physical space and map data into
interactive physical form. Though the mouse and screen are predominant physical
mediums for interaction with GUIs, they are tightly coupled with the digital
environment. For tangible interfaces, both the control and data representations are
removed from the digital and moved into the physical environment to enable direct
interaction and engagement with data physically. For both static and dynamic attributes,
I aim to gain an initial low-level understanding of how physical forms and dimensions
affects user interaction.
By combining the capabilities of computer technology with the richness of physical
interaction, TUIs have been adopted as an appealing alternative to traditional screenbased computer interaction. Application examples for TUIs include, but are not limited
to, education and learning [63], remote communication and awareness [201],
entertainment [157], information storage, retrieval, and manipulation

[189], and

information visualization [60]. These example application areas all utilize physical
objects as controls, though the data representation itself is typically visualised on a
screen [190] or top-projected [131, 193]. In comparison, when designing data
physicalizations there is an emphasis on using the physical object’s characteristics to
map given data intuitively. There is also an emphasis on data exploration and analysis
tasks using the tangible object. When developing shape-changing displays both the
design of the controls and dynamic and adaptive data representations have to be
considered.
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Sylla et al. [174] highlight the learning potential of a tangible interface in comparison
to standard GUIs. Their tangible interface aims to promote stronger and long-lasting
involvement and having a greater potential to engage children, potentially promoting
learning. Similarly, Horn et al. [61] designed and deployed a tangible computer
programming exhibit for engaging children at a science museum. Their “passive
tangible interface” consisted of a collection of unpowered physical components with a
non-continuous link to a digital system. This approach addresses issues involving
tangible interaction in public settings.
TUIs is a diverse area of research where the hardware systems are taking many shapes
and morphologies where current state-of-the-art promotes a diverse range of
applications. The fundamental design considerations of physical interactive techniques
for these displays, such as height between features and dimensions, remain unexplored
[35, 170]. Tangible User Interfaces (TUIs) can be described as either static (e.g. most
data physicalizations) or dynamic (e.g. shape-changing displays and deformable user
interfaces). Dynamic TUIs are able to actively reconfigure their physical structure and
surface for a range of uses and data input/output. Next, I discuss data physicalizations
as a derivative of tangible interfaces, with the specific purpose of representing data in
physical rather than just visual form factors.

2.2.2 Data Physicalizations
Data physicalization evolved from areas such as visualization [22] and tangible user
interfaces [71, 74] as a form of data analysis in physical form. They embody physical
artefacts whose geometry or material properties encode data [3, 81]. Calvert et al. [21]
highlight that humans have evolved a highly complex sensory system that allows them
to efficiently extract information from the physical world. Representing data through
interactive physical objects enhances the identification and interpretation of sensory
information beyond the capabilities of flat displays.
Encoding data into physical artefacts where geometry or material properties convey
meaning or represent data patterns has long-standing practice and tradition in both
scientific and design communities [31]. From the early Mesopotamian Clay Tokens
(5500 BC) [31] to Durrell Bishop’s first tangible user interface (1992) the Marble
Answering Machine [74]. With the recent convergence of digital fabrication, tangible
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interfaces, and shape-changing displays the emergence of data physicalization as an
independent area is becoming increasingly clear [3, 81].
Computer-supported physical data representation enhances the understanding,
exploration, and communication of data [80]. As a result, comprehensive and engaging
user experience is available. This is beyond the capabilities of conventional applications
of flat, rigid, and static surfaces. Physicalizations enable people to perceive data by
leveraging their internal sense of physical space and ability to manipulate objects. They
utilise spatial perception, where physical objects can provide enhanced cues of shape
and volume to represent data in a 3D form, ensuring the data can be perceived with less
effort and more accuracy than on a computer display [81], even stereoscopic displays
[80].
There is an opportunity to develop a wide range of novel interaction capabilities from
new forms of data representations. With current innovation and development of shapechanging displays, complex data analysis tasks performed by existing desktop
computers could also soon be enhanced through data physicalization systems. The
representation of data through physical artefacts has also potential to be extended
beyond traditional visualisations of numeric data and bar charts [80, 81]. The
representation of data as physical artefacts also supports cognitive and sensory stimuli
[31].
Although the majority of physicalizations developed currently are static, they can still
offer perceptual, cognitive, and communicative stimuli as well as enhance user
experience value which could not be possible through desktop computers. Current work
has already established processes for composing and creating one-off static
physicalizations, using fabrication technologies [171, 173]. Dynamic physicalizations
in comparison require additional computer driven control of physical geometry or
material properties. A wider range of techniques for actuation has been explored and
implemented for controlling physical geometry both for data physicalizations and
shape-changing interfaces [138, 143].
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Figure 4: Examples of Data Physicalizations.

Data physicalizations come in many forms as seen in Figure 4. Jansen et al. [80] show
3D physical bar charts where datasets can be switched by hand (Figure 4A).
Cylinder by Andy Huntington and Drew Allan [66] is an early example of digitallyfabricated sound sculptures (Figure 4B). Physicalizations can also represent data in
more abstract and artful forms. Work by data artist Doug McCune [105] depicts a 3D
printed map of housing prices in San Francisco Figure 4C in abstract form. The height
of each area represents the average price per square foot for recent home sales. A more
realistic physical representation of topographical data can be seen by Pristnall et al.
[134]. The PRAM system is a static physical relief model is augmented with top
projection to display landscape details and to overlay with additional data visualizations
Figure 4D. Work by Richard Burdett [17] demonstrates larger scale data
physicalizations to represent density models where plywood forms embody the
populations of 12 of the world’s major urban centres (Figure 4E).
Many physicalizations focus on a direct mapping between the data and representations.
Specifically, when exploring and evaluating engagement with users’ personal data.
Physikit [64] is a toolkit and technology probe [67] that maps users’ data about their
home energy consumption into physical data representations in the form of tangible
cubes. This work encourages end-user to programme their own physical data
representations in the realm of the internet of things (IoT). Ananthanarayan et al. [8]
have also proposed a novel approach to represent personal health by using paper cherry
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blossom leaves, flowers, or felt and Velcro stick-objects. From personal quantitative
data to qualitative emotional data representations, Emoballoon [116] is a soft socialtouchable interface that can monitor human intentions or emotions based on touch
interaction. These interactions include hugging, rubbing, and slapping using a series of
sensors within a balloon. Visually communicating emotion has thus far been
predominately studied in colour theory [124]. Initial work within HCI [163] evaluates
how physical shape configurations are used to represent emotionality for users. These
explorations of information representations through physical forms [4, 176] enhance
understanding of which data is best conveyed through the representation of shapes to
users in a range of contexts.
Jansen et al. [81] highlight the need to better support interaction with physical forms.
Their initial review encourages the development of techniques for the empirical
evaluation of data physicalizations. They also emphasize that more generalised
approaches for the design and fabrication of data physicalizations must emerge to
ensure wider range applications can be supported. Empirical evaluation techniques
could also highlight the trade-offs between cost and utility. Currently, projects within
the field of data physicalizations are isolated within specified domains. However, by
developing a generalizable evaluation framework results can become comparable.
These evaluations need to be comparable across a wide range of systems. As the field
is still immature, no generalised empirical evaluation methodology has been considered
comprehensively. This is in part due to the majority of current work focusing on isolated
instances and as a result, there is a lack of a broad overview of data physicalization. A
similar paradigm is also lacking in the domain of shape-changing displays. This could
be partially due to the limited generalisability of tangible systems that go beyond
singular sentences, an issue this thesis aims to address. By contrast, in other domains
such as digital signage [7] or web usability [117-119] evaluation challenges are well
understood.
Given the recent increase in research interest addressing this topic, it is anticipated that
there will be a need to perform evaluations of the effectiveness of communicating data,
aesthetics, and efficiency to establish fundamental guidelines of designing and
developing data physicalizations. In terms of technical capabilities with existing and
impending advances in digital fabrication, shape-changing displays [57, 138], tangible
user interfaces [155], and programmable materials [71, 74] it is now possible to create
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data physicalizations faster, cheaper, and more effectively than before by utilising
existing tools [57]. However, this stands more towards static applications for data
physicalizations that at best can only be manually deformed. The fabrication of dynamic
materials and surfaces to support physical movement and form reconfigurations for
displays is still limited. The need to create more dynamic display surfaces that can be
computationally reconfigured is still a technical challenge that requires high costs [6].
As it stands with current applications, it must be considered if the benefits of creating
data physicalizations outweigh the cost of design and fabrication.

2.2.3 Deformable User Interfaces (DUIs)
Current work on Deformable User Interfaces (DUIs) [87] shows how these adaptive
technologies can support the development of deformable interactive surfaces. DUIs
offer users novel interact opportunities with objects with a high degree of flexibility.
DUIs can be deformed as a means of interaction through physical actions like
squeezing, bending, and stretching [87]. The interaction techniques that are supported
by DUIs can be also mapped to shape-changing displays, especially when evaluating
preference for direct user manipulation of surfaces such as bending and pinching. By
exploring how users directly manipulate deformable displays, new implications for
interactions techniques emerge that can support both designers and engineers working
on future technologies [95].
The shape-deformations for user input are often focused on handheld devices [129],
though work on evaluating shape changes on larger scale implementations is also
explored [163]. Specifically, Strohmeier et al. [163] explore how shape changes and
dynamic deformations can be used for conveying emotion. These preliminary
explorations are important for understanding how shape-output can be conveyed to
users for various purposes and how the physical properties of the interface material
influence complex commands in deformation based interaction. These initial
explorations for DUIs offer a promising direction for the future adoption of this novel
technology for a wide range of applications.
In terms of technical challenges, however, there is still a lack of deformable displays
that can dynamically change into complex physical forms whilst supporting higher
resolution visualisation output, without the need to external projections. Integrating
embedded visualisation within a singular deformable surface is also a limitation with
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current shape-changing displays. As they also traditionally rely on external projectors
for visualisation. Though with shape-changing displays there is also the additional
challenge supporting computationally control actuation mechanisms that go beyond the
manual deformations of DUIs.
DUIs provide a diverse range of tangible interaction capabilities through their flexibility
and malleability [152, 196, 202]. By adapting to various geometries they can fit
dynamic organic shapes, such as the human body–making them ideal to support the
development of deformable wearable devices [125, 180]. Gummi [152] presented an
initial exploration of deformation-based interaction techniques, bending, with a flexible
display. Schwesig et al. [152] highlight that the deformable form factors of DUIs also
promote context-dependent functionality.

2.3 Research Challenges in the Field
Interactive shape-changing displays enable the dynamic representation of data and
information through physically reconfigurable geometry. Over recent years, the
research community has proposed numerous prototype systems [138] that have
explored a variety of shapes, forms, interactions, and implementation techniques.
Despite the potential for enhancing the capabilities of information representation, there
are still accessibility challenges faced by the field.

2.3.1 Challenges Faced by the Field
Alexander et al. [6] highlight the need for progression from single prototypes and
individual design explorations to a more generalised approach for designing and
developing shape-changing displays and interfaces. Current grand challenges for
developing shape-changing displays and interfaces can be summarised by three main
areas of technological, user behavioural, and design challenges.
Technical Challenges
In terms of technological challenges, developing toolkits that support prototyping of
shape-changing interfaces still remains as a limited area of research. Practically,
because prototyping these hardware systems requires knowledge of electronic and
mechanical engineering that goes beyond that typically required in other areas of
interactive computing – such as software programming.
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Increasing the number of accessible toolkits available for shape-changing displays will
dramatically lower the implementation barrier. The overarching goal of the field
currently is to reduce the implementation effort of classic interfaces such as pin-array
based displays [42] or more abstract PinWheels [73]. Work in this thesis aims to reduce
the implementation efforts for shape-changing displays by adopting novel digital
fabrication approaches that reduce assembly requirements during development.
Particularly, by reducing the need for pin-array actuation as seen in chapters 5 and 6.
Scaling the device form factors and ensuring high-resolution shape-output is another
technical challenge currently faced by the field [6]. The availability of small actuators
with minimal weight is still limited and comes to a high cost [178]. Chapter 5 begins to
address this limitation by exploring alternative actuation methods using horizontal force
as opposed to traditional vertical linear force with pin-arrays. To ensure generalisability,
shape-changing interfaces are beginning to move beyond stationary to mobile and
wearable forms [78, 103]. Integrating and scaling of electronic components for singular
instances of deformable surfaces needs to be considered when designing this new
generation of hardware systems. Chapter 6 proposes a rapid fabrication approach with
the use of 3D printed circuity to support the integration of embedded electronics within
a singular deformable shape-changing display. This work also supports generalisability
by adopting the fabrication approach for developing wearable deformable interfaces.
Increasingly, shape-changing interfaces are also transiting from rigid forms to flexible
and stretchable, and even floating shapes [52, 113, 122, 123]. To support this transition
to more complex form factors, chapter 6 explores the use of flexible materials to
fabricate stretchable surfaces that are both durable and can be scaled.
User Experience Challenges
There is still limited work on understanding the user experience when interacting with
shape-changing interfaces. Current research in shape-changing interfaces is limited by
the complexity of hardware required. This results in many devices being fragile, hard
to replicate, and not suitably robust for long term use. As a result, evaluations of shapechanging interfaces with real tasks are limited but do exist [54, 127]. These types of
evaluations help to establish suitable contexts of use and uncover possible issues that
may emerge with various user groups. Chapters 3 and 4 begin to address these
limitations with qualitative content generation studies. There also needs to be a better
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understanding of the benefits and drawbacks of shape-changing interfaces in
comparison to existing modalities for interaction. This has been done with TUIs and
comparatively with GUIs [186, 211] and has proven to be insightful for their
progression and advancement in interaction techniques and development.
Replication of work on shape-change is also rarely conducted. The research community
tends to focus on novelty and one-off prototypes. The cost of rebuilding current systems
[72] prevents independent replication studies to be performed. The value of replication
is well established and documented both within and outside the HCI community [62,
159]. The core focus of this thesis is to go beyond one-off prototypes and increase the
adoption of shape-changing displays within a diverse range of domains. This is achieved
by developing accessible fabrication approaches that encourage others to develop their
own bespoke shape-changing displays.
The core challenge when building theory for shape-changing displays is integrating and
backing up empirical findings with a theory based rational that can inform future
directions of use cases for these dynamic interfaces. As benefits, the research
community can generalise and predict user experience and usefulness of specific
examples of shape-change. To achieve this several questions much be addressed
inducing; an overarching definition of what shape-change is, why it works, what
experience it can enhance, and when is it useful.
Design Challenges
Integrating movement and geometric transformations through actuation based on direct
user input is unique to shape-changing interfaces. The responsiveness of this new
generation of displays affects the design and forms of the hardware systems and their
dynamic qualities. Alexander et al. [6] highlight three key design challenges currently
faced by the field. (1) Designing for temporality. (2) Integrating artefacts and
interaction. (3) Applications and content design.
Shape-change requires temporal design. Currently, there is a challenge in translating
behavioural sketches and functional transitions of systems’ behaviour into actual
designs. While static prototypes provide tangible representations that can be
comparable by users, the dynamic form has temporal aspects that are difficult to
compare in practice. The direct interaction a user has with a shape-changing interface
is yet to be supported with a generalised set of definitions for material properties and
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experiences. Work in chapters 3 and 4 begins to address this by exploring how people
design shape-changing displays with temporality in mind.
Roudaut et al. [143] propose the term shape-resolution that extends the definition of
display resolution to shape-changing interfaces. Based on the mathematical model of
Non-Uniform Rational B-splines (NURBS), it has ten features that can classify shapechanging prototypes from previous work based on given metrics. A key goal is to build
on these classifications and develop techniques that allow the design, construction, and
comparison between temporal forms for shape-change.
Integrating physical artefacts with embodied interaction is also a current challenge
faced by the field. Specifically, designers are challenged to develop devices that are
satisfying both in form and interaction [142]. Alexander at al. [6] highlight a core aim
for the research community is to design shape-changing materials that engage both the
body as well as the mind, in terms of physical and cognitive stimuli in conjunction with
each other. There is a need for the development of design tools that can integrate
physical dynamic form with interaction capabilities with no added complexity [162].
From a technical perspective, work in chapter 6 proposes technical approaches for
integrating interactive capabilities within a singular instance of a deformable shapechanging display. The interaction techniques presented in chapter 6 support a more
diversified user experience as demonstrated from a user workshop.
Exploring applications and content design for shape-change is also a current challenge.
Recent work begins to explore a wider range of applications in large scale public events
[72], sharing prototypes with the broader public [170] and developing speculative
scenarios and designs [33, 169]. Though understanding when the best opportunities are
to utilize shape-change and in which context is limited. Alexander et al. [6] suggest the
development of frameworks and design principles that describe when shape-change is
best suited to represent, when it provides enhanced interaction, and when traditional
interfaces are more suitable. Chapter 3 and 4 provide in-depth content and interaction
design explorations to uncover the best opportunities is to utilize shape-changing
interfaces.
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Sturdee et al. [170] identify categories of applications for shape-changing applications.
They allow people to explore and test the current design space. The research community
should aim to further expand and identify key application domains comprehensively.
Particularly, to provide clear benefits and drawbacks for specific end-user engagement.
Much like work on Data Physicalizations [81], there needs to be more focused and
targeted applications established for shape-changing interfaces. Design sessions in
chapter 4 focus on specific use-cases and data types to further expand the design space.
Toolkits that facilitate content generation on any size, shape, or form-factor interface
can address content design limitations currently faced by the field. Recent work has
already begun to explore possible areas for non-traditional display formats such as
spherical and volumetric displays [153, 154]. It needs to be taken into consideration that
content design for shape-changing interfaces addresses both the visual and physical
configurations of the display and user input.
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2.4 Overview of Shape-Changing Displays
This subsection provides an overarching review of the current state-of-the-art and
technical implementations that motivated this work. Also reviewed are various digital
fabrication techniques and content generation/ideation methodologies adopted
throughout this thesis.
Several people have surveyed the field from different angles. Rasmussen et al. [138]
identify eight types of shape-change for interfaces. Coelho and Zigelbaum [24] surveys
the design space for shape-changing materials. Poupyrev et al. [133] present an
overview of actuation styles, including new interaction scenarios from dynamic shape
output.
Rasmussen et al. [138] highlight that current design and construction techniques need
to be further expanded. Support for interaction design must also be enhanced, as shapechanging interfaces further exploit the perceptual-motor skills beyond the capabilities
of current flat-screen displays and ridged interfaces [6]. As this new generation of
displays take advantage of haptic and kinaesthetic senses, the instinctive perception of
physical 3D forms, and provide inherent support for multi-user interaction – the demand
for shape-changing displays to be adopted for a range of applications is increasing
[168].

Figure 5: Examples of shape-changing displays. Pin-arrays (A-D), continuous
fabric (E), and elastic shape display (F).
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Shape-changing displays dynamically change their physical form to visualize data and
information. They are becoming more dynamic and scalable and can be used for both
static and dynamic physical information visualizations [42, 97]. Commonly shapechanging displays use motorised pin-arrays for actuation [42, 72, 158, 176] (Figure 5AD). Cloth can be added to pin-arrays to create a continuous deformable surface [97]
(Figure 5E). New forms of actuation are beginning to emerge such as electrostatically
deformed displays that use electrodes mounted on its top or underside [147] (Figure
5F).

2.4.1 Shape-Changing Displays
An early example of a shape-changing display is FEELEX [75] which combines haptic
sensations with computer graphics. The Actuated Workbench [126] is a table-top
surface with integrated object tracking, physical actuation, and projected video. Objects
on the surface can be both directly manipulated as well as self-actuated. These early
displays explore actuation techniques for mechanically reconfigure tangible
components of an interface. Similarly, Ylirisku et al. [208] explore connected tangible
components through the Manhattan prototype. They show contextual data around a
household using actuated blocks. Harrison and Hudson [58] developed a simpler
implantation of a shape-changing interface using a touchscreen interface with
deformable buttons that do not require dedicated actuators or complex circuitry.
These early examples of shape-changing displays are considered as one-off prototypes
that are limited in application scenarios and show no verified empirical validation on
user experience. Most current explorations focus on a single application output [170,
176, 198]. Though, modular toolkits are beginning to emerge for supporting the design
of shape-changing interfaces [57]. Kinetic Tiles [88] is another example of modular
construction units for kinetic animations that use present movements, design via
animation toolkit, and direct input. Work in this thesis further expands this notion by
exploring how these systems can be used to let users generate their own content through
accessible and modular fabrication approaches.

2.4.2 Interaction with Shape-Changing Displays
Shape-changing and deformable displays are still a relatively new area of exploration
and the community is still building an understanding of user interaction. Current
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research [13, 42, 98] explores the combined use of freehand gestures, direct touch to
resolve input ambiguities, and direct data input through an external interface [75, 79].
Rasmussen et al. [138] also describe three approaches to shape-changing interaction: no
interaction, indirect interaction, and direct interaction.
Direct Interaction
Most commonly, direct interaction techniques have been explored and evaluated within
the field. This is where the user physically contacts the deformable surface of the display
with their hands to provide input. For pin-array displays, initial quantitative studies
show it is more effective to allow users to directly interact with individual pixels using
their hands [176]. Early work focused on establishing direct interaction techniques for
manipulating shape-changing surfaces [28, 40].
Dand and Hemsley [28] describe a range of interaction techniques to directly deform an
elastic surface. The prototype system combines a linear actuator display with the
freedom of interaction enabled by an elastic surface. The user can reach in and
manipulate the shape of the topography and navigate various data layers. The elastic
nature of the top layer shows height changes of the display and enables gesture
explorations through two types of linear actuators; individual actuators represent single
point features (1), and movable base plane enables uniform surface deformation (2).
The user is able to intrude or extrude the display by pushing or grasping the surface
directly with their hands and fingers. Though this system could support multi-user
interaction there is still limited work on multi-person interactions for shape-changing
displays.
Previously interaction has been limited to buttons [133] or button-like behaviour [76].
Many initial examples of interaction techniques with tangible and actuated interfaces
focus on touching the surface acting like a mouse click in traditional graphical user
interfaces (GUI). Poupyrev et al. [133] proposed interactions that explore behaviours
similar to a touch screen that enable users to swipe their hand above the surface for
interaction. These initially proposed interaction techniques being to support the diverse
range of tangible modalities enabled by shape-changing interfaces. However, current
work lacks empirical evaluations of usability. Quantitative analyses evaluating
interaction techniques are yet to be fully established and are generally limited [6]. Most
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recent work on the quantitative empirical analysis of shape-changing displays focuses
on pin-array interfaces rather than deformable surfaces [98, 176, 177].
Direct and Gestural Interaction with Tangible Data
Shape-changing displays can facilitate data exploration tasks such as sorting and
navigating data sets that exceed the fixed two dimensions of traditional flat-screen
displays. EMERGE [176] is a shape-changing display consisting of a 10x10 pin-array
of linear actuators that begins to explore interactions with physically dynamic bar
charts. Gestural interactions were compared to physical interaction techniques. These
interactions included directly touching the data points and gestures such as swiping to
manipulate data. No clear difference in user preference was found between directly
touching data bars and using gestures. Specifically, strength and weakness were found
for both direct and gestural interaction techniques based on the context of use.
For precise interactions, users preferred to directly press a bar for annotation of a data
point, rather than use gestures. In contrast, large scale data manipulation, large gestures
for row organisation show more beneficial for users. Participants were able to
successfully use multiple physical interaction techniques for manipulating a given data
set. These insights supported designers by encouraging more freedom to integrate
different types of gestures when developing interaction techniques.
Taher et al. [177] provide a quantitative evaluation with dynamic physical bar charts for
data explorations. Specifically, they analyse and explore users’ body movements and
hand-gestures to understand how people approach and react to dynamic physicalizations
and how they interact with the physical data directly. Users were able to confidently
initiate physical interaction with the bars. Users also pressed and pulled most frequently
bars around the edges of the display. It was suggested that edge bars are best used as a
control mechanism on future implementations of pin-array displays. Participants were,
however, hesitant when attempting to carry out concurrent bar presses to hide data.
Interaction with Physical Objects
The physical reconfigurable nature of shape-changing displays enables new and novel
interaction techniques that go beyond the capabilities of traditional flat-screen static
displays. Specifically, these deformable surfaces enable object manipulation either
directly through user interaction or to represent data more dynamically. inForm [42]
support interaction and manipulation of external physical objects.
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The adoption of physical telepresence with a depth camera enables mapping of a
physical object’s geometry to the actuated deformable surface. TRANSFORM [72]
incorporates motion design to manipulate physical objects situated on the actuated
surface of the display. The Escher mode demonstrates “inter-material interactions”
through the “dance” with inert passive materials (red balls). The large-scale shape
display can also move an object, such as a mobile phone, closer to the user without the
need to direct contact from them. AnimaStage [114] uses a pin-based shape-changing
display as a stage for physical animation. These examples of novel interaction with
external physical objects demonstrate the utility of shape-changing displays. Though no
empirical evaluations of usability are presented there is an opportunity for object
manipulation as an interaction technique to be adopted for a wider range of applications.
Gestural Interaction
Gestural interaction within this context is referred to as mid-air gestures that are
performed above the surface of the display. Usually, tracked by an external infrared
camera. Leithinger et al. [98] explore gestural interactions with a pin-array shapechanging display, Relief [97]. Their work begins to establish fundamental guidelines
for interaction with shape-changing displays. They highlight current limitations of
touch and deformation as input on 2.5D shape displays. Specifically, the problem of
reaching when the shape of the interface surface may hinder direct touch. They propose
the use of above the surface gestural interaction to overcome this limitation.
Leithinger et al. [98] also present interaction techniques which extend manipulation
through touch with freehand gestures. They identify a set of common interactions for
viewing and manipulating content on shape displays and propose hands-free gestures to
enable; selecting, translating, rotating, and scaling areas of the deformable actuated
surface. deForm [40] is a novel input device that supports 2.5D touch gestures, tangible
tools, and arbitrary objects, as well as real-time structured light scanning of a malleable
surface for interaction. The system supports touch interaction as well as more complex
hand interactions due to its depth. This technique is combined with IR projection allows
for invisible hand capture, which provides an opportunity for collocated visual feedback
on the deformable surface.
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Touch interaction on the top of the surface can also be performed where the
reconstructed 2D texture image of the gel surface can be used to do basic diffuse IR
multi-touch sensing. Capacitive sensing is also used within the system to distinguish
between touch and tools. The above examples focus mainly on qualitative analysis,
there is limited work focused on developing more general models of quantitively
performance analysis.
Eliciting User Input to Design Interaction
Content generation from a novice user’s perspective is becoming a novel approach for
allowing a wider demographic of users to interact with shape-changing displays as well
as begin designing applications specifically for their use. This technique allows
researchers to gain creative input on the design process [27] and new suggestions for
designing direct interactions and gestures [198]. This technique has already been
applied to the shape-change arena: by sampling a public user-base [170] new
application ideas have already emerged that go beyond those documented by the
research community. This shows the effectiveness of public involvement and allows
researchers to compare and contrast ideas in existing literature.
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2.5 Technical Implementations of
Shape-Changing Displays
This subsection reviews techniques for building shape-changing displays from a
technical perspective. Actuation techniques from the field of robotics that have
influenced work in this thesis are also discussed.
The majority of shape-changing displays can either be user-deformed or self-actuated
and are mainly used as input or output for data representation [138]. Poupyrev et al.
[133] present an overview of actuation mechanisms and techniques for physically
reconfigurable user interfaces. They define an actuated interface as: when physical
components move in a way that can be detected by the use. They explore various
parameters of mechanical actuation such as; changes in the spatial position of
components, the speed of motion, surface texture reconfigurations, and force of direct
user interaction.
Coelho et al. [24] survey smart-materials used for shape displays. They review
properties of shape-changing materials, such as shape memory alloys (SMAs), to
establish how each material can affect the behaviour of shape-changing objects. They
detail; deformation strength and power requirement, speed and resolution of
configurations, number of memory shapes, transition quality, trainability of the
materials, as well as consistency in transitions.
Taher et al. [178] also examine current implementations techniques of motorized,
pneumatic, hydraulic, magnetic, and shape-memory actuators within the field of shapechanging displays. The majority of existing shape-changing displays consist of an array
of solid actuation pins [42, 72, 78, 96, 97, 132] or deformable surface material [28, 147,
185, 206]. These hardware systems can limit the physical representations of complex
polygonal structures, meshes, or curved contours due to lack of resolution and
dynamicity in surface configurations. HypoSurface [32] combines a flexible surface
with solid elements to reduce the actuation requirement and provides polygonal
structure rendering. However, this system does not attempt to reduce the barrier to
adoption outside HCI.
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2.5.1 Elastic Deformable Displays
Troiano et al. [184] explore interaction scenarios and gestures for elastic userdeformable surfaces without actuation. They list a range of user-deformable devices
with haptic feedback in addition to materials and gestures used for applications such as
multi-layered data visualizations [110] and 3D modelling. Kammer et al. [84] provide
a task and interaction focused taxonomy for elastic displays to further insights for
designers and developers of promising applications for this new technology. The large
visualization and interaction area these displays offer can be utilized to represent large
scale data-set representations.
These displays also enable simultaneous visual and haptic feedback by using a
transparent flexible sheet in front of an LCD [58] or using rear-projection [199]. Users
can also explore multi-dimensional data using ElaScreen [209]. A depth-sensing camera
captures the depth variance once a user deforms an elastic screen. The data captured by
the depth camera is then used for navigating data visualisations on an external flatscreen display. This hardware system consists of three core elements; an elastic touch
screen and a depth camera for interaction, and a flat-screen display for visualisation.
Though these components can be commercially purchased, they are all external to the
primary elastic surface.
Within the domain of shape-changing displays, there is limited work on an integrated
deformable surface that embed integration and visualisation within them [168].
TableHop [147] presents a new actuation approach for creating a dynamic surface
display that combines the advantages of user-deformable and self-actuated fabric
displays. Similar to most existing deformable elastic surfaces, it requires an external
projector for visualisation. Though in the case of TableHop, the projector is situated
under the elastic surface to provide under-the-surface projected visualisations to
minimise occlusion that is a common issue with traditional shape-changing displays
that use projection for visualisation.

2.5.2 Mechanical Pin-Actuation Displays
Pin-array linear actuators are the most common approach for constructing shapechanging displays [178]. These hardware systems provide sensory abilities such as
haptic feedback, dynamic physical affordance, scalable form-factors, and three43
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dimensional interactions. Mechanical pin-array actuated shape-changing displays work
on a similar principle as a pin-screen [39] or a pin impression toy (see Figure 6 A-B).
With a pin screen, each pin in a 2D array in aggregate can create a dynamic surface
deformation. The pins are vertically movable much like each motorised linear actuator
in a pin-array shape-changing display.

Figure 6: An original illustration of pin-screen [39] (A), pin impression toy (B),
and side-view implantation of shapeShift, a mobile pin-array shape-changing
display [158] (C).

FEELEX [75] was one of the earliest shape-displays that combined haptic sensations
with computer graphics on a table-top. They proposed the use of an array of vertical
actuators that consist of a rod, DC motor, a linear guide, and a rod that can move up and
down based on computer control. In combination, the linear actuators are used to create
fluid shape movement. Their original 6X6 linear actuator array could be set under an
elastic screen to create continuous surface deformations. External projection above the
surface was used for visualisation. This implementation approach has become the
baseline method for constructing the majority of shape-changing displays over the
duration of the last three decades. The mechanical design for the actuators has stayed
the same and has been implemented through the field on numerous prototype examples.
Figure 6C shows an implementation of a traditional pin-array shape-changing display
with vertical linear actuators [158]. shapeShift attempts to increase the freedom of
movement by using four wheels to make the display mobile, by this increases the
technical complexity of the implementation.
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Relief [97] and Sublimate [96] are similar actuated table top displays that support
gestural interaction whilst rendering dynamic 3D surfaces. Relief is actuated by a 12x12
array of 120 commercially available motorized actuators with 130mm vertical travel.
These pins can be covered with a Lycra cloth material to create a continuous smooth
surface. Using over-the-surface projection for visualisation it becomes an elastically
deformable display. Sublimate consists of 120 motorised pins arranged in a 12x12 array
with 38.6mm spacing between them. Each linear actuator on Sublimate has 100mm
vertical travel. For data visualisation and interaction, the shape display includes a
stereoscopic screen, a half-silvered mirror, above the head projection, a table, and infrared tracking equipment. As seen by both Relief and Sublimate, pin-array shapechanging displays often require additional external electronic components and
equipment to support visualisation and interaction with the display. Though the pin
actuators can provide shape-deformation of a surface, additional external equipment
such as projectors or depth cameras are needed to support visualisation and interaction.
These additional external components can further complexify the design of the shape
display and increase the cumbersome hardware set-up that already consists of at least
120 mechanical actuators.
inForm [42] is another table-top pin-array display. The hardware system consists of a
larger 30x30 grid of motorized pins for height actuation and provides visualisation with
an overhead projection. A depth-camera positioned at the top of the display enables
interaction. Using external components for visualisation and interaction are a common
implementation for pin-array shape-changing displays. TRANSFORM [72] combines
3 embedded inForm displays, each consists of a 24x16 grid of motorized pins (total
1,152 pins). Though TRANSFORM does not use any projections visualisations, the
hardware system is considered more like a piece of furniture due to its large scale.
Unlike the pin-array displays described above interaction is integrated within the
display through slide potentiometers.
Taher et al. [176] developed EMERGE to generate dynamic physical bar charts on a
table-top. 10x10 array of motorized sliders are used to explore new direct interaction
techniques. Each motor is attached to a plastic rod. Visualisation is integrated within
the display as each linear actuator has a dedicated colour LED for visualization without
occlusion. Though this approach for visualisation limits the resolution and interaction
detection is still supported through an external depth camera tracking. Currently, pin45
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array shape-changing displays struggle to integrate both visualisation and interaction
within their surfaces without the need for external electronic components such as
projectors or depth cameras.
For small scale low-fidelity pin-array implementation, ShapeClips [57] enable rapid
prototyping of physical shape displays with minimal programming skill. Combined
with an LCD screen, ShapeClips can create 3D displays with dynamic physical forms.
The open source modular nature of ShapeClips can be utilised to allow users to place
actuators anywhere below a screen to create a shape-changing display that requires
height elevation. Each ShapeClip linear actuator can be considered as a building block
for creating a diverse range of shape-changing displays. An RGB LED is embedded on
top of each ShapeClip to support visualisation, though on a low-resolution level.
However, integrated interaction capabilities are supported with ShapeClips and external
electronics are needed for user interaction.
Array-based shape-changing displays are beginning to be adopted for a range of scales.
In terms of miniature scale actuation, Jang et al. [78] present Haptic Edge Display for
mobile tactile interaction. This hardware system consists of a linear array of miniature
piezoelectric actuators to enable novel input and output techniques for mobile devices.
Takie et al. [179] on the other hand presents large-scale actuators that have the ability
to extend up to 25 times the human height (3,000mm top elevation / 120mm minimum).

2.5.3 Shape-Memory Alloy (SMA) Actuation
For alternative actuation, Coelho and Zigelbaum [24] explore properties and limitations
of current materials, primarily Shape Memory Alloys (SMA), used for shape-changing
user interfaces. They fabricate four design probes to further understand parametric
design and motion transitions using SMA for actuation. MimicTiles [115] is a small
scale deformable user interface for mobile devices with variable stiffness to provide
users with a range of interaction techniques for a small mobile device. The
implementation only uses SMA wires for both actuation and external input sensors. Qi
and Buechley [136] present examples of SMA self-actuated paper/origami for physical
notification output and physical animation.
For deformable mobile user interfaces, MorePhone [51] consists of a thin E-ink display
where the SMA is attached to a flexible surface. Morphees [143] are flexible mobile
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devices that adapt their shape on-demand to depending on an application scenario. SMA
wires are used together with a flexible touchscreen. Coelho and Zigelbaum [24] explore
the properties and limitations of Shape Memory Alloys (SMA). They fabricate four
design probes to further understand parametric design and motion transitions using
SMA for shape-changing interfaces. Qi and Buechley [136] present examples of SMA
self-actuated paper/origami for physical notification output and animation. Morphees
[143] are flexible mobile devices that adapt their shape on-demand to depending on an
application scenario. The majority of current SMA implementations focus on small
scale deformable user interfaces. SMA has the potential for adoption in larger scale
table top shape-changing displays but has yet to be fully utilized within the domain due
to the energy demands of SMA for deformation on large scale.

2.5.4 Actuation Techniques from Robotics
There is an increasing interest in developing reconfigurable surfaces in the field of
robotics. The cross-disciplinary contributions of this work aim to extend the utility and
accessibility of tangible robotic interfaces for future applications within a range of
domains. A variety of actuation techniques, that go beyond mechanical linear motorised
actuators, have been developed within the field of soft robotics that begins to address
technical challenges faced when developing shape-changing displays. Many pin-array
shape-changing devices utilize large numbers of actuated physical pixels to produce
three-dimensional contours and surface deformations. One of the current technical
challenges addressed by the soft robotics field is integrating many actuators in close
proximity and configurations. By utilising alternative forms of actuation, such as
vacuum power, the limited degree-of-freedom, resolution, and performance with
existing devices can be overcome.
Modular Actuators
Robertson et al. [139] address current technical challenges with pin-arrays by
developing a compact modular soft surface with reconfigurable shapes and stiffness. By
utilizing vacuum power and soft material actuators they present a soft reconfigurable
surface with multimodal control. The hardware system comprising of a square grid array
of linear vacuum-powered soft pneumatic actuators, built into plug-and-play modules.
They enable the arrangement, consolidation, and control of multiple degrees-offreedom. Much like ShapeClips [57], this architecture facilitates the construction of
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customized assemblies with compact form factors. Though unlike traditional linear
actuators used for shape-changing displays, Robertson et al. [139] present a new
reconfigurable surface concept based on a new type of modular linear Vacuum-Powered
Soft Pneumatic Actuator (V-SPA), which is capable of operating in position, force, as
well as stiffness control modes. This additional variable surface stiffness control
supports higher degrees-of-freedom manipulation, expanding the interaction design
space and affordances compared to the capabilities of traditional linear actuators used.
Origami Robotics
Modular origami robots can also be used to generate reconfigurable surfaces. Mori [12]
consists of single entities in the shape of equilateral triangles that combined form a
modular reconfigurable surface. These self-folding robotic systems support modularity,
origami-folding, mobility, and versatility in the shape output possibilities that go
beyond traditional HCI implementations. One of the core limitations with modular selffolding robots is insufficient torque that may lead to inaccurate movements and even
transformation failures. To further optimize the adoption and robustness of modular
self-folding robots, Yao et al. [207] present a methodology for optimized
reconfiguration with torque limitation in modular self-folding robots.
These modular origami style robots can be easily adopted for shape-changing displays.
Micro-robots are already beginning to be applied as an alternative technical
implementation for developing data physicalizations and shape-displays [94]. Though
current work within the HCI field also focuses on more of a technical approach for
combining modular robotic components. Zooids [50] are custom-designed wheeled
micro-robots each 2.6 cm in diameter. In combination with a radio base station, a
highspeed DLP structured light projector for optical tracking, and a software framework
for application development and control, these micro-robots can create swarm based
interfaces. These examples of robotics adapted for interfaces show promising future
direction within the field of HCI, however, no substantial work has yet been contacted
on their usability with users.
Actuated Surfaces
Flexible fabric actuators [46] are also an emerging alternative for developing
deformable surfaces without cumbersome electronics. These fabric actuators consist of
lightweight and flexible artificial muscles that use electro-pneumatic regulators to
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create thin artificial muscles on a flexible rubber swath. The continuous surface system
can control the fabric actuator smoothly, and control methods to realize six basic
movements. An external depth camera can be used for supporting gestural user
interaction capabilities with the actuated fabric surface. This particular hardware system
has a lot of potential for adoption in the field of shape-changing displays due to its
streamlined and thin nature.

2.5.5 Other Actuation Mechanisms
Harrison and Hudson’s [58] visual display elevates deformable physical buttons and
other interface areas with pneumatic actuation. An infrared camera behind the display
enables multi-touch input and visualization through rear projection. Stevenson et al.
[160] present an inflatable hemispherical multi-touch display where curvature changes
dynamically from flat to dome. Follmer et al. [41] explore the jamming of granular
particles applied to malleable and flexible interfaces. Yao et al. [206] present a range of
shape-changing interfaces that actuate by pneumatic soft composite materials. Direction
and angle of deformation are controlled by constraints through pre-programmed
material structures.

2.5.6 Summary of Subsection
To summarise, the majority of current shape-changing displays are one-off prototypes
that require significant expertise in electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and
materials science to construct [126, 176, 185, 198]. As a result, building robust shapechanging displays comes at a high cost in terms of time, technical complexity, and
economic investment. The need to create more accessible approaches and tools for
fabricating shape-changing displays is highlighted in current research [36, 170].
Particularly with high interest for modular actuators [57].
Current technologies adopted by the HCI community for building shape-changing
displays are limited in terms of scaling and reproducibility. To render high-resolution
shape changes with pin-arrays require thousands of actuators that are interconnected,
making for complex and high-cost circuitry and electronics. SMAs require time for
training and are limited in consistent shape reconfigurations. Elastic displays offer a
diverse range of interaction capabilities though often lack computationally controlled
actuation. Work from the robotics community, particularly soft robotics, shows more
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promising actuation technologies that overcome the limitations listed above. For
example, vacuum powered modular actuators can provide more degrees of freedom.
Origami inspired micro-robots self fold to create more complex geometric structures
that go beyond 2.5D surfaces. Work in this thesis supports a cross-disciplinary approach
that is influenced by the robotics field to create integrated actuated surfaces.

2.6 Kinetic Art
In the domain of art, kinetic sculptures reflect the core principles of shape-changing
displays by also providing physical movement and shape change output forms.
Specifically, their movements are used to evoke artistic expression through material or
object movement. Kinetic art is defined as any art form that contains movement
perceivable by the viewer or relies on motion for effect [161]. Motion driven artwork
provides apparent physical movement, most often through mathematical principles that
are paramount to the dynamic shape-changes of the artwork. Kinetic artwork is formed
from a diverse range of material, from wood or LED lights and can be powered
electronically or using natural elements such as wind or water even. Kinetic art
sculptures by artists such as Alexander Calder [20] focused on using motorised or hand
driven mechanisms to create dynamic physical movements. To achieve more organic
movements natural elements such as air and wind power are also used to propel motion
in the sculptures [65].

2.6.1 Public Installations
Most commonly kinetic sculptures are used in large-scale public installations. Patrick
Shearn of Poetic Kinetics [156] uses air and wind power to create large scale organic
kinetic sculptures made of holographic mylar and monofilament. This art installation
can physically represent wind speed and patterns to the public and in turn, can be
considered as a large-scale abstract information display. The use of natural elements, in
this case wind, for organic surface shape deformations embodies a novel approach for
shape-change actuation techniques. Specifically, using natural elements to achieve
shape reconfigurations that dynamically also represent data about wind. In terms of
scale, the piece spans 15,000 sq. ft. and is comprised of two layers that rise from 15 feet
off the ground to 115 feet in the air.
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Alternatively, mechanical parts automated through computational programming can be
used to force movement [183]. David Cerny created the mechanically powered
“Metalmorphosis” [23] as a 30-ft tall giant head made of horizontally sliced stainless
steel plate layers that rotate in various patterns. The kinetic sculpture consists of 42
independently driven layers with max revolving speed of each layer 6 RPM. Though
the art piece has no formal data it is representing, the large scale mechanical
implementations shows dynamic shape movements and deformations for artistic
expression. More complex computational kinetics are developed by design studio
ART+COM [166]. They utilize the physical properties of objects and materials to
provide novel communication platforms that move away from flat screens in public
settings. Their new dynamic interfaces, such as the original BMW Kinetic Sculpture
[165], represents three-dimensional forms. In a six-square-metre area, 714 metal
spheres are suspended from the ceiling on thin steel wires and animated with the help
of mechanics, electronics and code.
Though kinetic artwork is not significantly documented in HCI research, these
examples of shape-changing installations provide technical and user engagement
insights. Specifically, the use of organic and natural elements for actuation and shape
deformations is a unique technical contribution that is yet to be fully utilized within the
field of shape-changing displays and organic deformable interfaces. These works of
kinetic art have also been successfully deployed in public environments.
To further the adoption of shape-changing displays in public environments more studies
of how the kinetic sculptures are perceived could perhaps provide insightful findings on
user engagement and interaction.

2.7 Digital Fabrication Approaches
When looking at technical development opportunities for shape-changing displays,
digital fabrication approaches show the most promising avenue for adoption for both
designers and developers. Digital fabrication is the design and development of physical
artefacts from digital data, usually using Computer Aided Design (CAD), most
commonly solid static objects, prototypes, and enclosures. In the context of
implementation for shape-changing displays, digital fabrication techniques are used to
create dynamic non-static surfaces that can reconfigure in shape and form on demand.
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Two core approaches to fabrication are subsumed under this term: additive
manufacturing - where material is added to form an object - and subtractive
manufacturing - where material is removed to the same end. Both approaches can be
implemented through different processes, each offering unique benefits and
disadvantages., such as cost and timing for fabricating While a full survey of these
approaches and technology is outside of the scope of this thesis, for an in-depth analysis
for additive manufacturing and rapid prototyping techniques please refer to Core’s
review [25], Bourell et al. [15], and Kruth et al. [93].
This sub-section reviews current digital fabrication approaches that can further advance
the design and development of shape-changing displays, Specifically, focusing on 3D
printing and laser cutting as these are most commercially available and accessible
techniques.

2.7.1 Laser Cutting Fabrication Methods
When designing and building shape-changing displays, the cost of fabrication must be
considered, in terms of both time and technical complexity. As these hardware systems
are often bespoke and require to be built from scratch, accessible fabrication approaches
are essential for their wider adoption. Though additive fabrication methods, such as 3D
printing, offer freedom with the variety of shape they can produce, the time constraint
for fabrication is often limited by the scale of the object [109]. Traditionally, laser
cutters offer rapid fabrication though this comes at a cost of being limited to producing
only 2D parts. These 2D cut sheets of material can be used to create 3D objects, such
as enclosures, however, this then requires manual assembly and mapping 3D designs to
2D layers of parts. Using joints, such as finger joints, allows for pieces of laser cut sheet
material to be manually assembled to create 3D objects and enclosures. Though this
approach requires extra time and assembly requirements.
Within the context of HCI, to support faster fabrication using laser cutters, Mueller et
al. [108] present a rapid prototyping system that produces 3D objects using a laser
cutter. Unlike traditional laser cutting, the resulting 3D objects require no manual
assembly and are fabricated substantially faster compared to FDM 3D printing.
Umapathi et al. [191] present a stacking approach where layers of laser cut sheet
materials are automatically generated to be stacked together to enable rapid assembly
of 3D objects for a range of use cases.
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From the human-computer interaction perspective, it is still a challenge to map designs
from 3D to 2D. In order to build a 3D object, there must first be a decompose of the 3D
design into a layout of 2D parts. In terms of accessibility as a fabrication approach,
despite its widespread use in maker communities, laser cutting is still a niche skill that
the majority of the population would not be confident to conduct independently. As a
possible solution, Coros et al. [26] support the design of mechanical characters by
simply drawing the desired output motion. Another challenge faced with laser cut
fabrication approaches, with the field of HCI, is how to support people in creating more
complex objects without the need for necessary technical knowledge [107].

2.7.2 Semi-Solid Surface Design
3D fabrics combine light elastic textiles with more rigid support to form more dynamic
three-dimensional structures. Mika Barr’s “3D Fabrics” [11] enable folding and
fracturing of a flat textile pattern into a three-dimensional structure. Light and elastic
textiles are hand-dyed and then screen printed with an inflexible material that supports
the fabric’s movement, creating a new, three-dimensional textile structure. The
technique has been transferred into industrial production. Similarly, Elisa Stozyk
designed “Wooden Fabric” [164], a material that is half-wood half-textile. Small pieces
of wood are laser cut and manually glued to a thin layer of fabric to allow for movement.
These dynamic wooden surfaces are can be manipulated by touch due to their semisolid material properties. These design techniques can be extended to rapidly fabricate
semi-solid polygonal surfaces that can actively deform for shape-changing displays.

2.7.3 3D Printing
Wong and Hernandez [205] review the current additive manufacturing processes for 3D
printing. Stereolithography (STL) and Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM) are the most
common commercially available methods for 3D printing. As interest for 3D printing
widens, marker communities such as MakerBot’s Thingiverse [104] and
MyMiniFactory [2] support users to share, collaborate and further evolve new and preexisting work.
3D Printing on Fabrics
Recent research [130, 146, 181] combines 3D printed polymers with textile materials
to show new application opportunities, such as adaptive wearables. Users in maker
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communities have further developed these methods of 3D printing on fabrics to create
flexible surfaces with more accessible methods [192]. 3D printing solid elements onto
textiles offer opportunities to develop new materials that mimic fluid and ridged
characteristics. However, uniform fabric lacks control designed interlinks provide.
3D Printed Interlinked Fabrics
3D printing interlinked cloth-like materials is an emerging applicating area [141].
Nervous System (2013), a design studio led by Jessica Rosenkrantz developed
Kinematics [140], a system for 4D printing that creates complex, foldable forms
composed of articulated modules. The system provides a way to turn a threedimensional shape into a flexible structure using 3D printing by modelling triangles and
then interlinking the individual parts together with hinges. This work reflects
Kinematics’ use of 3D printed articulated modules interlinked to construct a dynamic
mechanical structure, but this technique is yet to be applied specifically for shapechanging displays. Recent research [203] also shows electrospinning (Electroloom) as
an approach for 3D printing custom 3D fabrics and textiles. As this technology remains
in a prototyping phase, this thesis focuses on more accessible approaches for 3D
printing fabrics using SLA and FDM machines. The initial explorations are based on
current design work for 3D printing fabric-like surfaces [82, 106], that can be accessible
to researchers and designers.
3D Printing with Embedded Electronics
With the recent development of multi-material 3D printers, there is now an increase in
construction of customisable interfaces with interactive capability [149]. This
introduces great potential for low cost and lead time device fabrication. Wills et al. [204]
describe an approach to 3D printing customizable interactive devices categorised as
Printed Optics. Functioning devices are designed within a digital 3D modelling editor
and realized into a single physical form through optical 3D printing. Active components
and optical quality elements are embedded into the device as part of the fabrication
process.
Savage et al. [148] describe a fabrication approach for designing and developing
interactive interfaces with embedded optical light tubes within the interiors of 3D
printed objects. Electronic sensors or actuation components are manually embedded
into the interior of 3D printed objects. Subtractive processes are implemented through
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an algorithmic approach to generate space within 3D models for the insertion of active
components and electronics. Through manual insertion, electronic sensors or actuation
mechanisms are situated within 3D printed objects to enable interactivity.

2.7.4 4D Printing
4D printing is a relatively new area of additive manufacturing that includes time as the
additional 4th dimension. Specifically, the transformation of the material and its shape
over time that is mathematically incorporated during the 3D printing process [86]. In
relation to the field of shape-changing displays, the additional shapeshifting capability
of 4D printed objects provides novel fabrication methods that go beyond other additive
manufacturing approaches. By incorporating shape changes and movement within
objects, directly during the printing process, provides new avenues of design and
fabrication for deformable surfaces.
The self-assembly programmable materials and adaptive technologies that 4D printing
supports can reduce the mechanical and electronic components required for actuation.
4D printing utilizes advances in material science to fabricate physical objects that can
transform themselves based on external stimuli. Khan et al. [86] review current work
on shape-shifting materials used in 4D printing, for both single and multi-material
additive manufacturing techniques.
Ultimately, 4D printing enables physical shape changes of an object fabricated using
smart materials that react to stimuli or an interaction mechanism embedded during the
printing process. Specifically, Leo [99] defines smart materials as “those materials
which convert thermal energy into mechanical work”. Qamar et al. [135] highlight the
need to incorporate and utilize multi-disciplinary collaborations with material sciences
to further advance the design and fabrication of shape-changing displays and interfaces.
Skylar Tibbits’s Self-Assembly Lab at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
[182] has also focused on the development of self-assembly, programmable materials
and adaptive technologies.
Embedding Active Capabilities for 4D Printing
The shape-shifting behaviour of parts, material structures and response to various
stimuli are all considered to define 4D printed applications. These active capabilities
are simulated through mathematical modelling of the 4D printing process. There are
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two categories for recently developed 4D printing materials: single and multiple
materials/composites. 4D printing of single material can support self-adaptability, selfsensing, shape memory and multiple functionalities are the qualities that are sought of
smart materials [14, 83, 194]. Active origami is an example of 4D printed multimaterial. Qi et al. [49] demonstrate the use of multi-material technology to create
printed active parts and check their ability is one of the useful achievements in 4D
printing of active origami. These examples of 4D printing capabilities can be utilized
for designing and fabricating streamline shape-changing displays that can support
embedded interaction and actuation capabilities.

2.8 Content Generation and Ideation Methodologies
Shape-changing displays are still a relatively new area in computer science and the
research community is still building an understanding of which applications are best
suited to support this new generation of displays [168]. Content generation explorations
are essential for understanding what types of data and information are best represented
using the dynamic and physical modalities [4] that encompass shape-changing displays
[6].
Exploring content generation from a novice user’s perspective is a technique that allows
researchers to gain creative input on the design process [27] and new suggestions for
designing direct interactions and gestures [198]. Employing mixed methodologies such
as sketching user scenarios and creating design fictions to inform the field is becoming
more widely adopted for content generation explorations [167]. Whilst public facing
workshops allow for fresh perspectives on future design and use cases [170].
These techniques have already been applied to shape-changing displays and interfaces.
Sturdee et al. [170] explore ideation for shape-changing content generation by sampling
a public user-base for new application ideas. Their work shows the effectiveness of
public involvement and allows researchers to compare and contrast ideas in existing
literature. This qualitative analysis work is key for the methodology for uncovering
application case studies for shape-changing displays. Design fiction has also been
increasingly adopted within the HCI community to investigate potential applications for
this new generation of dynamic displays, by creating and analysing artefacts relating to
future use-scenarios for shape-change [169].
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2.9 Summary of Related Work
To summarise, shape-changing displays support the tangible characteristics of TUIs and
data physicalizations, with the added quality of computer-controlled actuation for
dynamic surface movement and reconfigurations. The interaction capabilities for these
displays are starting to be explored but there is still limited understanding of user
experience impact due to lack of quantitative evaluation. Current work in the field of
HCI has focused on singular implementations that are of high cost, both in terms of
technical complexity and economic value. Particularly with pin-array displays that are
both cumbersome and lack mobility. The high cost of fabrication is a major barrier for
the adoption of this new and novel technology outside the research field. Work in this
thesis aims to address this technical barrier by proposing accessible design and
fabrication approaches for the rapid development of shape-changing displays across a
diverse range of domains.
This literature review also explored work from fields outside of HCI. Current work from
the fields of textile design, robotics, kinetic art, and additive manufacturing processes
have all influenced and motivated the various digital fabrication approaches established
within this thesis. Textile design of 3D fabrics motivated work in chapter 4. Using a
laser cutter enables the creation of dynamic surfaces that support organic movement
whilst changing shapes. The alternative actuation techniques proposed in chapter 5 were
influenced by the varied range of integrated mechanisms that are established in the field
of robotics. Various techniques for 3D printing were used in chapters 5 and 6 to explore
alternative approaches for designing and fabricating novel surfaces for shape-changing
displays. This work supports new methods of actuation and embedded interaction and
visualisation capabilities.
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3 | Exploring Novice Content
Generation
As stated in the related work chapter, there is a current lack of fundamental
understanding of even the most basic user interactions for shape-changing displays and
corresponding use case scenarios. This is essential in providing novel opportunities for
experiencing, creating, and manipulating 3D content in the physical world. Shapechanging displays’ physical dynamicity exploits users’ rich visual and tactile senses. As
with any new ‘hosting’ platform, content, and therefore its generation, will be key to its
future success. However, the relative immaturity of the shape-change field currently
means that content generation remains largely unexplored. This chapter aims to address
the initial research question:
How do people approach and react to the task of generating content
for shape-changing displays?
Content design must incorporate visual elements, physical surface shape, react to user
input, and adapt these parameters over time. The addition of the ‘shape channel’
significantly increases the complexity of content design but provides a powerful
platform for novel physical design, animations, and physicalizations. For this initial
work, a small but robust shape-changing display was developed as a 4×4 grid of large
actuated pixels, ShapeCanvas. Together with simple interactions, ShapeCanvas was
used to explore novice user behaviour and interactions for shape-change content design.
ShapeCanvas was deployed in a café for two and a half days where participants
generated 21 physical animations. These were categorized into seven categories and
eight directly derived from people’s personal interest. This chapter describes these
experiences, the generated animations, and provides initial insights into shape-changing
content design.
To summarize, this chapter contributes: (1) ShapeCanvas, a small, but robust shapechanging display, (2) a two-and-a-half-day deployment of ShapeCanvas into a public
environment to understand how novices generate content, and (3) a thematic
categorization of generated content, empirical report of interaction, and discussion on
future approaches.
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3.1 System Design
ShapeCanvas (Figure 7 - left) is a 4x4 grid of actuators, each of which has user
configurable height and colour. To observe ‘pixel level’ interaction, the display was
designed to be a small size. ShapeClips [57] were augmented with laser-cut frosted
acrylic cases, attached LDR light sensors to the top left corner to sense user interactions,
and utilized ShapeClip’s built-in LED for the display. Each physical pixel has a top
surface area of 35×35mm and actuates 100mm. The ShapeClips were placed onto an
18” touchscreen that, along with custom-built software, was used to control the
ShapeClips, run demonstrations, and facilitate user configuration of physical
animations (Figure 7 - right). The system automatically logged all user interactions.

Figure 7: ShapeCanvas, a 4x4 grid of height and colour actuating pixels (left)
with touchscreen controls (right).

Interaction Design
Simple interactions were designed that allowed users to configure each physical pixel’s
height and colour. Animation sequences were compiled using the touchscreen (Figure
7 - right).
Physical Pixel Height
Height control follows a ‘mimic’ approach (as observed by Alexander et al. [5]) using
the LDR for input detection. To activate a physical pixel, the user first taps the top panel
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of the pixel (over the LDR). To move a pixel up, the user moves their finger vertically:
the physical pixel follows. To move a pixel down, the user presses their finger on top
of the physical pixel: again, it follows, the user releases their finger when the desired
height is reached.
Physical Pixel Colour
A visual representation was used to control pixel colour: shining a small light source
(torch) onto a physical pixel triggers the built-in LED to iterate through the six
secondary colours at two-second intervals. Removing the light source stops rotation and
the colour is selected. The torch was used as a “paintbrush” to maximize physical
interaction.
Shape-Changing Animation
Once the height and colours are configured, users can save the frame as part of an
animation sequence (Figure 7 - right). Once multiple frames are saved, the timing
between the frames can be adjusted to modify actuation speed; the system will then
generate a looped animation.

3.2 User Study
In order to gain initial insight into how novice users would generate physical animations
using a shape-changing display, the pixel canvas was deployed in a busy café. Novice
users (rather than trained groups) ensured insights into initial interactions and reactions,
potential content design domains, and ideas for future applications. Please see Appendix
A for documentation related to this study.

3.2.1 Study Format
ShapeCanvas was set up in a busy café for two and a half days and used by 21
participants. A large display advertised the study in the café, which allowed participants
to be self-selected by approaching the researcher. Participants were seated in front of a
low table which supported ShapeCanvas. Each study was divided into three phases:
(PH1) demonstration phase using a weather forecasting application with static and
dynamic physical examples, (PH2) interaction training phase to allow users to
understand the height and colour controls, (PH3) content design phase where
participants were asked to create their own physical animations.
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3.2.2 Participant Demographics
The study consisted of 21 participants (6 females) with age ranging from 18 up to 45+
years. Occupational backgrounds ranged from Policy Adviser, Chef, Systems
Developer, Barista, Chemist, and Student. In total, 18 participants had experience with
graphical software but lacked experience in animation (10 participants either never used
animation software or only a few times a year). The average time spent performing the
study was approximately 21 minutes.

3.2.3 Reactions to the Demo Applications
Each participant was shown three static physical weather frames (“Clear Sky”, “Few
Clouds”, and “Many Clouds”) and two motion animations (“Rain Animation”, and
“Current Wind Direction”). Participants found dynamic heights a useful indicator of
weather conditions. They expressed the greatest interest in the wind and rain
animations, with four participants wanting to see a larger, higher resolution version.
Several participants put their hand on the display to feel the wind motion and said it
would be a useful way for visually impaired users to have a more engaging experience.
P7 stated that the dynamic height changes “adds an extra level of dimension and makes
people pay more attention to it.... bringing the outside indoors”.

3.2.4 ShapeCanvas Application Ideas
Throughout the study participants were encouraged to think of future applications for
the display [170]. A diverse range of possible application areas emerged: landscape and
terrain modelling (7), dynamic board game layouts (3), modelling physical artefacts
such as pizza sizes (2) or commercial products (3), displaying complex structures such
as cloud formations (P3) and forest canopy layers (P15). P17 described using
ShapeCanvas as a tool for modelling prototypes and products, to scale, to demonstrate
physical models to overseas stakeholders. Participants pursued these ideas, along with
others, during the content design phase.

3.2.5 Low-Level Interactions with ShapeCanvas
Participants initially performed interactions using their dominant hand (right = 16; left
= 5) and one participant used their index finger for controlling height. Participants
initially interacted with the pixels on the row closest to them and reached over to the
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ones further back in the later stages. For single colour-changes participants used the
torch with their non-dominant hand but swapped to the dominant hand to perform
canvas-wide colour changes.

Figure 8: Height (left) and colour (right) interaction density (average number of
interactions per participant) heat maps.

During the animation phase, it was noted that participants used bimanual interaction:
their left hand was used to control pixel height on the left side of the display and their
right hand on the right side. Figure 8 shows a summary of where canvas interactions
were performed; edges and close corners were the most popular. These observations
showed that participants quickly learned to efficiently use the spatial position of their
body for design; however, the hard-to-reach pixels received less attention.

3.3 Physical Animations
Each participant made at least one frame, with the longest animation containing 24
frames (mean: 5 frames). Interaction time varied depending on the complexity of the
participants’ design approach. Those who used fewer pixels per frame generally had
shorter interaction time (e.g. P4 generated 24 frames in 9:58 minutes whereas P6
generated 6 frames in 24:31 minutes).
Animations can be categorized as artistic expressions (6), structured recreations (3),
physical typography (3), face illustrations (3), landscape modelling (2), symbols and
signs (2), and game simulation (2). Each participant walked through their design once
completed.
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Artistic Expression
Six of the participants used the system for artistic expression. They explored height and
colour interactions of the 4×4 grid, activating individual pixels in no particular order.
They used it “just for fun” (P3, P7, P14) and “just to see what happens” (P7, P8). These
artistic animations ranged from 3 to 12 frames. Figure 9E is an example of a frame
created by P3.

Figure 9: Assortment of animation frames created by participants. Photographs
described inline.

Structured Recreations
After initial explorations, three participants recreated physical environments. P2 created
the “Las Vegas Strip” (2 frames). P10 visualized a rainbow effect by selecting specific
colours and heights for each animation frame (8 frames). Similarly, P21 explored a
physical wave pattern that changed colour (14 frames), stating that the system could be
applied in mathematics to “physically represent the wave equation”.
Physical Typography
Three participants created animations that spell out their name (Figure 9D showing the
letter “I”). Participants wanted to create content personal to them and stated that “it
seems like a simple thing to show on a low-resolution display” (P6).
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Face Illustrations
P13 and P20 created simple “face” icons. P13 made a sad face to represent their mood
at the time (3 frames). Similarly, P20 made a “smiley face” where the mouth moved to
change expression (2 frames). P17 came from an artistic background and created a
partial profile of a face which emerged from the display (3 frames). They used the height
of each pixel to show the contours of the nose, eyebrow, and eye.
Landscape Modelling
Two of the participants used the system to create landscapes. P4 generated a terrain map
(24 frames) that visualized a path (green pixels) through a set of mountains (red pixels
that were raised higher which represented danger areas, Figure 9F). Their aim was to
visualize suitable walking paths in mountainous areas. P15 modelled a forest canopy (2
frames) growing and dying over time (e.g. Figure 9A shows a gap in the centre
representing dead trees). P15 used the system to “show the forest moving over time as
it is difficult to represent the patterns in 2D”.
Symbols and Signs
P11 created a single frame that showed a hazard sign. The height of the red pixels on
the outside represented how severe a hazard can be. The four pixels in the centre had a
range of colours that mapped to a particular threat.
Game Simulation
Two participants generated game simulations. P1 made a simple game for their cat (6
frames). Each pixel represented a mouse which goes up and down at random stages of
the animation to attract the attention of the cat. P9 based their animation on the strategy
board game “Risk” (Figure 9C). They used the grid to generate a dynamic environment
for gameplay (6 frames). The animation simulates a plane (blue pixel) flying over the
landscape (green pixels) to a target (yellow pixel). When the plane reaches the target,
the yellow pixel turns red to show the target has been eliminated.

3.3.1 General User Perceptions
In general, participants enjoyed the intuitive nature of the height and colour controls.
P18 stated that the pixels followed their finger “like a pet”. P16 felt the height control
allowed them to be “connected” with the display. The majority of participants wanted
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to see a system of a larger scale and higher resolution (e.g. 100×100 pixels). Participants
also suggested faster response times for colour and height changes.

3.4 Chapter Discussion
The majority of current shape-changing displays are one-off prototypes that require
significant expertise in design, electrical engineering, mechanical engineering, and
materials science to construct [126, 176, 185, 198]. The community’s focus on resourceintensive technical demands limits the number of qualitative user evaluations on how
people engage with shape-changing displays. There are a limited number of tools and
methods to enable users, with minimal resources, to directly author physically
reconfigurable interfaces [57, 176]. The need to create more accessible approaches and
tools for fabricating shape-changing displays and interfaces is highlighted in current
research [143, 168, 170]. This early research focused on addressing this limitation by
developing a shape-changing display that supports content generation for novice users.
The core focus here was on designing and developing low-cost hardware systems that
can be easily reproduced, are portable, and scalable. ShapeCanvas, a 4x4 grid of large
actuated pixels, combined with simple interactions, explored novice user behaviour and
interactions for shape-change content design.

3.4.1 Physical Animations
Participants successfully used ShapeCanvas to design a range of physical animations.
Several participants designed content directly applicable to themselves (Physical
Typography – all participants visualized their name) or their personal interests (P4,
walking trail; P9, dynamic board game), and occupation-related visualizations (P15).

3.4.2 Interaction Patterns
Bimanual interaction emerged as the dominant interaction pattern. Video analysis and
observations participants quickly learning to efficiently use both of their hands for direct
interaction. Future design environments should try to take advantage of the direct
physical interaction possible with such displays (rather than trapping users in desktop
environments). P3 described the interaction as “playing the piano where you use both
hands for better control of particular keys”. The tap and hover interaction for increasing
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the height of a pixel was well received by users. Future iterations of ShapeCanvas will
aim to increase the parallel use of both hands.

3.4.3 Limitations and Generalizability
A small (4×4-pixel grid) display was initially used, with simple interactions for novice
user content design. This demonstrated that users were able to use low-level
configuration to build physical animations. However, such interaction methods would
need adapting to scale for large physical pixel displays. I also observed a diverse range
of application areas. The choice of applications was likely influenced by the capabilities
of the display, but in all cases, would only improve in quality on high-resolution
displays. Larger scale content creation can be enhanced by enabling adjustable actuation
speed, and concurrent multi-pixel interaction and colour selection.

3.5 Chapter Conclusion
The key objective of this work was to allow users to directly interact with a shapechanging display to generate their own content. This chapter demonstrated how novice
users can create physical animations using low-level interactions for controlling the
height and colour of individual pixels. The key findings from this exploration are: (1)
Simple, small shape-displays are useful for informing interaction design and
discovering novel application areas, (2) Novice users successfully designed a diverse
range of physical animations, suitable for informing future design environments, and
(3) users quickly learned to take advantage of the spatial affordances of the shapedisplay. These findings provide a starting point for the construction and evaluation of
content design environments for shape-changing displays.
Based on the insights gained from this initial exploration of content generation for
shape-changing displays, the next step is to develop prototypes that provide dedicated
support for specific applications. Content generation explorations in this chapter
explored more generalised uses of shape-changing displays with no particular datasets
represented. The development of application-specific shape-changing displays in the
next chapter is more focused on distinct datasets and establishing a platform with a
variety of functions in different domains. To better understand what applications are
most suited for shape-changing displays, domain experts from a range of areas were
asked to design and develop shape-changing displays specific to their own work.
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4 | Engaging Domain
Experts in Designing
Shape-Changing Displays
After an initial exploration of content generation and application ideas, this chapter
begins to establish a process that facilitates the production of a range of applications for
shape-changing displays. Currently, there is a limited number of tools and methods to
enable domain experts, with minimal resources or technical skills, to directly author
physically reconfigurable interfaces. This limits the ability to reliably design interactive
shape-changing displays that utilise the dynamic physical affordances of such systems.
Currently, domain experts cannot engage with novel physical representations of their
data as they do not have the necessary tools or skillsets to directly design and create
shape-changing displays based on their requirements. The need to create more
accessible approaches and tools for fabricating shape-changing displays is highlighted
in current research [6, 170]. Furthermore, there is currently a lack of understanding of
the engagement impact on users of dynamic data physicalizations. This chapter aims to
address the initial research question:
How can experts be engaged in designing shape-changing content to
represent data specific to their work domains?
To address the research question above, this chapter presents a design approach for the
rapid fabrication of high-fidelity interactive shape-changing displays using bespoke
semi-solid surfaces (see Figure 10). This is achieved by segmenting virtual
representations of the given data and mapping it to a dynamic physical polygonal
surface.
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Figure 10: Interactive shape-changing displays developed with PolySurface: A)
a physical terrain model used for design session demos; B) physical bar-chart
interface designed by P1; C) physical volcano modelling by P2; (D) interactive
physical display to model eye tracking data by P3.

The majority of current shape-changing displays are one-off prototypes that are either
restricted to linear pin-based [42, 72, 97, 132] or continuous surface outputs [28, 147,
185]. These hardware systems limit the forms of data and information encoded within
them due to the lack of resolution and dynamicity in the surface configurations, for both
static and motion-based representations. Complex polygonal structures, meshes, or
curved contours are difficult to construct. The low-cost implementation method,
PolySurface, combines the benefits of pin arrays and cloth. The combined flat solid
surfaces and elastic material used in PolySurface enhances the design space for shapechanging displays due to its capability to represent more complex physical structures,
such as curved contours, in comparison to traditional shape-changing displays.
First, this work establishes the design and fabrication approach, PolySurface, for
generating semi-solid reconfigurable surfaces. Secondly, the generalizability of this
approach is demonstrated by presenting design sessions using datasets provided by
experts from a diverse range of domains. Thirdly, user engagement is evaluated with
the prototype hardware systems that are built. All participants, all of whom had no
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previous interaction with shape-changing displays, were able to successfully design
interactive hardware systems that physically represent data specific to their work.
Finally, a reflection on the content generated was used to understand if the approach is
effective at representing the intended output based on a set of user-defined functionality
requirements.
The PolySurface approach consists of six steps: (1) Data Segmentation: input data and
interface designs are digitally segmented to generate a polygonal mesh of the semi-solid
surface; (2) Fabrication: the polygonal mesh is laser cut on a thin solid material such as
polypropylene; (3) Assembly: the polygonal mesh is attached to durable spandex to
allow elasticity; (4) Visualization Design: establish visual interface features. (5) Height
Design: identify variables from the data to represent surface movement and position
actuators below the display; (6) Interaction Control: implement interactive features of
the display (e.g. buttons, hover control, gesture recognition).
This approach enables users from a range of domains to design and construct shapechanging displays based on their own input data. This can take many forms:
photographs, graphics, Comma Separated Values (CSVs), topographic models etc. The
approach decreases the number of actuators needed whilst showing more complex
content and structures than pin-based or continuous fabric displays.
To summarize, the primary contributions of this chapter; (1) Conceptual approach for
designing and developing shape-changing displays using dynamic polygonal surface
structures. (2) PolySurface as a low-cost implementation method for rapid high-fidelity
prototyping of shape-changing displays and interactive interfaces. (3) Three case
studies where participants, from different domains, generated interactive shapechanging displays based on datasets provided from their work. (4) Discussion of design
sessions observations that identify key design requirements, limitations, and research
challenges for designing and fabricating shape-changing displays.

4.1 Design and Fabrication Approach
The overarching goal of this work is to develop an approach for rapid prototyping highfidelity dynamic shape-changing displays with interactive capabilities. In order to
develop a more generalizable contribution, I focused on reducing the design and
construction time and technical requirements needed to design and generate these
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dynamic physically reconfigurable hardware systems. the approach utilizes both
actuated pixels, where each actuator keeps to a flat solid state, and an elastic material
that extrudes smoothly from the surface of the shape-display.

4.1.1 Conceptual Approach
To facilitate engagement with end-users the approach has two key design features: (1)
Allow end-users to generate dynamic display surfaces using a diverse range of input
data; (2) Reduce display construction and implementation complexity by using preexisting toolkits and minimal hardware. A six-step process was developed (Figure 11)
that incorporates these design features. This process is based around the idea of semisolid surfaces: surfaces that consist of solid components (laser cut polypropylene) fused
onto a flexible sub-surface (spandex). By correctly segmenting input data, templates
can be produced that maximize continuous surfaces (to reduce the required number of
actuators) and provide sufficient flexibility to allow height control where required.

Figure 11: Breakdown of the conceptual approach.

This approach has three key advantages for shape-changing displays: (1) Only areas
that require height elevation are segmented and cut, significantly reducing the number
of actuators required; (2) It can produce areas of continuous surface not currently
possible with pin-arrays; (3) Development time is significantly reduced for high-fidelity
prototyping. The key trade-off is the reduced generalizability of the shape-changing
surface if the initial input data is coarse. To validate the conceptual approach,
PolySurface was developed as an implementation of the design and fabrication of semisolid surfaces.

4.1.2 PolySurface: Implementation of Approach
The developed approach for fabricating semi-solid surfaces that consist of laser-cut flat
polygonal meshes that are attached to a durable spandex material. A minimal number
of actuators are placed below the semi-solid surface to enable elevation of selected
polygonal areas. The proposed design and fabrication process enables rapid creation of
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more complex shape-changing representations and greater accessibility to nontechnical
users.
Step 1: Data Segmentation
This process outlines all of the vertices necessary to allow actuation. Firstly, the users’
data or interface designs are directly mapped onto a polygonal segmented surface ready
for fabrication. To do this, I capitalize on the wide range of segmentation algorithms
already available. Image data can be segmented using a number of geometric algorithms
(e.g. General Triangulation [47], Straight Skeleton [37], Voronoi Diagrams [9]) which
are available open source and via online web applications [38]. For numerical data (x,
y), the Delaunay Triangulation [144] segmentation algorithm is used to generate
polygonal meshes. This algorithm ensures each data point is a vertex on the mesh plane
of the semi-solid surface. For outline designs, such as interfaces or architectural plans,
plane segmentation is generated in an illustrator vector graphics software (Figure 12).

Figure 12: Segmentation process of a contour map.

Step 2: Fabrication
Secondly, a physical representation of the segmented surface (Figure 13B) must be
produced. Once the digital surface is designed (Step 1), it is laser cut based on a set of
guidelines detailed below. A lightweight polypropylene (0.8mm depth) is used for laser
cutting the polygonal mesh. It is recommended that any small polygons (less than 10mm
diameter) are merged into adjacent larger polygons to ensure anything smaller than
10mm is not deformed by the laser cutter as polypropylene material has a low melting
point. A gap of at least 1mm between each polygon is advised as it ensures fluid flex
and fold motion of the surface. This mesh is then attached to black bidirectional (x and
y-axis stretchable) spandex for fluidity and elastic support (Figure 13C-F).
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Step 3: Assembly
To ensure that all of the polygons stay intact and in the right position, strips of tape are
overlaid on the mesh before removing it from the laser cutter bed (Figure 13C). This
ensures no parts are lost or move position. The cut outline surrounding the mesh (Figure
13D) is then removed and super glue the entire surface as onto stretchable spandex
(Figure 13E) to provide the flexible sub-surface. To reduce the visibility of lines on the
surface it is recommended to use the same colour material for both the Spandex and the
solid segments. Figure 13F Shows the tape overlay removed once the surface is
secured. The surface is then inserted into an enclosure (750 x 450 x 210mm) which also
contains actuators and horizontal screen.

Figure 13: (A) Laser cutting polypropylene sheet (0.8mm depth) and (B)
fabricated polygonal surface. Securing shapes on the surface (C); Removing
spacing guides (D); Gluing surface to Spandex (E); Removing tape (F).

Step 4: Visualization Design
The correct position of visualizations is established by projection mapping the basic
digital outline of the surface design onto the physical semi-solid surface (Figure 14A).
Interactive visualizations are implemented using HTML webpages and are not restricted
in diversity. Figure 14B shows an example of volcano visualizations.
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Figure 14: Map projection onto the surface (A) and frame from volcano
vocalization (B).

Step 5: Height Design
Physical reconfigurations of PolySurface were generated by mapping variables, such as
numeric variances, from the given data to represent elevation states. ShapeClip modules
[57] are used for height actuation as they are cheap and easy to control, with the lightintensity output from the monitor directly regulating actuator height above (Figure
15A). ShapeClip placement is customizable, depending on the input data, and is not
limited to a grid. The monitor, underneath the actuators, shows an HTML webpage that
uses Bitmap greyscale animation frames for elevation control (Figure 15B). To
determine accurate actuator position, it is recommended to observe where the greatest
white and grey light-intensity variance occurs on the monitor. These areas directly map
to the highest frequency of movement on the physical display. Positioning the actuators
on these areas of the monitor guarantees most accurate height elevation on the semisolid surface above.
Using custom JavaScript functions, a user can design a set of Bitmap frames where the
colour of each pixel directly corresponds to movement for a designated actuator.
Elevation controls are translated directly from the user’s input data. Custom data is
automatically scaled to grayscale RGB values (0-255).
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Figure 15: Actuators in specific positions on an 8x6 grid above the flat monitor
(A); Height control webpage underneath (B).

Step 6: Interaction Control
To enhance engagement with the display users can add interactive elements such as
hover or buttons directly on the dynamic surface (Figure 16A-B) or on the side of the
enclosure (Figure 16C). A wide range of interactions can be implemented by using a
depth camera positioned above the surface. Pre-designed code snippets were used with
an open source toolkit [56] to enable interaction with the dynamic surface and
enclosure. The toolkit uses simple HTML webpages and client-server communication.
Interaction is not limited to a depth camera and other forms of input, such as a keyboard,
can be used.

Figure 16: Hover interaction for shape selection (A); Interactive buttons on the
surface (B); Button on side of display enclosure (C).

4.2 Design Session Methodology
The goal of the design sessions is to understand whether the approach for fabricating
shape-changing interface design is: (1) Appropriate to engage non-expert users; (2)
Able to generate surfaces suitable for use and demonstration in a variety of application
domains; (3) Efficient for rapidly developing high fidelity prototypes. Please see
Appendix A for documentation related to this study
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Participants attended in two sessions: (1) Design: to bring along their dataset, specify
requirements for the display, and design the surface, actuation, and interactions; (2)
Evaluation: to assess the produced surface for its effectiveness in their domain, and
where possible, to demonstrate it to other domain experts or a novice. Design sessions
were conducted with three separate participants to explore content generation using the
approach for fabricating shape-changing displays. This study is limited to three
participants to allow us to work closely with each participant and the unique datasets
they provided. Each participant was allocated a week-long slot to enable significant
depth in the sessions and analysis.

4.2.1 Meeting One: Design
The first meeting was at most two hours and aimed to establish the surface design based
on the participant’s requirements. The participants were asked to bring along a sample
of data they use in their everyday work. This could range from, but not restricted to
generic (x, y) data, more complex numeric representations (x, y, z), bar charts, as well
as graphics, plan designs, sketches (hand drawn or digital), interface/web designs etc.
Each participant was shown a presentation overview of the project at the start of the
first meeting. Video examples of existing shape-changing displays were shown together
with a live demo of two applications generated using the PolySurface approach. The
first application was a video player (dynamic user interface) with interactive height and
visualization control on the surface. The second example was a dynamic terrain map
(Figure 10A). The researcher provided detailed instructions and walked the participant
through the design process. This meeting consisted of the design tasks in the
PolySurface approach (Figure 11) and listing a set of requirements the device must
perform to successfully function. I used the requirements to help assess the effectiveness
of the resulting display. Once the participant was satisfied with the designed surface
(both physical and visual), elevation design, and height and interaction control, I laser
cut and assembled the device (Figure 13). Participation in the fabrication, assembly,
implementation of height design and interaction was optional. Contextual inquiries
were performed throughout to understand each participant’s thoughts and impressions.
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4.2.2 Meeting Two: Evaluation
In the second meeting, each participant was asked to evaluate the success of the final
device produced based on a set of requirements they specified during meeting one of
the studies. To begin, the complete surface was demonstrated to the participant and they
were walked through the set of interactions. Participants were then encouraged to
explore their dataset and comment on the validity of the representation and any new
insights, advantages, or disadvantages their shape-changing display provided. Semistructured interviews were conducted throughout each evaluation meeting to ensure the
participant’s thoughts and opinions were comprehensively audio and video recorded.

4.2.3 Display Showcase
When the participant had explored the prototype display and was satisfied that the
functionality met their requirements, they were encouraged to showcase their shapechanging display to a small group or individual (either domain experts or novices). An
informal group presentation and a short feedback session then took place to allow us to
evaluate the effectiveness and engagement of the shape-changing prototypes developed.

4.3 PolySurface Design Sessions
To demonstrate the generalizability of the approach for designing and fabricating high
fidelity shape-changing displays three design sessions were conducted. Each design
session consisted of a two-hour design meeting followed by a one-hour evaluation
session once the final display was developed. Participants also had the opportunity to
showcase their shape-changing display to either domain experts or novices.
Based on the set of requirements defined in the first design meetings all three
participants successfully developed shape-changing displays specific to their domain
expertise (Figure 10B-D). During each meeting, the participant provided information
on their domain-specific data and methods they traditionally use for presenting it.

4.3.1 Demographic Background
Participants were selected from a range to domains to ensure a wide variety of data
samples to demonstrate the generalizability of the approach. Summarized demographic
profiles in Table 1.
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Age

Gender

35-44

F

25-34

F

25-34

M

Domain
Accommodation
Manager
Volcanologist

Dataset Type
Numeric & Text (Spreadsheet)
Geographic Information
Systems (GIS)

Eye Tracking

(x, y) co-ordinates

Researcher

(Spreadsheet)

Table 1: Participants’ demographic information.

4.3.2 Participant 1
P1 is an accommodation manager and provided a spreadsheet detailing the distribution
of students in studio accommodation as well as their demographics. Their primary goal
was to “make the data visually easier to understand”. Based on the data sample provided
the participant designed a physical bar chart representing gender and nationality
distribution across the six colleges they managed. The prototype display was then
developed within two days. The primary target audience for this data representation are
colleagues from the accommodation management department.
Design Session
I worked with the participant to establish which variable in the data sample would be
best to represent using height and elevation variants. At first, P1 struggled with
brainstorming ideas. I suggested examples of a physical bar-chart, a map of the
accommodation, or a world heightmap showing the international distribution of
students. P1 stated that the information provided is minimal in terms of creativity due
to only a small data sample provided. The participant settled on the physical bar-chart
as they were familiar with this style of representation.
Initially, P1 showed apprehension in the exploration of creative ideas for the display.
When asked to sketch their design concept they indicated that they would prefer the
researcher to do it for them. P1 became more comfortable once the bar-chart concept
was established and then took over the sketching process. P1 did not initially think
interaction with the display was necessary, but further discussion revealed the necessity
of buttons to change datasets. I attribute this apprehension to the novelty of the display
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modality and highlight the need for better methodologies to expose users to the potential
of such displays (see chapter Discussion).
Shape-Changing Display Description
The developed PolySurface is 355mm × 215mm and consisted of six vertical rectangles
to represent each college membership and four circles on the right side for buttons (see
Figure 17B). 14 actuators were positioned at various locations underneath the surface
for elevation control. The full process, from design to implementation, had taken two
days. A user can press one of the four buttons to activate a physical bar-chart that
represents either gender or continental distribution (female, male, EU, or None-EU) of
students across six colleges in studio accommodation. In the height transition between
each bar chart, elevation of the surface drops to minimal height and rises to appropriate
levels to ensure the transition changes are obvious. The high and low levels of the
surface correlate to the number of people for each bar. The more data variation, the
more significant dips would be. In this example, physical height is a direct
representation of the visual display.

Figure 17: Example physical bar charts showing the distribution of None-EU (A)
and male (B) students across six colleges.

Evaluation Meeting
The display was presented to P1, who said that this information is easier to see and
“play around with as it is more visible than going through a lot of spreadsheets”. They
stated that this representation would be easier to market as it was more visually
appealing and interactive than traditional bar charts. They considered the display to be
suitable for showing a ‘snap-shot’ of the data and its trends that can enhance audience
engagement. They provide the example of using this for marketing purposes where
complex data trends would be a lot easier to interpret and display rather than people
going through figures and percentages. However, P1 commented that for their day-to80
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day work, this system is more sophisticated than needed. P1 did not showcase their
display, they requested a video to show to colleagues.
Summary
P1 successfully designed a physical representation of their dataset. While the
representation is familiar (a bar chart), this emphasized the need to help users think
‘outside the box’. P1 appreciated the display for its communication and engagement
potential to convey a ‘snap-shot’ of overall trends to senior management, in a public
space and for educational purposes.

4.3.3 Participant 2
P2 is a Senior Teaching Associate (Environmental Science) specializing in
volcanology. Their research looks into glacial volcanoes in Iceland from around 95,000
years ago. Their primary goal was to “accurately and clearly represent the volcanic
edifices and paleo-ice conditions in 3D”. P2 provided a paper from fieldwork conducted
at Bláhnúkur (Torfajökull, Iceland). Their shape-changing display represents the
predicted structure of the volcano before its eruption (95,000 years ago) (Figure 18)
and the current morphology. The primary use of this data representation was for
demonstrations to colleagues and novices.

Figure 18: Physical state transition of volcano structure 95,000 years ago (A) and
morphology with glacier overlay (B).

Design Session
Due to the complexity of their research, P2 came to two design sessions. The first
meeting helped to develop an insight into the participant’s domain and overall concept
for the display design. Initially, P2 provided us with two papers with separate volcano
models. I established Bláhnúkur as the volcano P2 was interested to recreate in physical
form and outlined main functionality requirements. During the second design meeting,
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I verified an accurate model of the PolySurface based on data from the Bláhnúkur paper.
For visualization, P2 provided us with aerial photos, satellite images, contour map, and
geological maps from geographic websites [1]. 2D images for structural representation
was proven to be a limitation in P2’s field: “I cannot show everything in just one image
which is problem… it is impossible to get a photograph where you can see everything”
A contour map of the volcano was used as input for the PolySurface segmentation. P2
specified they wanted multiple images projected on their surface as this would help the
audience differentiate between areas of the volcano through colour as well as elevation.
For interaction, I designed a simple button interface to transition between images
provided by P2. During the design session, I established two limitations for 2D image
analysis in P2’s domain. The participant demonstrated this difficulty (Figure 19) to
interpret data correctly from 2D images: “I struggle with this image because optically
when looking from the south, there is a valley, but actually it is wrong”

Figure 19: Comparison of the same aerial photo of Bláhnúkur volcano. is rotated
180 degrees. (Imagery ©2016 Google, DigitalGlobe, Map data ©2016)

Two limitations have emerged from P2’s design sessions:
1. With aerial images, there is an optical illusion depending on viewpoint angle.
2. With photographs of the side view of the volcano, it is impossible to see every
angle of the volcano.
For height design, three main states were established: (state 1) morphology before
eruption, (state 2) morphology before eruption with glacier elevation, (state 3) current
morphology of the volcano. Water sample data from their field work was used for height
design and to physically represent the volcano model 95,000 years ago.
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Shape-Changing Display Description
The assembled PolySurface is 310 x 273mm in size with 16 actuators situated below
that control the elevation of three physical states. The full construction process,
including fabrication, assembly, visualization and interaction control also took two
days. Interaction controls consist of 15 buttons that are projected on the top of the
enclosure box. The first three buttons control height changes representing three
morphologies of the volcano in the last 95,000 years. The other 12 buttons transition
between visualizations on the PolySurface. These visuals include; aerial photographs,
satellite images, contour and topographic maps, and sampling location areas on the
volcano surface.
Evaluation Meeting
For all three physical state changes, P2 found PolySurface provided an accurate
representation of the volcano’s morphology. The semi-solid mesh surface clearly
represented valleys and ridges to scale, and these were also easier to differentiate
compared to photo analysis. The participant expressed interest in using this display for
research presentations. P2 stated that using a shape display like this provides a better
representation of a volcano: “You can turn your head and see the whole morphology
and you cannot see all of the angles in a 2D image”.
Display Showcase
P2 was asked to present their interactive shape-changing display to a non-geologist. P2
walked through the display functionality whilst explaining to the non-geologist each
physical state change with different visual backdrops. The non-geologist was able to
clearly understand the main concept explained within 5 minutes and stated: “For a nongeologist, a shape-changing representation is much better to communicate and picture
the whole thing”
The direct interaction with the volcano structure and visualization also made it easier
for P2 to explain their research. They felt this display is most appropriate for
communicating their research to the general public. P2 and the non-geologist agreed
that the added interactive features enhanced engagement with complex information.
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Summary
P2 successfully designed a high-fidelity reconstruction of a volcano by mapping preexisting topography using a bespoke PolySurface. For P2 it is impossible to accurately
visualize volcanos in 2D space. The dynamic polygonal mesh of PolySurface enabled a
physical 3D representation of a range of angular structures comprising the volcano’s
valleys and ridges. Two practical limitations were established within P2’s domain.
Firstly, aerial terrain analysis is limited due to optical illusions based on the rotation of
images. Secondly, geologists are unable to represent a full model of terrain using solely
2D space. The representation facilitated analysis by providing an additional (physical)
information channel, reducing the confusion of optical illusions and overlaying
additional (visual) data onto a physical terrain map. P2 showcased the display to a nongeologist who understood a complex research concept in a 5-minute demonstration. The
non-geologist stated: “This display summaries thousands of years of history in just a
few buttons”

Figure 20: Image from academic paper provided by participant(A-B). P2 showing
the none-geologist sampling points on volcano (C) Contour map (D).
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4.3.4 Participant 3
P3 is a PhD researcher specializing in eye-tracking calibration. They provided data from
their own study that compares eye tracking calibration effectiveness with a range of
shapes. They wanted to show the comparison between two variables (target eye
coordinates and actual gaze coordinates) through surface elevation on a timeline. Based
on the data sample provided a shape-changing display was developed that physically
represents this comparison variable using two interaction techniques (see Figure 21).
P3 showcased their PolySurface display to a group of five colleagues (Figure 22) to
gain insight into how the technology can be used to enhance data analysis and
demonstrations.

Figure 21: Difference represented between target and gaze on point on a line (A)
and a corner (B) from the square data sample.

Design Session
The spreadsheet supplied by P3 contained (x, y) coordinates for target eye location,
actual eye gaze location, and the difference between them for a square and a circle
sample. 30 samples were used from both the circle and square datasets. P3 traditionally
uses 2D graphics, graphs and plots to represent their data. To enhance their current
representation methods, they wanted to include interaction and visual features in their
display. P3 emphasized that the most important variable to represent was the offset
between the target and actual gaze coordinates. It was agreed to use surface elevation
to show this offset. P3 had the idea of using a slider to go through a timeframe to show
“evolution of that movement” for their specific shapes. P3 had the most comprehensive
list of requirements.
To be functionally successful their PolySurface display must: (1) Play the animation to
see the different positions of both target and gaze coordinates; (2) See the difference
(positive and negative) between coordinates using height; (3) Navigate around the
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animation; (4) Select on the animation line which points of the data set to activate; (5)
Visualization must have different colours for target and gaze points.
Shape-Changing Display Description
This PolySurface is 350 x 240mm in size and used 16 actuators. The display was
designed and constructed within one week due to the high specification of functionality
requirements listed. Two interaction techniques were established. Firstly, data from the
square sample was represented using a chronological physical animation sequence
when a user pressed the blue square on the bottom right of the surface (Figure 21).
Secondly, sample data from the circle example was shown through individual frames.
A user can hover or press one of the 30 buttons projected on top of the display enclosure
to select a specific indexed frame (see Figure 22 and Figure 16C). For height control,
P3’s data was automatically scaled to fit ShapeClip’s grayscale RGB input values (0255).
Evaluation Meeting
The display was presented to P3, who noticed there was sharp variation in height at the
corners (Figure 21B) of the square whilst on the main lines (Figure 21A) were flatter.
Both interaction features enhanced understanding of the preliminary data trends. Based
on these observations P3 stated that this dynamic physicalization helped to verify their
hypothesis regardless of the relativity small data sample: “Now I know for sure from
this square example that corners are problematic and in the circle example I can check
that there are not that many changes.”
P3 noted that the segmented polygonal structure of PolySurface enhances slopes for
each height actuation. Initially, the additional visualization of the data sample points
aided differentiating between the square and circle examples. Individual frame selection
enabled easy comparison between points on the timeline. The chronological animation
sequence enabled clear insight into the overall trend of the data sample.
Group Showcase
P3 invited five colleagues from the eye-tracking research domain along to a showcase
of their interactive shape-changing display. P3 showcased their PolySurface display,
explaining the data representation and interactive features. P3 went into detail about the
data trends that emerged from these representations (e.g. greater height variation in
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corners of the square). All group members were able to distinguish variation in height
and conclude that corners are where the gaze is lost due to sharp angles. One member
questioned why the distance of the gaze points was represented by height. P3 replied
that eye-gaze offset is the most important variable in their data they thought it was the
most appropriate to represent through elevation. Another colleague asked why the
distance between target and gaze points is not just visualized using the projector.

Figure 22: P3’s colleague comparing elevation difference between circle frame
12 (A) and frame 8 (B).

P3 stated that having just the visualization does not clearly show positive and negative
variation. Another member inquired about the possibility of adapting the display to
show real-time data. This functionality could be implemented using visualization
toolkits.
Summary
P3 successfully designed a shape-changing display which enables physical comparison
between target and gaze position in an animated circle and square based on a
timestamped log. Two interactive features were incorporated to physically represent
two separate data samples. Firstly, a user can play the full sequence of data points
through a chronological animation (Figure 21). Secondly, show each data point through
individual timeline frames. A user simply selects a specific frame by hovering or
tapping their finger the top of the display enclosure (Figure 22). The participant
showcased their display to five colleagues. All group members were able to distinguish
the greatest height variation on the corners of the square example which verifies P3’s
research hypothesis. P3 described his shape-changing display as a tool for “proving
hypothesis and data trends”.
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4.4 Additional Case-Studies
After the initial study, the PolySurface design approach was used with two further
experts from separate domains. The first was an interior designer and HCI researcher
and the second was a sociologist. The interior designer was aiming to construct an
actuated decorative artefact that can dynamically change shape and provide users with
an interactive dining experience. Their core motivation for designing and developing
“ActuEating” was to understand how an actuating artefact can be simultaneously a
resource for social engagement and an interactive decorative. Using the PolySurface
semi-solid geometry and material characteristics, they were able to explore design
opportunities for situating novel interactive materials in everyday settings, taking the
leap into a new generation of interactive spaces, and critically considering new aesthetic
possibilities.
The sociologist was aiming to find new approaches to represent data and information,
from their work on data flow models, in a novel way that can involve tangible
interaction. They initially wanted to gain a better understanding of current technical
implementations of shape-changing displays that could be used for designing and
showing data visualisations. After an initial consultancy regarding possible technical
approaches for building novel data representations using physicalizations and shapechange, PolySurface was recommended as a rapid fabrication approach based on their
design requirements. The data physicalization developed with the sociologist was for a
workshop. Their aim was to engage the general public (in a public library) with their
own research into data flows. The subsections below describe the design, development,
and deployment of the shape-changing display built by the interior designer (see Figure
23) and the physical terrain map designed by the sociologist (see Figure 25) using
PolySurface.
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4.4.1 Interior Designer - Case Study
After the first study, an interior designer and HCI researcher independently designed
and developed two prototype shape-changing artefacts based on the PolySurface
approach. Please refer to Nabil et al. [111] for more detail on this work. Actuating,
dynamic materials offer substantial potential to enhance interior designs but there are
currently few examples of how they might be utilised or impact user experiences. Both
prototypes were used for explorative studies, the second prototype deviates from the
original linear actuators for shape-deformation and instead uses muscle-wire to reduce
hardware requirements. As part of a design-led exploration, the participant prototyped
an actuating, dining table runner (ActuEater1), and then developed a fully interactive
fabric version that both changes shape and colour (ActuEater2). The results of the
‘ActuEating’ studies provide evidence for how an actuating artefact can be
simultaneously a resource for social engagement and an interactive decorative. The
designer explored opportunities for situating novel interactive materials in everyday
settings.
Designing ActuEater1
Inspired by PolySurface, the designer re-purposed ShapeClips [57] to build a dynamic
and customizable shape-changing prototype that fits on a dining table as a traditional
table runner. As ShapeClips vary between 8 and 18 cm in height, they were embedded
within the table. After the software was re-programmed and the hardware electronic
components were re-structured in the desired arrangements, a full-length table runner
was made (see Figure 23).
The prototype was designed from stretchable Spandex and a uniform custom-designed
pattern laser-cut on 0.8 mm thin polypropylene sheets to give it a controlled semiflexible moving capability. The final runner was 930 ×350 mm consisting of 10
ShapeClips in a 2×5 grid to control its inner body. The actuation performed by
ActuEater1 were in a live Wizard of Oz study. The experimenter responded to emerging
interactions and developed the following pattern of responses to users: when one
participant was engaged with ActuEater1 or touched it, it vibrated (low actuation) the
part in front of them by moving up and down in a small scale with limited height.
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Figure 23: Designing and making of ActuEater1. (1) Ideation and Sketching. (2)
Prototyping the software and hardware. (3) Designing the pattern. (4) Creating
the actuation. (5) ActuEater is ready and ‘dinner is served’.

When two participants were both engaged with it by talking about it with each other, it
would vibrate in front of both of them. If two people touched it with their hands or used
an object, it rose all up. Then if they tapped it, it went all down. If two or more people
kept touching it, it animated in an organic wave motion going up and down from one
end to the other. Actuations were improvised at some points to initiate interactions with
one (or more) of the participants to explore the effects of this on their reactions to
ActuEater1 and interactions with each other.
Designing ActuEater2
A second prototype was developed, ActuEater2, to have more organic movement (rather
than mechanical actuation), direct physical interactions (rather than a Wizard of Oz
approach), and richer capabilities (colour-change as well as shape-change). The
redesign also shifted away from using linear mechanical actuators. ActuEater2 was
intended to not be a radical departure from the design of ActuEater1 but build upon
what the designer had learnt in terms of both design and user experience. ActuEater2
presented an organically actuating soft decorative object which could be used to further
study how multi-aesthetic interactions from a shape-changing decorative could impact
people’s dining experience.
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Figure 24: Designing and making of Actuater2. 1) Designing the pattern. 2)
Making the colour-changing parts. 3) Stitching, crimping and sewing. 4) Creating
the actuation. 5) ActuEater2.

ActuEater2 (see Figure 24) is a 60×40 cm fabric envelope, with a stretchable spandex
top holding the deformable pattern, both sandwiching a silicon rubber layer in between,
holding a set of SMA (Shape Memory Alloy) wires. This layering technique was
inspired by the HotFlex [53] technique for making interactive printed objects. The
layering acted as an insulating cover for the SMA (a useful safety feature). The 9 SMAs
used were each 1-inch pre-trained shape-changing ‘nitinol’ shape-memory springs from
Kelloggs Research Labs that actuate at ‘standard temperature’ (45◦C) or equivalent 5V
and 0.7A drawn from a MOSFET transistor, pulling it back to its 1-inch spring shape
from any malleable form. ActuEater2 had capacitive sensing parts (green flowers) using
10×10 cm concealed knit conductive fabric to enable soft touch and proximity sensing
through 1MΩ resistors. Similar to ActuEater1, the second prototype was designed with
a uniform custom-designed pattern laser-cut on 0.8 mm thin polypropylene sheets to
give it a controlled semi-flexible moving capability. This time the designer optimized
the pattern into triangular tessellation (instead of squares) to allow more organic
deformations in different orientations. ActuEater2 was also designed to be more
colourful. Thermochromic ‘grey’ fabric was used in some parts to add the capability of
colour-change. By embedding a heating wire underneath, the thermochromic fabric was
controlled to reveal a hidden pattern as an ambient display and means of richer
interactivity.
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ActuEater2 changes shape more subtly, slowly and silently than ActuEater1, making it
appear far more organic and less mechanical. Different parts of ActuEater2 behaved in
different ways according to the affordance, stiffness and weight of the material at
differing points i.e. edges deformed more freely than the centre. Touch-sensitive ‘green’
parts acted as ubiquitous sensing that triggered actuation of parts beside it. Agency was
also enabled in the algorithm of ActuEater2 to display autonomous actuation.
Discussion of Implementation
The challenges the designer faced was to conceal technology within an everyday fabric
artefact ubiquitously, they aimed at experimenting how hidden interactivity in objects
(that blend into the space design) could be of value, meaning and significance to space
occupants over an in-situ social event (in a restaurant or at home). They emphasize on
how weaving technology into real-world objects, specifically decorative ones, can
deliver a rather richer ‘spatial experience’ in a given contextual setting. By taking
previous work on PolySurface further, they were able to explore new territories of this
design space. However, the design constraints they set included studying only actuating
table runners in dining settings. Although ActuEaters were designed as non-functional
artefacts, their aesthetic qualities as decorative objects are rather useful as they do not
need constant attention, which aligns well with slow and calm technology concepts
[120].
ActuEater aimed to advance research by the HistoryTableCloth [48] and coMotion [54]
around shape-changing interfaces and interactive spaces, furniture and everyday
objects. Its failure to interact at any time will not lead to a crisis of affordance [48], as
it remains a decorative aesthetic artefact in its own right. PolySurface in this case study
evolved to further facilitate the requirements of the designer. The rapid nature of the
fabrication approach enabled the design and deployment of Actuater1 within 5 days.
This supports PolySurface as a fast implementation approach. However, mechanical
actuators used in the first prototype hindered the user experience through the noisy and
cumbersome nature of ShapeClips. Actuater2 also utilised a semi-solid surface in their
design, though diverged from mechanical linear actuators to SMAs for creating more
organic shape transitions.
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4.4.2 Sociologist - Case Study
To demonstrate the generalisability of PolySurface as a fabrication approach, it was
used to rapidly create a table-top high-resolution data physicalization. This additional
case study focused on working with a Sociologist whose research draws on the social
sciences, humanities, arts and natural sciences to explore the changing relationship
between humans, environment and technology. A table-top data physicalization was
used to support their work on exploring and presenting drift as a planetary phenomenon
[175].
After an initial design session with the Sociologist, a set of functional requirements
were defined together with a detailed discussion of the dataset that needs to be
represented on the static data physicalization. They designed the topographical physical
representations needed for their own workshop in a public library. A contour map of
Lancaster, provided by the Sociologist, was used to design and fabricate a semi-solid
surface in two days. Figure 25 shows the completed data physicalization. Thought the
surface was static, animations were used above the surface with a projector to help
people engage with the tangible display.

Figure 25: Fabrication of a physical terrain map of Lancaster.
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4.5 Discussion of Studies
The design session observations show that PolySurface enhances the rapid prototyping
of high-fidelity interactive shape-changing display with minimal hardware
requirements. From the evaluation meetings and showcases, it was shown that all
participants were able to successfully design shape-changing displays which were then
constructed using the PolySurface approach. I identify and discuss key findings and
limitations below.

4.5.1 Simplification of Complex Data
During the design sessions, trends in designing minimal visual aids or labels were
observed. It was highlighted that all participants applied some form of data
simplification when designing their shape-changing display. P3 wanted to see if the
focus group could perceive data trends represented by their display without a
comprehensive explanation. P2 explained the underlining representation to the nongeologist. Both the non-geologist and focus group members were able to understand the
underlining concepts after an initial explanation. P2 also highlighted that experts from
their domain focus on low-level data specifics.
Similarly, P1 noticed that they did not add axis labels to all four physical bar-charts. It
was established that additional visual aids are necessary to represent complex
information and data. The novelty of designing shape-changing and elevated features
for displays resulted in a lack of focus on visualizations. Further investigation is needed
to understand if it is the medium that encourages data simplification or the toolset. It is
suggested that during the visualization design step, users are encouraged to carefully
consider how they should use visual aids and labels in their design.

4.5.2 Insights Gained
The novelty of physically representing eye-tracking data encouraged focus group
participants to think about their work from a new perspective. Pleasingly, the
physicalization helped P3 to verify previously unknown areas of focus in his dataset
(the corners of square targets). The novel approach for data representation helped to
expose new insights.
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4.5.3 Input Data Types
All participants used spreadsheets, databases, tables, plots or graphics to represent their
data traditionally. Both P1 and P3 provided spreadsheets. P1 supplied a basic table
containing numeric and text data. P3 normalized their numeric data into CSV format,
which was used for segmentation and mapping elevation controls. P2 provided a copy
of their paper and multiple images, photos, figures, and graphs to aid in communicating
their data. The combination of numeric data, aerial photographs, contour maps and
topographical images aided the design and construction of their display. This wide range
of data types shows that the approach facilitates the conversion of a variety of input data
into shape displays.

4.5.4 Generalizability
Based on the observations, PolySurface has the greatest impact on low-frequency and
contour-based geometric transformations. Landscapes and novel interfaces (P3) with
curved and rounded outlines are best emphasized using the semi-solid characteristics of
PolySurface – where small solid segments and dynamic folds emphasize more complex
geometry. For high-frequency geometric transformations such as bar charts, bare pin
actuators may be more appropriate, but this does increase hardware requirements.

4.5.5 Levels of Participation
Participation levels varied depending on confidence with technical capability and
creative engagement with the data. P1 initially felt inadequate designing a shape display
due to their unfamiliarity with this type of technology. As P1 became more comfortable
with the design process they took over sketching. With guidance and support, P1 was
able to develop a simple physical bar chart representation. I observed that P2 and P3
were more engaged in the design process. Although their data samples were more
complex, the additional time spent establishing their designs enhanced their
engagement with the approach. To increase creative engagement in the design process,
I propose developing a library of templates with adjustable features for numeric data
types as an example. This would allow users to visualize their prototypes more clearly
and adjust features as they see fit.
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4.5.6 Reflection on Approach
The aim of this work was to develop an approach that reduced the technical entry-point
for developing shape displays. Participants were able to efficiently design their own
shape displays and showcase them to both colleagues within their domain and nonexperts. All participants designed novel applications with practical uses that were
engaging to users.
While participants were fully involved in the design sessions, none stayed to help with
the fabrication step. Despite its widespread use in maker communities, laser cutting is
still a niche skill that the majority of the population would not be confident to conduct
independently. Further, while height design was conducted by participants, interactive
elements were implemented by a researcher. Even with toolkits, code snippets (and in
future, drag-and-drop coding), this task cannot be performed independently by a nontechnical user. More work is needed to bring the accessibility of interactive elements in
these displays closer to non-technical users. The design sessions described in this
chapter aimed to demonstrate examples of possible applications using a wide range of
data from different domains.

4.5.7 Limitations
While the approach provides non-technical users with a route into shape-changing
display design, it does suffer from some limitations. First, the approach still requires
some technical input. The key area for improvement is in interaction design, where
code-snippets need to be integrated into the system to easily implement buttons and
other interactions.
Second, PolySurface is not as generic as large pin-arrays. This is a trade-off in
implementation cost – the reduced engineering complexity results in reducing the
generalizability of the display. While users can input several datasets to design a
complex semi-solid surface, this does not necessarily mean the surface can physically
represent all datasets. Until generic shape-changing displays mature (both in terms of
cost and accessibility), for most uses (public displays e.g.), PolySurface users will be
happy with this generalizability trade-off. Currently, PolySurface actuator position is
determined by the variance in height between frames.
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4.6 Implications for Design and Fabrication
This sub-section focuses on defining the design implications based on insights gained
from the initial explorational studies conducted. These design case studies highlight the
limitations of current technology and fabrication techniques for developing shapechanging displays. Insights presented above help to further expand the design space for
supporting the implementation of shape-changing displays in a wider range of
application domains.
Chapter 3 and 4 focus specifically on the design and content generation for shapechanging displays. Insights and implications from these qualitative explorations begin
to support and realise the potential of shape-changing interfaces in future use case
scenarios for a wider range of application domains.
To further advance the design space for this new generation of displays both the design
and fabrication methods need to be expanded and become more widely used and
accessible. The case study with the Sociologist demonstrated PolySurface as a
generalised approach through a developed data physicalization. The surfaces can be
dynamically used for both static representations as well as actuated shape-changing
displays. The aim of this work was to engage with the public and talk to them about
data flows. The case study used the physical version of the Lancaster terrain would be
effective at helping people engage with the research conducted by the sociologist.
The sub-section below discusses the transition between the insights from the first two
core chapters, that focus on design and content for shape-changing displays, and how
these design-based findings can influence implications for the fabrication of a new
range of shape-changing displays that can be considered as “hybrid” shape-changing
displays [168].

4.6.1 Data Representation and Temporality
Findings from the initial explorations show that experts from a range of areas can adapt
and translate the representations of their data from traditional 2D representations into
more tangible 3D forms. The core premise of the shape-changing displays presented in
this chapter demonstrates that data, of varied forms, can be dynamically presented using
shape-changing displays to further engage users. The volcanologist example
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(Participant 2) demonstrates this engagement with a novice user. There is a clear gap
between designing displays that show physical forms of data representations in static
form and designing for literal shape-change to represent data or information. The
dynamic nature of shape-changing displays can enable the adaptive transition of
physical forms to represent temporality in data. Yet the design explorations conducted
for this work show that participants did not fully consider or take full advantage of
designing their data representations with temporality.
Use Case Examples
The example of Participant 2 (volcanologist), show that the initial focus of the design
sessions were the physical static forms of the volcano morphology. The implications of
how the changes in the shape affect the user’s view of the represented data came at a
later stage during the demo. The novice user pointed out how land erosion was
represented by the surface shape changes. They also noted how the reduction in
landmass has an impact on how they perceived the original visualisations projected on
the surface. The implications of how a user might perceive the data when the display’s
surface changes shape was not explicitly discussed with Participant 2 during their
design session. Evidently, the design for temporality in shape-change needs to be taken
into consideration when initially designing the various data representations as the
surface’s physical movement can be used to represent data and information in more
novel and explicit manner than traditional 2D flat screen displays.
During the design sessions, the majority of attention was on how the different surface’s
shape configurations can be used to represent data and interface features whilst the
surface is static. It needs to be highlighted that less focus was taken on the design of the
transition between different shape states of the display surface. From the final
demonstrations of each display, it was highlighted that it is the transitions between
shape states that also affect the user’s perception of data and their interaction with the
display. Designing for temporality and considering how the transitions between
different surface shape configurations affect the user’s interaction and perception with
an interface needs to be more explicitly addressed.
Temporality in design is more explicitly demonstrated with Participant 3’s case study.
They support the analysis of data dynamically through the surface’s dynamic form
changes as they enable a user to navigate through a numeric dataset. The notion of
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temporality for the design of shape-changing displays is demonstrated here. The
interactions between the user the represented dataset and the elevations of the display
surface directly correspond to each other. As the surface moves and certain points
elevate, the transition between data points is clearly evident. This is demonstrated in the
group showcase of Participant 3’s display. Users can clearly distinguish how the shape
changes in the surface represent the disparity between data points in a given dataset.
Implications for Temporality Design
The speed at which surface configurations transition is just one of the design parameters
that need to be taken into consideration when developing an application for a shapechanging display. Current actuation methods for shape-changing interfaces are limited
in their ability to provide a wide enough range of speeds and degrees of freedom
mechanically [178]. This technical issue limits the design space and types of content
shape-changing display can represent. Work in this chapter proposed the use of semisolid reconfigurable surfaces that can dynamically deform with minimal technical
requirements needed in comparison to traditional pin-array based shape-changing
displays. Chapter 5 focuses more on the technical limitations of current technology to
further support the development of these displays.

4.6.2 Designing for Complex Geometry
The content design explorations described in this chapter demonstrate the utility of
shape-changing displays for a diverse range of application domains. Much like data
physicalizations have been able to directly map and represent a diverse range of data,
shape-changing displays design for this work can also support and communicate a
multitude of data types. To ensure that shape-changing displays can be adopted for a
diverse range of applications, their design and technical implementation must be able
to support diverse and complex geometry for mapping different data types, in both
numeric and more abstract forms. Deformable surfaces for shape-changing displays
must be able to represent complex bespoke shapes and geometries. Specifically, for
morphologies and environmental science-based representations. Based on interviews
conducted with participants in this chapter, there is a need for more organic shapes to
be represented by shape-changing displays. This need is highlighted in current work
[89, 143], though it still remains a challenge to combine high shape resolution with high
display and touch resolution.
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4.6.3 Alternative Approaches for Fabrication
From the design and evaluation sessions detailed in this chapter, it was highlighted that
new physically dynamic surfaces need to be developed. As stated in the discussion
above, deformable surfaces need to support the technical requirements for representing
more complex geometry representations for shape-changing displays. These surfaces
must go beyond the limited resolution of current technologies (e.g. pin-array shapechanging displays) whilst also supporting high-resolution visuals and interactive
capabilities. This work proposes the adoption of hybrid shape-changing displays [168]
using deformable surfaces that can be easily fabricated using existing and accessible
additive manufacturing technologies. In order to keep engaging novice shape-change
developers the tools they use for fabrication must be accessible, hence the hybrid 3D
printing (e.g. SLA and FDM 3D printing) that also reduces production and assembly
requirements.

4.7 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter presents PolySurface, a low-cost digital fabrication approach for rapid
high-fidelity prototyping of interactive shape-changing displays. The design approach
combines characteristics of solid actuation pins with the elasticity of cloth material to
enable a more dynamic form of the polygonal shape-changing surface. Generalizability
is demonstrated by allowing users, from different domains, to design interactive shape
displays based on datasets from their own work. The combination of mapping data to
physical surface reconfiguration, interaction features, and visualization enhances user
engagement and understanding of complex data trends and information.
This initial fabrication approach used laser cutters, which can be easily accessible in
maker spaces and fab labs, to build high-fidelity shape-changing display prototyping.
PolySurface demonstrates that semi-solid surfaces can be utilised for developing shapechanging displays for various applications. As an approach, a PolySurface consists of
two layers; (1) a solid laser cut laser and (2) a fabric material layer. Though this
approach is low-cost in terms of materials and time to laser cut, it requires manual
assembly.
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The implications discussed above are used to drive the development process in the next
chapter as there is a need to reduce the assembly requirements of developing shapechanging surfaces. Additionally, maintaining high-resolution shape output and
visualisation/interaction capabilities must also be addressed. Work in the next chapter
achieves this by utilizing 3D printing techniques for interlinking segments of a
deformable surface. Each segment of the surface is interlinked during the printing
process to reduce assembly requirements. The core concept of 3D printed fabrics aims
to support the development of deformable surfaces that can be adapted for geometric
physical reconfigurations that can be used for dynamic data physicalizations with
minimal assembly and manual development requirements.
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5 | Fabricating ShapeChanging Surfaces Using
3D Printed Interlinks
The last chapter began to support the development of shape-changing displays that go
beyond one-off prototypes through a low-cost fabrication approach using laser cut semisolid surfaces. PolySurface presented the notion of semi-solid surfaces that consist of
solid components (laser cut polypropylene) fused onto a flexible sub-surface (spandex).
These semi-solid surfaces can support more complex polygonal structures, meshes, or
curved contours that are difficult to render using traditional pin-arrays. The research in
the previous chapter focused on developing an approach for fabricating hybrid shapechanging displays that combine the benefits of pin arrays and cloth with minimal
assembly and production requirements.
This chapter builds on the knowledge gained in chapter 4 to support the physical
representation of shape-output with diverse and complex geometries. The previous
chapter established that complex geometries can be represented with semi-solid
surfaces with reduced actuators, this chapter aims to further optimize the fabrication
process. Fundamentally, this chapter focuses on establishing a generalizable approach
for designing and developing shape-changing displays with low implementation costs,
rather than a one-off prototype of a hardware system. Stereolithography (SLA) 3D
printing is used as part of a fabrication approach with fewer actuators whilst showing
more complex content and structures than continuous fabric displays. This chapter aims
to address the initial research question:
How can assembly requirements be reduced to make the fabrication of
shape-changing displays more efficient?
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3D printed fabrics and textiles are becoming an emergent application area in digital
fabrication [141]. The core fabrication concept for this chapter is to use 3D printed
panels, that are interlinked (see Figure 26A/B) during the printing process, to create
deformable continuous surfaces, specifically for shape-changing displays (Figure
26C/D). By mimicking interlinking textile structures, such as chainmail, these 3D
printed fabrics combine the qualities of flexibility and rigidness for moving shape forms
(Figure 26C/D). They can also adapt in scale and resolution via computer-aided design
(CAD) for diverse uses, from small scale wearables to larger scale installations whilst
supporting deformation using both vertical and horizontal actuation. This chapter
describes the general design and fabrication approach, the impact of varying surface
design parameters (e.g. interlink and panel dimensions), and a demonstration of two
possible application examples.

Figure 26: Basic 3D model (A) and 3D print (B) of interlinked panels, and
fabricated shape-changing displays examples (C-E).
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In terms of technical detail, each 3D printed panel is rigid, but in aggregate they behave
as a continuous surface. Unlike cloth and fabrics, previously used for shape displays,
these surfaces can adapt in fluidity or rigidness based on their designs. By enabling
direct manipulation of surface properties, during the design stages, this fabrication
approach will further enhance the design and development of shape-changing displays.
Using new (e.g. horizontal force) and existing actuation technologies (e.g. pin-arrays),
show how this fabrication technique can be adopted to shape-changing displays.
Scalability and the technical opportunities these surfaces offer, such as horizontal
actuation for surface deformations, are also demonstrated and discussed. Vertical
actuation was also tested with a pre-existing shape-changing display [176] to
demonstrate generalizability. Finally, limitations and possible applications are
discussed.
In summary, this chapter contributes the application of 3D printed ‘fabrics’ as a novel
approach to further the development of shape-changing displays. The 3D printed
interlinked surfaces fabricated show:
1. A reduced number of actuators needed for dynamic surface deformations,
with horizontal force actuation.
2. Opportunities for under-the-surface visualization and embedding interactive
components into the surface.
3. Retained fluidity and rigidness whilst rendering cylindrical, oval, and tunnel
forms.

5.1 Fabrication Approach
This chapter presents an overview of the fabrication approach that demonstrates: (1) 3D
printing complete and partial segments of interlinked surfaces with no additional
support structures to reduce material consumption; (2) continuous and curving 3D
printed interlinked surfaces; (3) with a reduced number of actuators that still create
complex surface deformations; (4) using horizontal force to render tunnels and 2.5D
cylindrical/oval forms; (5) under the surface projection as a form of visualization; and
(6) embedding conductive materials as part of the surface for capacitive touch sensing.
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The core premise of the fabrication approach is to use continuous 3D-printed surfaces,
comprising of panels that are interlinked (Figure 26A), to create shape-changing
surfaces that can be actuated with horizontal force. The following subsections explore
design parameters to establish the utility of this fabrication approach. Scaling factors
were tested to find the most error-free 3D printing approach. Actuation explorations
established that horizontal force can be used to achieve a range of surface deformations
and elevations. Visualisation explorations adopted under-the-surface projection to
reduce occlusion and embedded interaction capabilities reduced the need for external
depth cameras for touch detection on the surface.

5.1.1 Surface Scaling Based on 3D Printing Approaches
To establish which additive manufacturing techniques produces fewest print errors and
highest resolution, scaling CAD parameters were explored. Stereolithography (SLA)
3D printing, using liquid resin (print resolution = 0.05mm) achieved fewest errors with
smaller scale factors. Clear resin also supports optical clarity for visualisation
opportunities with both projections and LEDs. To reduce material waste during
fabrication, the surface was printed directly on the build plate with no support structures.
Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM), was also tested (MakerBot Replicator2) to ensure
the approach can be generalized. Figure 27A shows an FDM test surface (print
resolution = 0.2mm). In comparison to the SLA test surfaces (Figure 27B), dimensions
of individual panels and interlinks using FDM are scaled up to ensure interlinks are
strong enough for robust movement.

Figure 27: Bottom side of the surfaces. Interlinked triangular panels 3D printed
(FDM) with red filament - Panel 21×19mm and interlink width 4mm (A); SLA
with clear resin - Panel 20×17mm and interlink width 3mm (B). 3D model source
[106].
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A multitude of panel shapes were tested during the initial surface design explorations
including triangular (Figure 27) and square (Figure 29A). It is recommended that
interlinks should be at least 3mm width with FDM printing, as initial tests with smaller
panels and interlinks resulted in increased print fails and inconsistencies. For larger
scale surfaces, FDM could be used. Using clear or white filament/material supports
projection. A greater number of panels and interlinks creates more detailed surface
deformations and more fluid movement. Scale must be increased with FDM to ensure
interlinks are properly formed without print faults. With SLA, I recommend interlink
width of 2mm for robustness.

5.1.2 Actuation Explorations
The aim of this exploration was to explore an alternative actuation approach for surface
deformations and elevations that go beyond traditional linear vertical pin-arrays. The
goal was to use even fewer actuators than detailed in chapter 4 whilst maintaining high
shape-output deformations.
In initial tests, horizontal force was used for surface actuation as opposed to vertical
force, commonly applied with pin-array shape displays. The actuator consisted of two
continuous servos, and two Micro-Bits [43] (one for servo control, one for user input).
For early-stage testing, I explored the effects of continuous horizontal motion on surface
deformation without fixed actuators. The test surface dimensions are 185×150×17mm.
Each triangular panel was 14×12×2mm with interlink width of 2mm.
A hexagonal design, with alternate linkages, was also tested [82]. It generated a uniform
arch using the whole surface. Four forms of surface deformations and movements were
achieved with horizontal force actuation. (1) Figure 28A/B shows continuous elevated
movement from a flat surface to a high arc. (2) Once the actuator is paused, the surface
stays in place without continuous force applied by the actuator. (3) When curving one
side of the surface under itself the surface retains ridged form without any support
required from the actuator (Figure 28C). (4) A wave shape form can be achieved when
one side of the surface is higher (Figure 28D).
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Figure 28: Horizontal uniformed force on 1 side of the surface (A); for an elevated
arch (B); Surface deformation without actuator support (C); and curved when the
surface is slightly raised (D).

5.1.3 Visualization Technique
The aim of the visualisation explorations was to reduce the issue of occlusion whilst
maintain high-resolution visual output on the surface. Figure 29 shows two possible
visualization approaches, using a projector. Figure 29A shows over-the-surface
projection suffering from occlusion. Under the surface projection, using a table with a
gap cut into it eliminated occlusion (Figure 29B). Though more space is required under
the surface, no occlusion occurs when users interact with the display, creating a more
impactful user experience.

Figure 29: Visualization examples using over the surface (A) and under the
surface (B) projection.
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5.1.4 Embedding Interaction
Exploring opportunities for embedded interaction capabilities within a surface aimed to
reduce the need for external depth cameras for touch detection. Figure 30 demonstrates
how capacitive touch can be embedded into the interlinked surface for controlling
actuation. Two 0.1mm copper wires were interwoven through the surface and connected
to a 2nd MicroBit for capacitive touch sensing (Figure 30C). When touch is detected,
the continuous surface would actively deform under the finger. Though a novel
interaction experience, accurate control of the surface movements was limited.
Conductive Silver Ink and ITO (Indium Tin Oxide) coated film can also be used for
capacitive touch sensing on the surface, as a second layer of material. With FDM
printing, conductive filament can be used to print sensing directly into the surface.

Figure 30: Two fine copper wires are interwoven through the surface for
capacitive sensing.

5.1.5 Surface Design Explorations
A range of geometries were explored to understand how the shape of each link and place
can affect the movement and deformations of the surface as a whole. This is key for
establishing what kinds of shape-output the surface can achieve during
reconfigurations. The impact of varying panel and interlink (Figure 26) dimensions that
influence surface motion and rigidity was also explored as part of this work. Fusion360
motion studies informed design choices for optimal interlink and panel design for fluid
movement.
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Panel Design
Figure 34 and Figure 31 show interlinks and panels. Thinner panels (<3mm) with
rounded edges allow more fluid (e.g. smoother and unhindered) movement during
elevation and horizontal deformations. This is because each of the plates in aggregate
creates uniformed movement. Downscaling interlink width (≤1mm) provides less
under-the-surface protrusion but increases fragility. To overcome this, resin that
simulates ABS (Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene) injection moulded components is used
for tougher material properties to mitigate fragility with thinner interlinks. However,
the blue tint of the resin decreased optical clarity for visualization. Thicker panels
(>3mm) with smaller spacing between interlinks (Figure 34) provide rigidity and robust
support when the surface is deformed.
However, scaling up panel dimensions in the Y axis results in courser geometry and
limited movement flow, especially when interlinks are tightly coupled. Triangular,
square, and hexagonal panels were designed and fabricated to understand how panel
shape can affect surface deformations. Size of panels and interlinks has a greater impact
on surface movement, as these parameters affect individual plate rotation and
movement.
Interlink Motion Explorations
Motion studies were performed on two initial interlink designs. A planar joint was used
to test freedom of movement with each interlink design. Constraints were set to ensure
only motion inside the interlink was rendered. Reduced space within the link, see
Figure 31 (approx. ≤1mm) limits the movement. Too much space within interlinks
(≥3mm) creates very lose panel movement, resulting in loss of fluidity in motion and
the continuous surface shape. As seen in Figure 31, triangular links have a much more
limited angle of movement (34⁰) in comparison to curved links (139⁰). Approximately
2mm space for interlinks gaps (see Figure 31 green and orange shaded areas) is
recommended to ensure panels create fluid motion but are not too loose.
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Figure 31: Initial 3D printed link designs for triangular (Left) and square panels
(Right).

The triangular interlink design (Figure 32 left), shows that the angle for movement is
limited to 34° due to the nose of the interlink (Figure 32 left). This type of interlink
could be used in specific areas of a display to create more ridged deformations. A curved
interlink (Figure 32 right) provides a 139° angle for panel motion. Curved interlinks
allow a set of panels to drape, like cloth, whereas a triangular interlinks support rigidity
and self-support for surface deformations. Self-support for triangular shaped links
occurs due to the link nose limiting the bending of the connected link (Figure 32 left)
and in aggregate this effect is propagated to create a self-supporting surface.

Figure 32: Interlink CAD design (triangular) with a limited angle for restricted
movement on a triangular panel; and interlink design (curved) for more movement
on a square panel.
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Horizontal Actuation and Shape-Output Control
For cylindrical/ovoid and triangular shape-output (Figure 33) accuracy and control,
speed and force of actuation are key factors. To control shape position, the more force
and speed propagated through the surface, the further away surface elevation occurs
from the actuator. To control shape-output scale, a greater “push” area of an actuator
increases the width of the shape. Figure 35A shows a cylindrical shape with one
actuator. When two actuators increase the “push area” (Figure 35B), with the same
force at the same speed, the shape-output width is increased across the surface.

Figure 33: Examples of cylindrical and ovoid shape-output when links are on top
and convex shape-output when links face down.

Each side of the surface has specific shape output characteristics based on the freedom
of the angle of movement. To render oval/ovoid and curved 3D forms, the surface needs
to have the links facing up (see Figure 33 and Figure 35A-B). As the angle of
movement is restricted by adjacent panels’ edges, the surface in aggregate bends in an
oval fashion and can render tunnel oval like structures (Figure 33 and Figure 35B).
The curvature continuity of the surface when links are facing up enables physical 2.5D
renderings of spheres, cones, and cylinders (Figure 33). To physically render 3D shapes
with sharper corners and edges it is best to have the surface links facing down as this
creates a more “pointed” shape elevation (Figure 33 and Figure 35C).
Having the surface positioned where the links are facing down, enables more freedom
in the angle of movement between each panel. As a result, the panels in aggregate can
be bent to much greater angles without the limit of touching the other panel edges. When
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the surface links are facing down (Figure 33) shapes such as triangular pyramids,
square based pyramids, and triangular prisms can be rendered. To achieve these shapeoutputs using horizontal actuation, the actuators need to be driven at different speeds
and force.

5.2 Surface Applications
The proof-of-concept surface combines under the surface projection for visualizations
and linear motors for horizontal actuation in two applications. Figure 34 shows the
square panel and interlink design chosen for fabricating a larger 280×280mm display
surface. I reduced the interlink width to 1mm. Though this allows for finer aesthetic,
the surface becomes more fragile, prone to breaks and fractures. An interlink width of
2mm is optimal for a robust surface that can withstand excess force and deformations.

Figure 34: Optimal panel (15×15×2mm) & interlink (width=1mm) designed, with
space between panels=2mm.

Due to the limited build platform space on the Form2 (145x145mm), four interlinked
surfaces were 3D printed separately (140x140x8mm) and “welded” together, using a
glue gun, to create a larger surface (280x280x8mm), see Figure 35. Each surface
consisted of two panel/interlink designs, seen in Figure 34, iterated to create an 8x8
grid (140x140x8mm).
Total print time for a 280x280x8mm surface was 15 hours, and 1 hour 20 mins for postprocessing (20 mins per print). Both sides of the surface have specific characteristic
deformations. Sharper surface forms are rendered when interlinks of the surface face
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down (see Figure 35C), as each panel has a greater angle of movement. When interlinks
are facing up, a curved form is elevated (Figure 35A) due to the limited angle of
movement for each panel.

Figure 35: Surface (280x280x8mm) with 2 actuators attached to 1 side. Interlinks
on top with shape-output only on the far side (A), increased width of cylindrical
shape when two actuators push areas used (B), and flat panels on top of the surface
for “pointed” shape elevation (C).
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5.2.1 Surface Applied to Existing State-of-the-Art
To demonstrate generalizability with existing technologies, the surface was used to
transform large scale vertically-actuated pin-arrays into continuous surface shapechanging displays. EMERGE [176], a 10x10 array of actuated pins, was selected for
this as it supports under-the-surface visualization. Figure 36 shows that the surface
creates a continuous display. When actuators are spread further apart the surface renders
continuous shape-forms. Translucent panels release light from LEDs in each pin
actuator to create diffused visualization. The surface required no attachments to pins
and rendered an organic fluid movement during actuation, which could better represent
continuous mathematical functions or topography without the need for a cloth layer.

Figure 36: Interlinked surface over linear pin-array (A-C).
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5.2.2 3D Printed Surface as a Stand-Alone Display
Figure 37A shows a shape-changing display with rear-projection that uses three
actuators. A layer of clear laser-cut Perspex is used to secure actuators on the sides and
also ensures the fabric-like surface does not droop. The use of horizontal force as an
actuator eliminates the need for electronics under the surface and also deforms in both
the X and Y axis, as seen in Figure 37B. The display also renders under-the-surface
‘tunnels’ Figure 37C whilst a laser-cut clear ‘wall’ is used on one side of the display to
ensure the surface elevates when an actuator pushes it.
2.5D Oval and Cylindrical Object Rendering
The surface was first used with the links facing up to physically render cylindrical and
oval forms. When designing possible content for this first shape-changing display,
multiple examples of cylindrical and oval shape-forms were considered for rendering
in 2.5D.
Based on insights from the initial content generation study (Chapter 3), physically
showing the scale of various food items was selected as an application scenario to
explore. The design focus of this initial shape-changing display was to demonstrate to
users the physical scale of food items at a restaurant (e.g. pizza size or banana). Figure
37E shows an example of a 2.5D banana form with rear-projection for imagery. Users
could physically see the size of a certain food at a restaurant before they order it. Two
actuators, on one side of the display, elevated areas of the surface as seen in Figure 35.
A user can further refine the oval and cylindrical shape-outputs by controlling the
distance an actuator pushes the surface backwards or forwards, or by manipulating the
surface deformations by hand as seen in Figure 37C. This set-up could also be used in
an architectural context to render tunnels.
Physical Flow Simulations
Figure 37B/D show the surface as a display to simulate ‘flowing’ visualizations with
physical shape-output. A physical wave motion simulation (Figure 37B) was used as
an example to show natural flowing movement throughout the continuous surface. Two
linear actuators were used on a single side of the surface and another one on the
perpendicular side.
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The actuators act as mechanical paddles which move back and forth either
simultaneously or individually to create different types of wave scenarios based on
horizontal actuation speed and force. Figure 26C shows a close-up of surface
deformation during the actuation for simulating wave shaped forms. Figure 37D shows
the topography of a reef that gradually changes shape as the visualization, and water
temperature varies.

Figure 37: Shape-Changing display set-up with under-the-surface projection to
eliminate occlusion, 3 actuators on one side of display (A); Wave simulation
application with 3 linear actuators (B); User manipulating surface with a tunnel
(C); Temperature simulator for reef topography (D); Surface rending 2.5D
cylindrical form – banana (E).
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5.3 Chapter Discussion
This chapter presents an initial exploration of 3D printed interlinked panels to fabricate
dynamic surfaces for shape-changing displays. These surfaces can be scaled by
combining multiple prints as a ‘patchwork’ to create larger surfaces. The fluidity of
continuous surface movement with added rigidity enables cylindrical, oval, and tunnel
shape-forms. Clear resin, used during fabrication, enables visualizations with no
occlusion. To demonstrate alternative actuation opportunities, horizontal force was used
with a reduced number of actuators for surface deformations in both X and Y axes.

5.3.1 Reflection on Contributions and Limitations
The work in this chapter aimed to achieve three core objectives; (1) to reduce the
number of actuators needed for dynamic shape-output, (2) support opportunities for
under-the-surface visualization and embedded electronics, and (3) enable shape-output
that can retain fluidity and rigidness whilst rendering cylindrical, oval, and tunnel
shapes.

Figure 38: Comparison of actuators required using traditional pin-array shapedisplays (Left) and using an interlinked 3D printed surfaces to achieve the same
deformation with horizontal actuation force (Right).

The initial explorations into actuation opportunities highlight the use of horizontal force
to achieve shape deformations without the need for linear actuators to be positioned
below the surface. As seen in Figure 38, using horizontal force can provide the same
curvature of surface deformation as a traditional pin-array display (Figure 38 - Left),
but with a significantly reduced number of actuators (Figure 38 - Right).
Unlike with traditional pin-array shape-changing displays, which use vertical linear
force, having the linear actuators positioned on the sides of the deformable surfaces also
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allows for additional opportunities for visualisation, such as under-the-surface
projection. By reducing the area needed to be covered for shape deformations, fewer
actuators are needed to be positioned on the outside edges of the display in comparison
to uniform pin-arrays that are currently used. However, the level of control required for
shape deformations is limited with horizontal force for actuation.
The granularity of shape-out, defined by Kim et al. [89] as the density of physical
actuation points, is limited with horizontal force as the actuation in the initial
exploration conducted for this work is focused on uniformed force that is applied to one
whole side of a 3D printed surface. With the larger example of the shape-changing
display prototypes developed (Figure 37), three actuators are positioned to apply
horizontal force on more specific areas of the surface edge. Based on the surfaces’
layout, it can demonstrate retained fluidity and rigidness whilst rendering cylindrical,
oval, and tunnel forms as seen in Figure 37. Though granularity is increased with the
number of physically actuated points on the surface, the level of control for actuating
each specific point on the surface is still not accurate in terms of modelling precise
deformation and elevation. This especially applies to areas at the centre of the display,
where the propagated horizontal force is not as focused.
As mentioned earlier, there is a trade-off between shape resolution and number of
actuators. This is a scaling matter, for both surface dimensions and actuation mechanism
used. A larger surface requires more actuators to move different areas of the surface.
The accuracy of shape elevation when using linear force is determined by the actuator’s
capabilities to: (1) control its speed and force applied to the surface, (2) the “push” area
of the actuator, and (3) its actuated extension length. To increase the number of
oval/cylindrical shapes rendered across a larger display requires the actuators to be more
spread across the edge of the surface.
The work in this chapter provides an initial step towards reducing the need for complex
electronics and mechanical actuators to create shape-changing surfaces, especially
when creating curved and oval 2.5D shapes. The next development for this work is to
be able to establish a greater level of control when applying horizontal force to the
interlinked 3D printed surface with more complex and granular shapes as dynamic
output. This chapter demonstrates; (A) how horizontal uniformed force on one side of
the surface, (B) for an elevated arch, (C) surface deformation without actuator support,
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and (D) curved shape-output when the surface is slightly raised. These initial primitive
shape elevations begin to establish a space for supporting a new generation of
deformable displays that do not require a large pin-array of actuators to render dynamic
shape-output.
The initial surface design (with a continuous pattern) shows how ovals and cylindrical
shapes are rendered. A quantitative analysis for shape geometry that also explores
mixed design pattern surfaces is needed to further diversify the design space for the
fabrication technique. With the current surface design, tunnels can also be rendered
where users look at the space under the surface – this is a novel shape representation
that is not possible with the current linear actuated state-of-the-art. Exploring actuation
beyond linear-actuators, such as muscle wire embedded into the surface, can also
support a diverse range of movement and deformations. The next step is to simulate
physical motion for the whole surface and placement of actuators to optimize shapeoutput before fabrication. The current surface design renders oval, cylindrical, and
tunnel forms. A parametric design system needs to be developed that generates 3D
models specific to users’ needs and surface properties.
Using horizontal force for actuation supports opportunities for under-the-surface
visualisation. Particularly, when using translucent or clear resin and FDM filaments
when 3D printing these interlinked surfaces, the use of projection for visualisation can
go beyond the generic over the surface implementation that traditional shape-displays
use. The gap beneath the surface (see Figure 38 - Right) does not just enable tunnelbased shape-output to be elevated but also supports the use of projection from under the
surface. A user can also put their hands under the surface and interact with the underside
of the display as an additional interaction opportunity. The overarching goal of these
3D printed surfaces would be to eliminate the need for external visualisation equipment
(e.g. projectors) and develop a fully functioning deformable surface that has a visual
display build within it. To achieve this, embedding electronics such as LEDs into the
surface is the next logical step in the fabrication process for these displays.
As each surface is designed in a CAD environment, areas for embedded electronics is
initially explored for prototyping these deformable surfaces. The initial use of
conductive wire interweaved throughout the interlinked surfaces, post-printing,
provides an initial stepping stone for integrating interaction within the surface without
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excessively complex electronic components. The capacitive touch sensing circuits that
these deformable surfaces support provides initial opportunities for compact and
integrated shape-changing displays. Though using projectors for visualisation provides
higher resolution imagery on the surface, by embedding smaller LEDs within each of
the panels further reduces the need for additional components that are situated away
from the original display surface. Integrating electronic components for both
visualisation and interaction within these 3D printed deformable surface for shapechanging displays is the next step in this research.

5.4 Chapter Conclusion
This chapter explores the use of 3D printed surfaces as a fabrication technique for
shape-changing displays. I described the general fabrication approach that demonstrates
opportunities

for under-the-surface visualization

and

embedding

interactive

components into the surface. By varying surface design parameters, the surface can
retain fluidity and rigidness whilst rendering cylindrical, oval, and tunnel forms with a
reduced number of actuators, and horizontal force actuation. Two possible application
scenarios of the surface are shown based on current shape-outputs possible with the
initial surface design. This fabrication technique aims to further enhance the design of
shape-changing display by supporting dynamic deformations through a balance of
ridged and fluid material characteristics.
By specifically focusing on 3D printing as the core fabrication method, each surface
can be custom designed and developed in CAD environments based on the design
requirements of the application. This second fabrication approach further re-enforces
the utility of semi-solid and deformable surfaces as a technique for shape-changing
display development. Though this 3D printing approach for fabricating semi-solid
surface reduces the need for manual assembly, in comparison to laser cutting with
PolySurface, the next chapter aims to further optimize the fabrication of deformable and
semi-solid surfaces by enhancing utility, through embedding electronic components
within each surface.
Current fabrication techniques for developing shape-changing displays and dynamic
surfaces are limited by the thickness of electronics and mechanical surface rigidity.
Rendering complex polygonal structures, cylindrical meshes, or curved contours is also
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limited due to lack of dynamicity in surface configurations with pre-existing systems.
The next chapter explores how deformable surfaces can be fabricated for shapechanging displays with embedded electronics for interactive capabilities. By utilizing
multi-material 3D printing the next chapter aims to develop thin and stretchable surfaces
with interactive capabilities embedded.
These dynamic surfaces are specifically designed to support embedded electronic
components and can easily adapt to various shapes. Enabling multi-material 3D printing
with conductive filaments further reduces assembly requirements and enhances iterative
prototyping of shape-changing displays with interactive capabilities. The next chapter
also explores the use of alternative visualisation techniques that do not require
projection. These fabrication approaches aim to support and encourage the community
to develop and explore a wider range of design alternatives for shape-changing displays.
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6 | Embedding Electronics
for Deformable
3D Printed Surfaces
Work in the previous chapter supported the rendering of complex polygonal structures,
cylindrical meshes, or curved contours using a 3D printed deformable surface.
However, that approach is still limited as it does not fully support integrated electronic
components within a deformable surface. This chapter explores how interaction and
visualisation capabilities can be better integrated within a single deformable surface.
The exploration of multi-material 3D printed surfaces builds on work on semi-solid
surfaces from previous chapters to develop deformable and flexible 3D printed
interactive surfaces that can also support embedded visualisation.
Current fabrication techniques for developing shape-changing displays and dynamic
surfaces are often limited by the bulkiness of electronics and mechanical surface rigidity
[90]. Alexander et al. [6] highlight the need for more flexible/elastic displays and
sensors to further the design space for shape-changing displays and interfaces. The core
focus of this chapter is on integrating both visualisation and interaction capabilities
within a deformable surface that also has a thin form-factor. The fabrication approach
described enables shape change with a more diverse shape output and a portable, nonobtrusive form factor. The use of multi-material FDM 3D printing supports the
development of flexible surfaces that are interactive, deformable, and provide at-aglance feedback.
The research question this chapter addresses is:
How can interaction and visualisation be better integrated within a
single deformable surface?
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As demand continues to grow for flexible devices [18, 121], with visualization and
interaction capabilities, new design challenges are raised for developing deformable
devices that can easily change shape. Though e-textiles are commonly adopted for smart
deformable devices [77, 85], these techniques have yet to be established for
customizable material properties, e.g. stretchiness and bendability. Computer-aided
design (CAD) was utilized with commercial multi-material 3D printing to design and
rapidly fabricate low-cost interactive and flexible surfaces with a range of scale formfactors and embedded interactive features. Supporting fast and accessible fabrication
increases opportunities for research as Lo and Girouard [100] argue with a rapid
prototyping method for deformable mobile devices.

Figure 39: Prototype with copositive touch sensing and integrated LED
electronics. Demonstrating interaction techniques for pressing (A), bending (B),
stretching (C) on the hand and integrated into a pair of jeans, and user-deformed
interaction.
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This chapter describes the core design concept and fabrication approach, presents
insights from design explorations and 3D modelling, provides technical detail for
embedding interactive and visual components, and finally presented a set of case studies
with a design focused workshop to validate the approach. The core motivation of this
work is to enable the research and design community to develop a wider range of
portable, thin-form factor displays and interfaces (Figure 39). Specifically, with
minimal cost and assembly requirements. User-deformed displays rather than selfactuated shape-change were used to demonstrate the utility of embedded interaction and
visualisation capabilities of 3D printed surfaces. The core contributions of this chapter
are:
(1)

Design and fabrication approach for developing thin, stretchable, and
interactive display surfaces using multi-material 3D printing. Integrating
flexible and conductive materials simultaneously during printing can
rapidly create customizable interactive surfaces that support additional
embedded electronics.

(2)

The low-cost proof of concept prototypes that are interactive, customizable,
and flexible display surfaces. The interaction techniques supported insights
from a design workshop to provide an initial understanding of how to
expand the design space for flexible interfaces.

6.1 Design and Fabrication Approach
The core premise of the proposed fabrication approach is to use multi-material 3Dprinted surfaces, comprising tiles (sizes 10–15 mm – similar to panels 3D printed in the
previous chapter) that are linked to create deformable surfaces that are easily adapted
into shapes using both self-actuation or user deformations. These surfaces can be further
modified, as illustrated in Figure 40, in anticipation of additional electronic
components, which can reduce the difficulty and time of assembly. This fabrication
approach demonstrates: (1) a design method for developing custom deformable surfaces
with interactive sections and areas for embedding electronics. (2) Multi-material 3D
printing with flexible and conductive filaments to produce flexible surfaces with
integrated capacitive touch sensing. (3) Techniques for embedding electronic
components (conductive materials as part of the surface for capacitive touch sensing).
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6.1.1 Core Concept of Approach
The core motivation of this fabrication approach is to support the development of shapechanging surfaces with thin form-factor and integrated visualisation and interactive
capabilities. To achieve this, 3D printed interconnected panels are used to provide
flexibility and stretchable surfaces. Within those panels, conductive material is used to
support embedded electronics for providing additional functionality in terms of
interaction and visualisation capabilities. Multi-material Fused Deposition Modeling
(FDM) 3D printing is utilized where; (1) flexible filament is used to fabricate
deformable and stretchable surfaces, and, simultaneously (2) conductive filament is
used to create capacitive touch circuits with interactive areas within the stretchable
surfaces. Small scale LEDs are embedded within the 3D printed flexible surfaces to
support visual feedback.

6.1.2 Technical Details of Implementation
Multi-material 3D printing is utilized to fabricate flexible and stretchable surfaces with
interactive capabilities. Commercially available Flexible Polyurethane Material [38]
was used for fabricating a flexible 2D array of tiles that are linked together to create a
stretchable surface (Figure 39). Conductive Polylactic Acid (PLA) [144] material was
also used to print capacitive touch sensors within the flexible surfaces [150]. Though
conductive PLA is not a flexible filament, when used in small quantity (one or two 0.2
mm layers), it can behave as such.

6.1.3 3D Modelling Deformable Interfaces
Fusion360 is used to model a range of tile and link designs for fluid movement. Each
tile is linked together in aggregate to behave as a continuous flexible surface. Figure
40 shows the final 3D model design used for the demonstration prototypes for the design
workshop. For the first prototype, the tile dimensions were limited to 15x15x2 mm to
ensure the deformable surface can accommodate miniature electronics (e.g. surface
mount LEDs) whilst maintaining thin and lightweight device properties. A gap of 5 mm
between tiles, where a curved link connects each tile, ensures the surface is stretchable.
For interaction, a layer of conductive filament (0.5 mm depth) is embedded during the
printing process on each tile and is connected through the links (Figure 40A).
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Figure 40: Final prototype tile and link 3D model design close-up that is merged
in aggregate to create a deformable device.

Surface-mount LEDs were used for their miniature size to ensure the overall design is
compact. A gap of 5x10x1.5 mm in each tile can situate an individual LED. Flexible
white 3D printing material was used, which also served to diffuse light from the LEDs
throughout each tile, making them more like large pixels in a display. The number of
tiles and LEDs reflects the resolution of the wearable. With more tiles, more complex
visualizations can be created. In the initial prototype design, two gaps (1x1 mm each)
were included in every tile that allows conductive thread or insulated electromagnetic
wire (0.5 mm) to be easily threaded through the prototype and provide current and data
for the LEDs (Figure 40B).
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6.2 Design Explorations
Below describes the design iterations explored for both tile and link design and how
their geometry affects bendability, stretching, and conductivity properties.
Tile Design
The goal here was to establish which tile shapes and dimensions best support the most
dynamic and flexible shape change. To achieve this, a range of tile shapes were
designed and printed in an array to test how much they bend and deform. First, the
impact of varying tile link dimensions and shapes was explored to support bending of
the surface (Figure 41). The bending capabilities for each surface are affected by both
the number of sides and the arrangement of the tiles. Though a triangular configuration
(Figure 41B) allows for 60-degree bends, the deformation would occur on a slanted
angle that is paralleled to the triangle sides. This limited the bending capabilities of the
surface to slanted bends. For the final prototype square tiles were used as they enable a
direct 90-degree bend in four directions without any obstructions. The depth of each tile
model was limited to 2 mm maximum to ensure the design is as streamline and
lightweight as possible. This also reduces printing time and material required for
fabrication.

Figure 41: Initial tile design explorations with square (A), triangular (B), and
hexagonal (C) polygons.

Link Design
The goal of these explorations was to establish which link designs achieved the most
stretch and bend whilst retaining robust surface deformations. To achieve this, a range
of link designs were tested to see which enabled most durable stretching. The stretch
was measured using the same technique for measuring the stretch of most fabrics [34].
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The surface with the links was placed on a ruler and expanded until resistance was felt.
The stretch was calculated based on how far the surface extended. The link design was
inspired by the design of 3D printed spring mechanisms [59] where stretching is
affected by the length of the “S” shape link joint that is curved. Flexible filament
ensured that the stretchable links have elastic properties to ensure tiles can go back to
their original shape after deformation.
Bending properties is affected by the width and thickness of the link. A simple straight
line was used for the initial link design to connect each tile and understand how width
and depth of the flexible material affect bending in aggregate. Though the original link
designs were 2 mm width (Figure 41A/C), a link width of 1 mm with the depth of 1
mm is recommended for maximum flexibility and durability. A wider link (Figure 42A)
reduces bending abilities and creates a more rigid form. Thinner links (Figure 42B)
bend easily and with less force needed for deformation. Stretching is affected by length
of the “S” shape of the link (Figure 42C).

Figure 42: Link design explorations; Wider vertical link design (A), thinner
vertical link (B), final horizontal curved link (C).
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Embedding Electronics and Sensors
Conductive filament (Figure 40A) can create a sensor for touch input or connect
electronic components such as LEDs. The initial prototype uses conductive filament
specifically for capacitive touch sensing. Figure 43 shows the circuit diagram details.
To incorporate conductive filament for LEDs, two more links must be added to each
tile side (for power and ground input). This requires a more complex 3D model with
multiple links connecting each side of the tile.

Figure 43: Circuit diagram of the layout of 3D printed surface, showing
conductive connections (yellow) and LED connected with conductive thread
(blue).

Conductive thread connects the LEDs in the prototype as it fully supports flexible
surface deformation. An LED is embedded in each tile and connected in a circuit using
two pieces of conductive thread (Figure 43). Two 1 mm gaps are included in the tiles
to hold the thread (Figure 40B) and speed assembly. Using a square gap, rather than
circular, is recommended as keeping the gap walls straight reduces the risk of print
deformities or blockages at small scale. A short-circuit can occur if both the positive
and negative threads cross during large deformations, like twisting. To mitigate this,
spray paint can be used to insulate exposed areas of each thread piece. Alternatives, like
liquid rubber, can also work.
Insulated electromagnetic wire (0.5 mm) was implemented on a smaller scale version
of the prototype (with tile dimensions 10x10x1.8 mm). The wire holds the deformed
shape unlike with thread, where the surface goes back to a neutral position. As the wire
is 0.5 mm thin, this increases fragility with repetitive twisting and bending. To mitigate
the risk of wire breaking, soldering directly on the wire is recommended to burn off the
insulation coating to expose the conductive copper and strengthen the wire.
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To demonstrate the utility of this fabrication approach, the subsections below explore
how the prototypes developed can be adopted to domains outside of shape-changing
displays. Specifically, how the thin form-factors with integrated visualisation and
interaction capabilities can be utilised for both user deformed and self-actuated shapechanging surfaces. The first prototype use-case explores the adoption of the thin and
stretchable surface as a user-deformable wearable device to demonstrate
generalizability. The second use-case example demonstrates utility by presenting a
small-scale user-deformed mobile flexible pixel display.

6.3 Use-Case Example - FlexiWear
This prototype demonstrates the interactive capabilities supported by the fabrication
approach this chapter proposes. The initial prototype (Figure 44) is a flexible 2D array
of 8x5 tiles (15x15x2mm and 5mm apart), each connected with a curved link
(13x1x1mm). The prototype here is referred to as a FlexiWear device. An extension of
20 mm is added to the end of each row of tiles to connect wires for the conductive
filament and thread to an Arduino Uno. For touch sensing a 30 OHM resistor is
connected to the conductive filament in conjunction with the Arduino Capacitive
Sensing Library [10]. Two pieces of conducive thread are used for each row of LEDs,
situated inside a designated gap within a tile (Figure 40B).

Figure 44: Prototype (195x95x2mm) on hand (A) with light (B) and hard (C)
pressing, integrated with a pair of jeans (D), pressing on a bent knee (E) and
stretched on bend knee (F).
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The prototypes presented in this chapter support a low-cost approach through rapid
fabrication and minimal print material requirements, as the 3D models are required to
be thin (2 mm depth max) and do not require any additional support during the printing
process. This also reduces printing time significantly and supports rapid iterative
prototyping. The initial prototype (195x95x2 mm) took 3h 45min to 3D print. A
smaller-scale version (dimensions 145x70x1.8 mm) took 1h 45 min to print, using both
flexible and conductive filaments simultaneously.

6.3.1 Interaction Capabilities
This prototype use-case example moved from self-actuation to human-actuation in an
attempt to demonstrate the generalisability and utility of the core design and fabrication
approach. Based on insights and design implications discussed in chapter 4, direct
interaction techniques were the core focus for this work. Specifically, three core
interaction techniques that are supported by this prototype (Figure 39 and Figure 44)
are: (1) Pressure based touch and pressing, (2) bend detection on human skin, and (3)
stretching of the surface to support natural shape output and movement. Capacitive
readings from the conductive filament also can detect when the device is touched or
picked up by a user and when it is dormant–e.g. contacting skin or lying on a table.
Interaction techniques described below are based on capacitive sensing.
Device Body Placement
These interaction techniques are demonstrated using two body placement application
examples. Figure 44A-C shows the prototype as a hand worn device. This demonstrates
generalizability with commercially available wearables, as arm and hand worn devices.
Figure 44D-F shows the prototype with a more novel application, integrated into a pair
of ripped jeans to detect knee bends. These interactions are described below.
Pressure Based Pressing
The prototype surface can detect the force a user presses a tile using capacitive sensing
thresholds with the Arduino Uno. Each of the black lines on the tile is conductive
filament situated across an array of flexible white tiles. The change in voltage is
measured for capacitive touch sensing to determine how hard a user is pressing a tile.
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Figure 45 shows varied force (measured as capacitance in arbitrary units [10]) applied
to four different rows of tiles by a user’s finger. Figure 44A shows green LEDs
activated when a user lightly presses on a tile (e.g. reading between 2000 and 3000
units). Figure 44B shows red LEDs light up when a user presses harder on a tile, as the
capacitance reading increases (e.g. above 4000 units).

Figure 45: Range of force when user continuously presses on four different rows
of prototype recorded via Arduino Serial output (including noise).

This capability to distinguish between light and hard presses can be used in multiple
applications such as music control. For example, to pause a song, a user can lightly
touch a tile. When they want to skip a track, they can press harder on the tile. This
eliminates the need for both single and double presses, that most music controllers use
for distinguishing between pausing and skipping tracks.
Bend Detection and Stretch Deformation
In the context of wearables, it is important for the device to be able to adapt to the user’s
body. For this prototype, the device does not only deform as the user body shape
accordingly but also detects when they move and bend their body part. Figure 44D-F
shows the prototype adapting to bend and stretch with electronic circuits (e.g. chain of
LEDs) embedded within the deformable surface. Using capacitive input from the
conductive material, the prototype can detect human limb flexing and bending based on
the amount of contact made with human skin. When the knee is extended the LEDs are
deactivated and the deformable surface is withdrawn to adapt its shape for a straightened
knee (Figure 44D). When the knee is at 90 degrees, blue LEDs are active (Figure 44F)
to detect the bend.
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For pressing interaction, when touch is detected a higher capacitive reading occurs,
resulting in LED colour change Figure 44E). Bend over the knee is only detected based
on the amount of contact the surface makes with the skin once it is stretched. The more
the knee is bent, the greater the contact of the conductive material on the skin, resulting
in a higher resistance input reading. 3D printed flexible surfaces can also stretch based
on the interconnected link designs as demonstrated by Schumacher et al. [151]. Generic
stretch sensors can also be incorporated to measure stretch when no skin contact is made
with the surface. These personally fabricate bend sensors open up opportunities for
customisation without being limited to the length and dimensions of commercially
available bend sensors.
User Aware Interaction
Using the capacitive sensing through the Arduino can also detect when the deformable
surface is not being picked up by a user. When the prototype is placed on the table the
resistance reading is at its lowest (e.g. below 1000 units). Once the deformable surface
is being touched or held by the user, there is an increase in capacitance from the
conductive filament making close contact to the skin. This interaction capability could
enable the device to distinguish between active and dormant states and go into power
saving mode when it detects it is not being actively touched by a user.

6.3.2 Summary of Prototype Implementation
This wearable prototype presents a surface with a thin form-factor with integrated
visualisation and interaction capabilities embedded during the 3D printing process.
Multi-material 3D printing is utilised where flexible filament provides deformable and
stretchable surfaces and, simultaneously, conductive filament is embedded to create
interactive areas, through capacitive touch circuits, within the stretchable surfaces; all
in a single print. LEDs are embedded within the 3D printed flexible surfaces to support
at a glance feedback. Based on the capacitive sensing capabilities of the conductive
filament three initial interaction techniques emerged for both direct user interaction with
their hands and also bend detection for body placement. Though this prototype focuses
on use-deformations only, it does present a more generalisable example of adoption for
the core fabrication approach outside of self-actuated displays.
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6.3.3 Ideation Workshop
An ideation workshop was conducted that focused on understanding how people can
design wearable technology for a range of applications based on the fabrication
approach. The main goal was to explore applications for wearable technology using
interaction techniques supported by FlexiWear. Please see Appendix A for
documentation related to this workshop
Six participants were recruited for the workshop, 4 females and 2 males with ages
ranging from 18 to 44. The smaller sample size ensured a focused group discussion and
ideation session. Participants’ experience with wearables ranged from none to owning
multiple wearable devices, specifically smartwatches for self-tracking and notifications.
As two participants never owned a wearable device, this encouraged an alternative
perspective for discussion. One participant owned a Snapchat Spectacles [48], the only
wearable that was not wrist worn. The workshop consisted of four equal phases and
lasted two hours. A coffee break was also included for participants.
Phase 1 - Background and Video Demo: To familiarize participants with a range of
wearables, they were shown examples of commercially available wearables and
technology currently in research development such as the Levi Smart Jacket [53] and
The Sound Shirt [120]. FlexiWear interaction techniques were also showcased.
Phase 2 - Group Discussion: This discussion aimed to uncover general trends for
functional user requirements that go beyond current literature, such as body placement
of wearables.
Phase 3 - Ideation and Sketching: Each participant designed and sketched 3 wearable
devices: (1) one with input capabilities (e.g. user interaction); (2) one with output
capabilities (e.g. visualizations); and (3) one device with both input and output
capabilities (wearable with both input and output). This phase aimed to explore
application ideas for wearables that utilize the core fabrication approach.
Phase 4 – Presentations: Participants presented their designs to the group and discuss
their rationale. These presentations encouraged members to provide constructive
feedback for each idea.
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Workshop Application Ideas
Below reports on insights gained based on the group ideation session with regards to
FlexiWear application areas.
Impact Monitoring Sports Clothing: P1 designed a smart shirt that can visualize
levels impact or pain during a sports activity. For visualization, colour heat map changes
indicate where on the body impact had occurred after a collision (e.g. during a dodgeball
game). The purpose of the device is to show other people where impact or pain is
coming from. Colour changes based on the level of impact can indicate to a coach or
parent how hard a child has been injured during sports. P1 also suggested integrating
FlexiWear into a smart helmet, which monitors impact and concussion during cycling
etc. As FlexiWear uses capacitive sensing, the prototype can utilize capacitance
readings during impact with another human to detect how hard a user has been hit. RGB
LEDs embedded into FlexiWear can visualize a coloured heat map to indicate force of
the impact on the body.
Smart Anklet: P3 proposed a customizable smart ankle bracelet. This is a personal
design as they had experienced issues with pain during exercise on the leg and joints.
As input, the device would measure minor changes in muscle movement. If any
inconsistencies are detected, the anklet will contract and apply pressure to specific
muscle for pain relief. P3 describes it as a “personal massage therapist that is nonintrusive”. The bending and stretching interaction supported by FlexiWear can be used
to detect muscle spasms during strenuous exercise. By incorporating actuators, such as
muscle wire, within the 3D printed surface can support actuation to help apply pressure
to areas for relieving pain.
Wearable Smart Wristbands or Headbands: P6 designed wearable smart wristbands
or headbands that notify parents if their child is having an issue, much like a baby
monitor but a mobile wearable. It would incorporate haptics and vibrations. This
additional multi-sensory feedback is aimed to help parents monitor the baby and know
when it is awake during “loud” activities. For example, when a parent is putting a child
to sleep and does not want the loud noise of other children crying on a monitor to wake
up the others. For this application, a wrist-worn FlexiWear device could incorporate
small embedded electronics to produce haptic output.
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They also suggested a weighted comfort blanket with sensors, connected to a wearable
bracelet/accessory hat knows when it is being used, as a context-aware application.
When a user is inside the blanket, sensors could notify an app or wearable device (e.g.,
bracelet or ring) to let loved ones know when the comfort blanket is being used. The
context-aware interaction capability of FlexiWear can be utilized on a large-scale, to
create a comfort blanket that can distinguish when the blank is on the body of a user.

6.4 Use-Case Example – Flexible Pixel Display
The second use-case example (see Figure 46) demonstrates the utility of the thin formfactor shape-change with embedded components through visualisation capabilities on a
small-scale user-deformed mobile pixel display that can be foldable. Though this
prototype is user-deformed, horizontal force (as described in chapter 5) can also be used
to create a self-actuated version of the flexible display.

6.4.1 Design and Fabrication of Prototype
This second prototype follows a similar CAD design to the previous version, but with
even smaller tiles (each 10x10x2mm) and is also fully self-supported using insulated
wire instead of conductive thread. The 5x9 array (dimensions 70x145x2mm) has
embedded micro LEDs interwoven throughout. The prototype display is fully flexible
and can be deformed by the user whilst retaining visualisation capabilities of the pixel
display as seen in Figure 46. Though the resolution of the display is low in terms of the
pixels used, the surface is mobile and can be folded away whilst stored in small spaces
(Figure 46A). Using insulated wires (0.2mm diameter) instead of conductive thread
ensures the display can be self-supporting and retain its form once deformed or folded
by the user. The length of wire between each LED is 50mm and is U-shaped to facilitate
sufficient stretching, bending, and folding. The wire used should not degrade over time
and the self-supported surface will retain its shape until pressure or weight is applied.
In light of these visualisation integrations, this prototype also aims to support
capabilities of self-actuated flexible devices as detailed by Roudaut et al. [143]. For
actuated self-folding, the surface can incorporate modular origami robots [12] for
example.
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Figure 46: Small scale flexible and foldable pixel display. The surface is fully
foldable (A-D), self-supporting (E-F), and retains its form once deformed (F). It
can fit into a smaller bag by folding it (A). Users can deform and fold the display
with their hands to change its form factors (B/D).

6.4.2 Application Ideas
Below describes potential application examples for the foldable pixel display.
Foldable Mobile Phone: There is currently an increased interest in developing foldable
phones commercially. The core premise with this use case is to develop foldable mobile
phone prototypes that are both lightweight and dynamically configure to various forms.
These flexible displays can be used for initial HCI usability studies for foldable phones.
For example, the pixel surface can be similar to a flip phone or be rolled up to fit into a
small pocket, but with a full foldable screen inside when opened. Alternatively, the
handset can be shown in tablet mode, but when both sides of the device are folded
inwards at two points, only the middle third of the phone on show.
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Foldable Navigation Map: Pocket-sized navigation maps have been popular for
tourists and those visiting new cities. With a compact and minimal design, the foldable
surface can be suitable for map visualisations. The flexible properties of the surface
make it ideal for repeated use and storage in a wallet or pocket. The prototype surface
can be 3D printed in a variety of sizes, columns, and rows based on the scale
requirements of the user. For example, single row folding (Figure 46F) can be expanded
in one direction to reveal a larger display (Figure 46D).

6.5 Chapter Discussion
This subsection summarises the practical aspects of the design and fabrication approach
using multi-material 3D printing, focusing on considerations for designers, and a
reflection of prototypes produced. Below also discusses insights gained from
participants’ application ideas to inform future works and discuss feedback on current
interaction techniques.

6.5.1 Design and Fabrication Considerations
The overarching goal of the fabrication approach described and presented in this chapter
is to support the development of a thin form factor deformable surfaces with integrated
visualisation and interaction capabilities. The approach focuses on commercially
available 3D printing to rapidly fabricate low-cost interactive surfaces with embedded
interactive features. FDM 3D printing was used for this approach as it supports multimaterial fabrication whilst also being a relatively accessible technology for additive
manufacturing. Combining flexible and conductive materials during the printing
process reduces assembly requirements for embedding interactive capabilities within a
deformable surface.
Conductivity and Capacitive Sensing
The conductive thread used for attaching the LEDs is not insulated and bending or
folding occurs, there is a chance of short circuit if positive and negative threads make
contact. Spray paint can be used on the exposed areas of the thread to mitigate chances
of short-circuiting during twisting the bending the device. As an alternative to
conductive thread, insulated electromagnetic wire (0.5 mm) can be used for connecting
embedded electronics as the wire holds the deformed shape unlike with thread. The
noise readings with capacitive touch sensing can be reduced with the integration of
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additional capacitors to the circuitry design, though this would also increase the
electronic components required for fabrication.
Scaling of Deformable Surfaces
During the initial 3D modelling stages, the designer only needs to create two tiles and
link them together with specified dimensions in mind as recommended from the design
explorations. The design of the initial two tiles and links surrounding the edges can then
be duplicated to form an array that can be expanded to meet the specifications of the
designer. When 3D modelling the flexible links and tiles, designers must take scale into
consideration. A thicker link ensures a more robust connection, and less chance of
breakage when stretched, but this limits flexibility overall as detailed in the original
design explorations (see Figure 42). The stretching capabilities of the deformable
surface also depend on where conductive filament extruded. Conductive PLA can
behave as a flexible filament as a single layer (0.2mm).
When creating larger scale tiles (e.g. 50x50mm width and length) it is recommended to
still use thin links (thickness of 1mm) to ensure the surface can be easily stretched and
deformed. If the tiles are larger than 20mm using one link is still sufficient for
connecting each of the tiles in an array. The connecting link should go from one edge
of the tile to another tile and still be 1mm in depth and width, however, the length of
the link should correspond to the length of stretch required by the designer. Using link
dimensions with width and depth of 1mm ensures that the 3D printed array is still robust
and yet flexible enough to bend and stretch. For less stretch and bending properties of
the surface, thicker links (e.g. 2mm) can be used.
Stretch Factor
To increase stretch-ability, the link length needs to be increased based on how far the
designer wants their surface to stretch in aggregate. The stretching factor works similar
to a 2D spring coil, where the number of coils and their length affect the stretching. For
example, if the link has one “coil” with a length of 10mm between two tiles, then the
stretch between those two tiles will be 10mm. If the link has two coils with the length
of 10mm then the starch will be 20mm.
With a single link is 10mm in length, then the maximum stretch between an array of 4
links would be 40mm more than the original length of the non-deformed surface. A
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minimal gap of 2mm between each tile should not be increased to ensure the tile array
behaves as a singular surface.
Alternate Approaches to Visualisation and Interaction
This chapter aims to establish an approach to support interaction and visualisation
integration within a single deformable surface. Though there are various examples of
work in the spaces of space of on-skin overlays, DIY electronics, and e-textiles these
often require multiple steps for manual assembly. DIY fabrication of thin and
stretchable wearables and electronics [112, 200, 202] also requires multiple assembly
requirements and skills with handling chemicals, liquid silicon, and conductive inks.
DIY e-textiles often reply knowledge of sewing and embroidery skills, though sewing
machines reduce manual labour for this [55].
Capacitive sensing and LEDs have been used extensively in HCI. This work
acknowledges the use of alternative approaches in the future such as flexible printed
electronics as they offer much better conductors with silver nanoparticles rather than a
graphene-based filament. These also offer more versatile materials by printing
translucent conductors or displays.
User-Deformed Vs Self-Actuated
This chapter details mainly user-deformed surfaces as the core focus of this research
question was on integrating interaction and visual capabilities into a thin form-factor
deformable surface. Additionally, there is a number of actuation techniques currently
available for self-actuated flexible displays [89, 143], yet minimal work on integrating
interaction and visual capabilities whilst retaining thin form-factor and flexibility [6].
Self-actuation within the surface can also be embedded in principle using flexible fabric
actuators to create 3D movements [46]. Though to keep within the scope of the research
question this chapter addresses, the focus was to demonstrate the integration of
visualisation and interaction whilst retaining a thin form factor flexible display.
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6.5.2 Workshop Feedback
During the workshop, participants highlight that bend interaction supported by the
initial prototype can aid in tracking body movement non-intrusively, by being
comfortable on the skin and adapting to body movement. All participants agreed the use
of the device on the knee is a novel body placement. Device body placement needs to
be considered when designing the interactions for the wearable device. All participants
encouraged adopting the device for rehabilitation when tracking body movement.
Detecting bending of joints and body parts is limited with current commercially
available wearables.
The prototype can support a range of device body placement due to its flexible nature.
The example of using it as a stand-alone belt on the torso (P2) or integrated into sports
clothing (P1) whilst allowing the user to maintain natural body movement during
physical activity. FlexiWear can also be used as a wearable for monitoring good
physical form during a workout, eliminating the dependency of having a personal trainer
when squatting or performing deadlifts.

6.6 Chapter Conclusion
The core focus of this chapter is on integrating both visualisation and interaction
capabilities within a deformable surface that also has a thin form-factor. Specifically,
with minimal cost and assembly requirements. Multi-material 3D printing is used for
developing thin and stretchable surfaces with interactive capabilities. These dynamic
surfaces are specifically designed to support embedded electronic components. Though
current work proposes methods for embedding both visualization and interaction
capabilities into deformable user interfaces, these examples use pre-existing objects and
surface – the approach allows for deformable user interfaces to be fully customizable
using CAD tools for designing the flexible surfaces. Compared to e-textiles, with 3D
printed materials, to have more control over how the material stretches. The initial
prototype demonstrates generalisability by adopting the fabrication approach for the
development of low-cost, customisable user-deformable devices. The interaction
techniques presented support pressing, bending, and stretching the user’s body.
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The case study with the wearable device was used to validate the approach. All
participants from the ideation workshop agreed that bend sensing is a key feature for
wearables to monitor physical muscle/body movement and that the use of the device on
the knee is a novel body placement. the key contributions are; (1) a design and
fabrication approach for developing interactive deformable wearables using multimaterial 3D printing; (2), as a low-cost proof of concept prototype; (3) interaction
techniques (e.g. pressing, bending, and stretching) supported by the initial prototype;
and (4) qualitative feedback from a user workshop aided understanding of how the
approach can better support the development of interactive flexible wearables.
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7 | Research Implications
and Discussion
Each of the previous chapters contains an individual discussion of the research
conducted for specific focused research questions. This chapter provides a unified
discussion of the work conducted throughout this thesis with a range of research
implications. A generalised overview of how each chapter’s work related to addressing
the overarching research question is also detailed below. Further, I generalize the
concepts and approaches developed to other domains. Implications of addressing each
of the four core research questions are also covered, followed by a reflection of the
research methodology employed at different stages of this thesis. The evaluation
methods are also highlighted and justified for each focused research question and the
broader design explorations. The effects and impact of future technological
developments are also covered below.

7.1 Summary of Thesis
As an overarching contribution, this thesis presents novel approaches for fabrication
that have specific properties that support the development of shape-changing displays
for diverse application domains.
The work presented in this thesis firstly explores content generation for shape-changing
displays to establish a wide range of possible application ideas (chapter 3). Secondly, a
more focused understanding for diverse applications is established by engaging experts,
from different domains, in designing content for shape-changing displays using data
specific to their work domains (chapter 4). Based on insights and implications from
those design explorations, the initial fabrication approach is then refined to reduce
assembly requirements for building shape-changing displays (chapter 5). As a final
contribution, this thesis presents an approach for integrating interaction and
visualisation capabilities within a deformable surface for shape-changing displays with
embedded electronics (chapter 6). The work is also generalised by adopting it for other
domains (e.g. wearables). These digital fabrication approaches aim to be accessible,
both in terms of cost, technical simplicity, and implementation time.
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7.2 Research Implications
Shape-changing displays are still in their early development stages compared to more
generalised and well-established graphical user interfaces (GUIs). The work presented
here focuses on initial design-led explorations and innovative technical contributions to
expand the adoption of this new technology. Current work highlights the need for
adopting a cross-disciplinary approach for the design and development of shapechanging displays. A low-cost (in terms of time and technical complexity) development
approach that incorporated input from both technical and design led experts can
significantly increase the wider adoption of this technology.
The feedback from the user studies and workshops described in the initial design led
explorations (chapters 3 and 4), show an increased awareness of how shape change can
be incorporated into the design of dynamic physical data representations. As a designer
of a shape-changing interface, a variety of physical parameters must be considered
during the design stages. From a technical perspective, designers must also consider
development limitations of current actuation technologies and the limited geometric
representations with current implementations of shape-changing displays (e.g. pinarrays). The sub-sections below detail the insights and implications, from both design
and technical perspectives, that have emerged from research conducted for this thesis.

7.2.1 Implications for Designers
This thesis is focused on encouraging designers and HCI researchers to design and
create new shape-changing displays that go beyond traditional implementations (e.g.
pin-array). Particularly, HCI researchers who already specialise in building shapechanging interfaces should consider exploring alternative approaches for building
deformable displays that utilise rapid fabrication processes for more iterative
prototyping as presented in this thesis. Researchers and designers that are outside of the
shape-change domain but want to incorporate deformable surface technologies within
their work (e.g. for wearables or VR) should also consider the adoption of digital
fabrication processes to create new forms of reconfigurable interfaces. Particularly, to
further advance visualisation and interaction capabilities for users as discussed later on
in this chapter. The target audience for this thesis can be considered mainly as HCI
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researchers who already have expertise in shape-changing displays though this thesis
also encourages readers who are not specifically specialising in shape-changing.
A range of experts from different domains were recruited to design their own shapechanging displays, however the fabrication approaches detailed in this thesis are aimed
for predominantly HCI researchers and designers to help them design and build these
shape-changing interfaces. As a result, the materials and electronics chosen for these
fabrication approaches were specifically chosen to be accessible and commercially
available to the majority of HCI researchers who have some familiarity of basic
hardware (e.g. Arduinos, projectors, 3D printing, etc.). Yet, the fabrication approaches
in this thesis are not limited to HCI researchers, rather, this work also encourages the
maker community to potentially adopt laser-cut and 3D printed deformable surfaces to
develop bespoke shape-changing interfaces for personal purposes. In terms of skills
required to adopt the fabrication approaches makers would need some form of User
Interface design skills to create fully functioning and interactive shape-changing
displays. Specifically, designers who are able to implement interactive features for these
displays using HTML and JavaScript together with depth camera and basic capacitive
sensing with conductive materials.
Each of the prototypes presented in this thesis evolve from the initial physical pixelbased pin-array actuators (chapter 3) to a more refined deformable surfaces (see Figure
47). Though the prototype in chapter 4 still used linear actuators their number was
decreased, and they were only placed where actuation was required rather than filling a
whole pin-array. Later chapters also explored alternative methods of actuation (chapter
5 and 6) to further advance the design space. In terms of fabrication complexity, the
original semi-solid surface in chapter 4 (PolySurface) was constructed using two layers
of material manually super glued together. Though this deformable surface produced
higher resolution shape-changing output compared to pin-array shape-change, the
additional requirement for manual labour to produce such a surface made this a more
tedious process. To reduce the assembly requirements for manual labour but retain high
resolution shape output 3D printed deformable surfaces were produced that are fully
assembled during printing.
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Figure 47: Progression of prototypes, as the number of actuators reduces the
surface structure moves away from physical pixels into a continuous surface with
embedded interaction and visualisation capabilities.

7.2.2 Implications of Design Processes
Designing shape-changing displays is still relativity high-cost for complex and highresolution output. This is because current technology for fabricating robust and
deployable displays is still relatively limiting and expensive. Additionally, the majority
of current shape-changing displays are bespoke and cannot be generalised beyond one
particular application. This is demonstrated in current literature with a range of one-off
prototypes that are also often restricted to linear pin-based or continuous surface
outputs. As a result, interaction design is also limited by the physical construction of
each prototype. To address the problem of one-off prototypes, this thesis begins to
establish more accessible design processes that can be generalised and adopted for a
wider range of domains.
Novelty of Designing for Shape-Change
As shape-changing displays are still a novel technology, there is also apprehension
when designing content for these hardware systems to represent. This was particularly
observed during the initial design sessions in chapter 4. Participants who did not think
they had technical skills were less inclined to think creatively during the design process
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about fully utilising the physical and dynamic nature of representing their data using
shape-changing displays. This could be in part due to the novelty of designing for
physical 3D. The transition between designing from 2D in virtual space to realising
those initial concepts to physical 3D is still challenging to most people. To increase
creative engagement in the design process, it would be essential to develop a library of
templates with adjustable features such as the Metamaterial Mechanisms custom editor
example [68]. Designers could visualize their prototypes whilst reducing the design
space to allow an easier choice of representation.
Mapping Data to Shape-Change
Mapping data, especially temporal, for representation to physically reconfigurable
surfaces can be challenging as a wider range of parameters must be considered during
the initial design process. For example, understanding how the end-user perceives speed
of shape-movement and resolution of data presented is essential to ensure data is
mapped and interpreted correctly. For high-frequency geometric transformations such
as bar charts, bare pin actuators may be more appropriate, but this does increase
hardware requirements.
When looking at complex datasets, such as those that incorporate temporality or
multiple dimensions, shape-changing displays have the advantage of physical
dynamicity compared to traditional flat-screen visual displays. From the initial design
explorations with experts from different domains, it was highlighted how their complex
datasets can be simplified to encompass data trends without the need to show the details
of each data point. The tangible dynamicity of shape-changing displays can support
temporal representations of complex datasets, particularly, with multi-dimensional data
where trends can be highlighted through the dynamic shape changes of the display.
Essentially, abstraction might be necessary to meet the physical capabilities of the
shape-changing display.
When designing data representations for a shape-changing display, visualisations need
to be considered together with the physical surface configurations. During the design
sessions (chapter 4) experts were able to successfully design intuitive shape-changing
data representations that can be easily interpreted. Though there were also examples of
designing shape-changes with no visual cues that are too abstract for an end-user to
interpret correctly. In chapter 4 for example, participant 1 noticed that they did not add
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axis labels to all four physical bar-charts. Focusing too much on designing the
physicalizations and shape changes can limit consideration for designing appropriate
visual elements that can clearly explain what more abstract shape changes are trying to
represent, such as wind speed or flood levels over time.
The design processes should also incorporate a layer of abstraction between the raw
data sets and what is intended to be represented. Particularly for someone who is new
to designing shape-changing displays and would struggle with the technical complexity
of the hardware system. Instead, the design process should focus on the shape-output
capabilities of the surface display.
Designing Interactions for Shape-Change
The tangible qualities of shape-changing displays show promise for new and engaging
interaction techniques that go beyond the capabilities of traditional flat-screen displays.
By utilising the tangible properties of these displays, interaction with physical
representations of data has the potential to enhance user engagement, particularly for
users with visual impairments. This was shown during the initial content generation
explorations (chapter 3), where a colour blind user was able to directly relate the
physical movement of each actuator with the movement of wind. By directly enabling
users to feel the data with their hands, a more impactful user experience can emerge.
Current work begins to explore varied interaction techniques for shape-changing
displays. Though during the initial content generation explorations (chapter 3) and
design sessions (chapter 4) it was shown that integrating both gestural and direct user
input can create the most impactful user experience scenarios. Particularly, it was
observed that during interaction with ShapeCanvas users intuitively adopted bimanual
interaction as their core input technique.
One participant described interacting with a shape-changing display with direct input
similar to playing a piano or typing on a keyboard. The observations from chapter 3
were key to establishing how shape-changing displays can be utilised for intuitive
bimanual interaction. In terms of gestural input techniques, current literature focuses on
depth-camera based interaction designs, e.g. waving arms. ShapeCanvas was able to
incorporate other tools (e.g. torch) to further diversify the interaction design space. This
additional interaction method was able to reflect the natural experience of a person using
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a tool to interact with a physical artefact. E.g. a tool that can be used for sculpting or
physically moulding.
Future Interaction Considerations - Based on these observations two core aspects for
future interaction design need to be considered. Firstly, future designers need to
consider what level of interaction (e.g. gestural, direct, or indirect) is most appropriate
given the context of deployment (e.g. personal use or public display) and the content
represented by the shape-changing display. For a public display, gestural interaction
would provide a more impactful experience with novice users particularly for interface
navigation. For more personal use, perhaps with a mobile shape-changing display,
direct interaction techniques focused on user deformations would be more appropriate.
Secondly, the precision of interaction needs to also be taken into consideration when
designing new input techniques.
For widespread data manipulations or navigation, gestural interaction would reduce the
risk of users interfering with the physical reconfigurations of the shape-changing
surface. For more precise input, direct user interaction with the surface would provide
a more controlled experience for the user. Designers are also encouraged to utilise tools
for interaction approaches with shape-changing displays. Traditionally tools have been
used throughout history to manipulate physical artefacts to change their forms (e.g.
sculpting tools). Though the use of tools for interaction with a shape-changing display
is promising it has rarely been explored in current literature.
Interaction Opportunities for Shape-Changing Displays
Though this thesis mainly focuses on the fabrication approaches, based on the range of
user evaluations performed throughout this body of work, important insights into
interaction opportunities have emerged. This subsection discusses various interaction
insights that have arisen from user-based evaluations and design sessions conducted.
These interaction aspects are key features for the future development of these displays.
Reachability and spatial orientation are important aspect for consideration when
designing interactive features for shape-changing interfaces. The initial interaction
explorations in chapter 3 show that spatial position of the body impacts user interaction
with a pixel pin-array shape display. Particularly, a designer should consider the
location of interactive features based on where the user is sat or standing, and how far
they can reach. This is because the areas that are closest to the user are the most
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commonly used and interacted with. This aspect of reachability is very commonly used
with more traditional table-top displays that are positioned horizontally. Similarly, the
corners of the shape-changing display (Shape-Canvas) were also the second most
commonly used areas for interaction. This suggests that areas around the edges of a
display, that are easy to reach without covering the main segments of the display, are
particularly suitable for supporting interactive features/elements such as buttons etc.
This preference for interaction around the edges of the display is most possibly due to
the ease of reachability around the edges in comparison reaching over elevated areas of
a shape display.
In terms of aesthetics and creating interactions, the design of user input capabilities for
each of the prototypes developed was dependent on the type of fabrication approach
implemented. For example, the laser cut semi-solid surfaces in chapter 4 did not support
embedded interaction directly. Instead, PolySurface used an external infrared depth
camera to detect user input. This method for creating interaction was rapid and easy to
implement using a pre-existing JavaScript library for web interfaces. In chapter 4 there
was more focus to explore gestural interaction in mid-air as well as direct contact with
the surface. Though the aesthetic of the interactions reflected more traditional GUI
elements (e.g. buttons and sliders). More novel interaction design was shown in chapter
5 and 6, where 3D printed deformable surfaces had interaction capabilities embedded
within them through copper wire (Chapter 5) and direct fabrication with multi-material
3D printing of conductive materials (Chapter 6). Particularly, in chapter 6 the
conductive material printed directly within the deformable surface for capacitive
sensing directly impacted the full aesthetic design of the surface as the black and white
parts indicated which areas of the surface were interactive (black) and which were
flexible (white).
Essentially, more impactful UX emerged when novel input capabilities were explored
by embedding conductive materials within a deformable surface (e.g. for haptic
interaction). Whereas relying on external components such as a depth camera, that is
traditionally used with pin-array shape displays, more traditional UI interaction design
can be achieved (e.g. buttons and sliders). Using direct touch interaction with a
deformable surface also brings forward advantages of temporality. This is where the
physical movement and deformation of the surface upon direct touch can reflect
temporality of data and information through haptic feedback. The most obvious
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example of this is shown with the weather demo in chapter 4. This is where the haptic
sensation of the display imitated the passing and falling of rain drops when users put
their hands on the display. From the user feedback, this provided impactful haptic
sensation that would otherwise be hard to achieve on a flat-screen display.

7.2.3 Implications of Fabrication Processes
This section discusses the implications of the fabrication approaches proposed in this
thesis. It also details how these approaches have been iteratively refined and adapted
based on technical evaluations as well as the design process for developing behind them.
Laser Cutting
The initial fabrication approach proposed in this thesis utilised the rapid nature of laser
cutters for high fidelity prototyping of shape-changing displays, PolySurface (chapter
4). Laser cutters were used for initial fabrication explorations as they are easily
accessible and can be commonly found in maker-spaces, design studios, and FAB labs
[29]. The initial fabrication process is based around the idea of semi-solid surfaces:
surfaces that consist of solid components (laser cut polypropylene) fused onto a flexible
sub-surface (spandex).
Though this fabrication approach was rapid (e.g. two days for prototype development),
there were still high assembly requirements. The laser cut parts each had to be manually
glued onto the Spandex material by hand. Though not highly technical, this tedious
manual assembly still increases labour cost. Though technical developers have the
necessary skills to operate laser cutters, those who do not have the necessary maker
experience with digital fabrication would struggle initially to independently design and
fabricate their own surfaces.
The key design implications of using laser cutters are focused on their utility for rapid
high-fidelity prototyping of shape-changing displays. Particularly, for large scale
implementations that go beyond the dimensions of a 3D printer’s building plate. For
rapid and iterative designing, laser cutters show a promising direction for prototyping
shape-changing displays. The cheaper material costs (e.g. Perspex sheets) compared to
3D printing filaments also narrow the accessibility and adoption barrier for fabrication
with laser cutters. The 2D design environments used for laser cutters (e.g. Adobe
Illustrator) also simplify the initial design process compared to CAD 3D modelling.
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Though there is a greater level of assembly required with the 2D pattern designs
fabricated with laser cutters that is an issue for complex hardware systems.
The material properties of the sheets used for laser cutting should also be taken into
consideration during the design process. Though Polypropylene (PP) 0.8mm sheets
used for PolySurface (chapter 4) are thinner and more flexible than Perspex, when laser
cut small segments in close proximity to each other would fuse together with PP. This
meant that particularly small laser cut segments with PP were difficult to fabricate
precisely compared to traditional Perspex material.
3D Printing with SLA and FDM
The high assembly requirements for the laser cutting approach might limit adoption to
a wider range of domains beyond initial prototyping of shape-changing displays. From
a convenience perspective, 3D printing supports personal fabrication much easier than
laser cutters. Especially as most users can become skilled using 3D printers through
open access content and tutorials online. Unlike with laser cutters, that use CO2 lasers,
no additional supervision or health and safety precautions are usually needed with FDM
printers. To reduce assembly requirements alternative fabrication approaches were
established using two 3D printing methods; Stereolithography (SLA) in chapter 5 and
multi-material Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) in chapter 6.
With SLA 3D printing, the design process focused on interlinking each of the solid parts
of the surface together during the printing process to reduce manual assembly. The
intricate nature of the 3D printed interlinked surface CAD designs required the creation
of accurate and repeatable dimensions on a small scale. This was not possible using the
more commonly available Fused Deposition Modeling (FDM) machines as the scale of
links caused multiple print errors with a filament extruder.
SLA 3D printers support a multitude of different resin types that have a wider range of
material properties, such as flexible and clear. The clear and translucent materials used
supported under the surface visualisation with a projector. The core issue with SLA is
that it does not yet support multi-material 3D printing. Instead, multi-material parts have
to be individually printed and can only be assembled manually after each part is printed
and post-processed. This can also further complicate the design process. The interlink
design could be "templated" to allow novices to simply tweak parameters (perhaps
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through a GUI rather than a CAD programme) to help them design a custom-made
surface.
One of the core advantages of FDM printers is their ability to support multi-material 3D
printing. FDM printing was adopted (chapter 6) for refining the final fabrication
approach to support 3D printing circuitry for integrated surfaces. In terms of multimaterial applications, this is particularly prominent with the introduction of 4D printing.
Using the same core premise of extruder based FDM processes, the smart materials used
during printing can also achieve actuation as well as sensing of external stimuli. The
future of shape-changing displays can fully utilize the use of smart and active materials
for designing and developing a new generation of dynamic displays that can be printed
as one. The reduction of electronic components and mechanical actuation, through
3D/4D printing smart dynamic surfaces, can further minimalize the technical barrier of
adoption for shape-changing displays. Essentially, by creating a singular actuated
surface, with integrated interaction and visualisation capabilities, that can be designed
and fabricated as one without the need for external mechanical actuators.
This premise is already demonstrated within the field of soft robotics and smart material
sciences. The shape-changing interfaces and HCI community, as a whole, could benefit
greatly with closer collaborations with these fields for technically focused
developments.

7.2.4 Addressing Technical Challenges
This sub-section discusses the overarching technical challenges that are addressed by
this thesis and how they can be used to further enhance the design space for shapechanging displays. As highlighted in the previous subsections, there is a trade-off
between what people want to design for a shape-changing display and what is
technically possible. The fabrication approaches proposed and implemented in this
thesis, particularly in chapters 5 and 6, aim to address the technical challenges that are
currently faced by the field. These digital fabrication approaches focus on reducing the
technical requirements of developing shape-changing displays to encourage the wider
adoption of this new and novel technology. Essentially, by reducing the technical barrier
for development could encourage more people to design and build shape-changing
displays for their own purposes.
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Actuation Techniques
Traditionally shape-changing displays have focused on using vertical linear actuators
for the basic up and down motion of one “physical pixel”. Though in essence this
logically maps physical aspects to standard graphical user interfaces, this approach is
limited in scale and resolution. To achieve a high-resolution shape-changing display
with linear pin-array actuators would require thousands of individual components. The
cost of implementation and increased risk of malfunctions with such an electronically
complex system is great. This technical complexity and high cost can also be
intimidating to those who are new to designing and building shape-changing displays.
As a result, there is a technical barrier to the wider adoption of these displays beyond
the research field. The shape-changes and reconfigurations are also limited by only
using linear vertical movement for actuation.
Though the initial work in this thesis (chapter 4) focused on using similar linear
actuators for PolySurface, there was a focus to reduce the need for a full array of
actuators. Placing actuators only where needed under the surface reduced the number
of electronic components and ensured the technical process remained modular. This
approach to modular actuation was sufficient for exploring initial high-fidelity
prototypes of shape-changing displays but is limited to bespoke applications and lacks
generalisability. The modular nature of the actuators ensures they can be arranged freely
and are not limited to a grid layout like traditional pin-arrays. Though, users need to
decide for themselves the number of necessary actuators required underneath the
surface as there is currently no software to provide feedback on where to place them.
Virtual simulations can be applied to address this issue for future development of the
system.
The ActuEater case study demonstrated the adoption of the PolySurface with embedded
muscle wire for actuation. This alternative actuation approach implemented by the
designer demonstrates the wider scope of actuation possibilities for PolySurface,
beyond linear actuators. Though, to implement alternative actuation techniques for
shape-changing displays requires at least moderate technical knowledge for those
looking to build their own prototypes.
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Modular actuators such as ShapeClips [57] can be used by more novice users but these
are still limited to a single linear mechanical motion. For more dynamic actuation
techniques perhaps the field of soft robotics can offer an integrated method such as the
surface fabric actuators [46].
Work in chapter 5 experiments with horizontal force actuation as an alternative
approach for shape deformations. The use of horizontal force can achieve some of the
same shape output that can be rendered with basic pin-arrays, but with substantially
fewer actuators and power required. Based on current literature, this approach for
actuation is yet to be established beyond this thesis. Though, more extensive
investigations need to be conducted to further solidify the physical parameters of
horizontal force actuation. Physics simulations could be utilised to predict the shape
deformations when a horizontal force is applied to particular 3D models of surfaces to
further establish and the shape output design space using this form of actuation.
However, even with virtual physics simulations to predict shape output, most
commercially available, linear actuators are limited to single speed. This makes it
difficult to accurately map vertical simulations to real-world practice.
One of the core motivations of chapter 5 was to demonstrate the utility of horizontal
actuation as it frees the space underneath the surface display and ensures the whole
hardware system is not as cumbersome as traditional shape-changing displays. Other
methods of computer-controlled shape deformations are demonstrated within the
robotics and engineering domains. Yet the adoption of alternative actuation approaches
is rarely utilized beyond the scope of traditional pin-arrays and shape memory alloys
(SMA) for 2.5D shape-changing displays. There is emerging work in the field of
robotics that can expand the actuation techniques available for shape-changing displays.
Flexible fabric actuators [46] can be used to create integrated single surfaces that
support controlled actuation and self-folding origami robots [12] can also be used to
create overhangs on shape-changing displays.

7.2.5 Visualisation and Interaction Techniques
Most common shape-changing displays consist of multiple external components for
visualisation and interaction. Projectors and depth cameras are traditionally situated
above an array of mechanical actuators using a metallic frame for support. Though
projectors and depth cameras are widely accessible and easy to install, they are limiting
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as over the surface projection increases occlusion and depth camera can currently only
be positioned above or on the side of a display to recognise gestural interaction. Relying
on external components for user input and visual output does not support an integrated
and unified hardware system. To reduce the cumbersome design of current shapechanging displays and make them more mobile these hardware systems must be fully
unified to support integrated visualisation and interaction within one singular surface.
The work in this thesis attempts to address this limitation by exploring alternative
approaches of fabrication that support integrated visualisations and interaction
capabilities.
The visualization and interaction techniques explored in this thesis used a range of
approaches from projection and depth cameras, to embedding LEDs and capacitive
materials within a deformable surface. Initially, RGB LEDs were used together with
photoresistor (LDR) light sensors within each of the actuated pixels in a 4x4 pin-array
for ShapeCanvas. Chapter 4 adopted a baseline approach with above the surface
projection and depth camera for rapid high-fidelity prototyping with PolySurface.
Chapter 5 explored alternative visualisation and interaction techniques with under the
surface projection and embedding capacitive touch sensing within a singular
deformable surface. Chapter 6 presents a fully integrated hardware system with multimaterial 3D printing using conductive materials to support integrated electronic circuits.
In terms of visualisation, using projectors can support higher resolution visuals and
together with projection mapping the system can also easily adapt the visual based on
the surface reconfigurations. Though projectors support high-resolution visualisation,
the overall hardware system relies on cumbersome external components and over the
surface projection suffers from occlusion. Under the surface projection for visual
representations ensures that no occlusion occurred when users interacted with the
deformable translucent display. However, the hardware system design would still rely
on accommodating an external projector for visualisation. With this visualisation
technique, the overall design of a shape-changing display must consider where the
projector will be placed (e.g. below or above the surface of the shape-changing surface).
These external components make the design of a shape-changing display more
cumbersome as additional enclosures are needed around the display to support a
projector. Embedding LEDs into pin-arrays and thin stretchable surfaces for
visualisation eliminates occlusion and the need for external components, though at the
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cost of resolution. Though the scope of possible visuals are limited with the lower
resolution of embedded LEDs and this needs to be taken into consideration when
designing visualisations with this approach. With the increase of mobile technologies
bulky systems for shape-changing displays could be less desirable as they are heavy and
not as robust.
In terms of interaction techniques, depth cameras are the most common technique for
gesture tracking and input. Similar to the projector though, this approach is reliant in
external components. Using embedded LDR light sensors for interaction can support
dual input techniques with both the user’s hands for direct and hover interaction as well
as additional tools such as a light torch. This is a novel approach for dual interaction
capabilities can also be integrated directly within a shape-changing surface due to the
small form factor of the electronics. However, the core issue with LDR as an input
sensor is sensitive to ambient light as the display would struggle with calibration in
most environments. Capacitive touch sensing is more reliable for direct user interaction
and using wire enables direct touch sensing with the deformable surface. Using multiple
threshold readings can also support hover-based interaction. This approach presents
embedded interactive components within a shape-changing surface, though as the cost
of manual assembly.
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7.2.6 Generalization
Generalization of fabrication approaches: From a technical perspective, the work
presented in this thesis begins to demonstrate the utility of digital fabrication as a tool
for developing shape-changing displays. The overarching concept of the fabrication
approaches is to develop semi-solid deformable surfaces that can easily reconfigure,
and change shape as required. Whether these surfaces reconfigure based on user input
or passive actuation is up to the designer. The initial work with laser cutters established
the baseline concept for creating semi-solid surfaces using solid pieces of plastic
attached to a fabric. However, this approach does not have to involve laser cutters but
for a more basic implementation, a designer can hand cut their designers for smaller
scale semi-solid surface. The core concept of interlinked 3D printed surfaces aimed to
mimic the structural dynamicity of interconnected textile structures such as chainmail.
This approach can be generalised beyond 3D printers by manually linking solid
components together with craft work. The 3D printing approaches presented can also
be generalised by scaling the form factors of the 3D models during the initial design
process.
Generalising areas of use for building shape-changing displays: The dynamic nature
of the semi-solid and deformable surfaces produced using the fabrication approaches
described support utility and generalisability. In terms of generalisability, the
deformable surfaces do not have to be used as traditional displays but can also be
adapted for more abstract use cases. For example, the interior design in chapter 4
integrated alternative actuation techniques within PolySurface to create a décor artefact
with muscle wires. This shows great promise for taking the work further by enabling
the approaches to be adapted to various user requirements. This shows that by leaving
the design and fabrication approach open enough in its scope allows users to take their
own initiative when developing their own shape-changing displays. The dynamic nature
of the deformable surfaces developed in this thesis also shows promise for
generalisability beyond one-off prototypes and bespoke systems.
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Generalisation to other domains: This thesis begins to demonstrate that a range of
application areas can utilise the dynamic tangible nature of shape-changing displays to
represent a multitude of datasets to both expert and novice audiences. Additionally, the
core fabrication approaches presented can also go further to be adopted for developing
deformable interactive surfaces within other domains such as wearables. Reducing the
scale of components and embedding custom micro-electronics within the deformable
surfaces could support the development of more mobile shape-changing displays that
can be adopted for both wearables and foldable mobile phones of the future perhaps.
The freedom to create custom geometric compositions with the PolySurface approach
means that it does not need to incorporate actuation to create meaningful data
physicalizations rapidly with users who are not technically knowledgeable. Multimaterial 3D printed semi-solid surface can be adapted for wearables. Insights from the
workshop show a promising direction for stretchable 3D printed wearable surfaces that
have integrated visualisation and interactive capabilities. The varying scale factors of
prototypes enabled by the 3D printing approach also demonstrates the versatility of the
design and fabrication process. Wearables have already been covered as a potential
domain for shape-changing as discussed by Sturdee et al. [170]. Their explorative public
ideation study also introduces domains such as augmented living, architecture, and
medical use that work from this thesis could now lead into.

7.3 Research Methodology and Approach
This thesis adopts a methodology that reflects a research-through-design approach, first
established by Frayling [44] and then later introduced to the HCI community by
Zimmerman et al. [210]. This thesis follows an iterative process of designing artefacts
(e.g. deformable surfaces in chapter 4 to 6) as a creative way of investigating potential
future applications (e.g. terrain modelling shape-changing displays – chapter 5). This
approach greatly influences both the design and technical contributions this thesis
presents and the sub-sections below reflect on approaches adopted, evaluations based
on current state-of-the-art, and the impact of future technological development in regard
to the contributions presented in this thesis.
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7.3.1 Reflection on Research Methodology
Human-Computer Interaction research practises support a multitude of methodological
approaches. Adopting one individual methodological approach for this thesis would
have led to singular outcomes on the limitations and challenges addressed in this work.
Below I reflect on both the adopted methodologies and alternatives such as empirical
studies, one-off prototypes, and more traditional quantitative evaluations that could
have been incorporated throughout this thesis.
The initial research conducted (chapters 3 and 4) followed a qualitative and design led
methodology. ShapeCanvas (chapter 3) was focused on the deployment of a system in
a real-world environment (e.g. cafe) to encourage a wider demographic of users.
However, having a singular deployment in the wild also limited the group of users for
the study to only one demographic of participant: cafe users in that area. For greater
scope, multiple locations could be covered over a prolonged period of time to
sufficiently expand content generation work and widen public user engagement.
Nevertheless, this approach helped to establish original application ideas and content
design. The deployment of the ShapeCanvas system in the wild followed a similar
premise to a design probe [197] for inspiring and realising novel content generation
with shape-changing displays.
The work in chapters 3 and 4 allowed users to directly interact, design, and develop
their own content and applications for shape-changing displays. As an alternative
approach, sample surveys could have been sent out to larger and broader online user
groups to ask them what types of applications they want to see on shape-changing
displays. This approach would have gathered a larger and broad spectrum of ideas for
applications. Similarly, computer simulation build environments could have been used
to allow users to virtually create their own high-fidelity shape-changing display
prototypes. However, sample surveys and virtual simulations of shape-changing
displays would have defeated the purpose of allowing users to directly interact with
tangible implementations of their ideas and hence real-world deployment was chosen
instead. The design explorations in chapters 3 and 4 establish a range of technical
challenges and limitations that are barriers for the adoption of shape-changing displays
across a wider range of application domains.
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The engineering focused research detailed in chapters 5 and 6 aimed to provide practical
solutions and alternative approaches to the technical limitations that emerged from the
initial design led explorations. Building more complex one-off prototype systems would
have limited the reproducibility and the wider adoption of this new technology. Instead,
exploring alternative methods of fabrication provided a broader range of hybrid shapechanging displays [168] and deformable interfaces that can be generalised to other
domains. Real world deployment of the 3D printed surface displays would have
provided insights into usability and user engagement like the work in chapters 3 and 4.
However, to keep within the scope of developing appropriate fabrication approaches for
shape-changing displays, it was important to focus on addressing technical limitations
first before looking at usability. Nevertheless, the iterative design process for improving
the 3D printing fabrication approaches across chapters 5 and 6 should also be evaluated
with designers and makers to ensure they are robust and met user requirements.
Adopting a solely empirical methodology for this thesis would produce narrower results
that would lack generalised implications that go beyond one-off prototypes and systems.
Though current literature highlights the lack of empirical evaluations within the field of
shape-changing interfaces [6] a broader understanding of fundamental limitations and
application domains needs to be established first. This is to ensure that the controlled
empirical studies, that are to follow the work from this thesis, can be applied with a
focus to specific use cases and context-dependent scenarios. Focusing on one particular
application area, such as the medical sector, throughout this thesis would have given
more depth the contributions but limited the broader impact and generalisability of the
research conducted.

7.3.2 Validation and Evaluations
The evaluation of research conducted in this thesis began with more qualitative
evaluations at the start (chapters 3 and 4). This led to more technical evaluations of the
prototypes and fabrication approaches described in chapters 5 and 6. The fabrication
approaches presented in this thesis were evaluated by a range of user studies, design
sessions, ideation workshops, and by implementing prototype systems using key
principles that emerged from technical explorations of various digital fabrication
processes (e.g. laser cutting and 3D printing).
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This was first achieved by allowing novice users (chapter 3) and experts from different
domains (chapter 4) to directly design and develop their own shape-changing content
and applications. Secondly, the utility of the fabrication approaches was demonstrated
by developing alternative prototype systems with example application scenarios
(chapter 5). For wider generalizability, the prototype system developed in chapter 6
aimed to be adopted to other domains such as wearables. These methods of evaluation
are appropriate as they demonstrate not just the benefits, but also limitations of the
fabrication approaches and the prototype systems developed. This approach to
evaluation provides validation that the hardware systems can be adopted to a wider
range of domains and application scenarios as well as explore different user groups,
different application domains to understand issues from both the 'creation' and 'user'
points of view.
The fabrication approaches presented in this thesis aimed to be low-cost and accessible
(e.g. easy to reproduce and adapt based on personal specifications and requirements).
This ensures wider adoption for a range of application domains, such as the wearables
example in chapter 6. For validating the low-cost aspect of the approaches, all materials
and electronics were purchased commercially and in terms of time for development,
each PolySurface display had taken two days to design and build. To validate
accessibility for wider adoption, evaluating the engagement impact whilst designing
shape-changing displays with experts from different domains is key. For example,
PolySurface as a fabrication approach can support specific user requirements defined
by the designer whilst also supporting rapid implementation through reduced technical
complexity.
The initial implementation of the high-fidelity prototype developed renders usability
evaluation unsuitable at these preliminary stages. Much like with usability testing for
GUIs, the core framework needs to be firmly established before conducting empirical
user evaluations and analysis. This would be the next stage of this work.
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7.3.3 Future Work and Limitations
The fabrication approaches presented in this thesis have been implemented for a range
of prototype systems to demonstrate their utility as shape-changing displays and
interfaces across a range of domains. Below I discuss the future directions of the work
conducted for this thesis as a whole.
In chapter 3, the observations from the initial content generation study better support
the design of larger scale system in future work by exploring application ideas that go
beyond current state-of-the-art, such as shape-changing signage. The low-fidelity of
ShapeCanvas (4x4 pixel pin-array) limited the resolution of each physical animation
created. To fully understand content generation for shape-changing displays, examples
of the physical animations from the explorative study should be realised into functional
applications that are tested in terms of usability. Exploring content generation with
different audiences may also derive alternative findings that have not yet been
established. In terms of advancing the initial hardware system, ShapeCanvas, the
addition of a colour palette on the screen interface would serve to reduce colour
selection time, as would a physical “brush” similar to Ryokai et al.’s I/O Brush [145].
To understand how shape-changing displays can be adopted for wider audiences more
insight needs to be gained into how participants respond to current shape-changing
displays. To achieve this in future work, more shape-changing displays need to be
deployed in public environments (e.g. museums, libraries, restaurants, and public
information centres) and other domain environments (e.g. workplaces and FAB labs).
The work in this thesis was motivated to encourage this wider adoption of shapechanging displays by supporting more accessible (e.g. in terms of low cost and technical
complexity) design and development approaches through digital fabrication. This will
also support formal quantitative and qualitative user evaluations to understand user
engagement with shape-changing displays.
From a technical perspective, future work should explore a wider range of actuation
techniques that are not limited in their degrees of freedom and go beyond those
described in current state-of-the-art (e.g. mechanical pin-arrays, linear actuators, or
shape memory alloys). This is beginning to be evident with work emerging on levitating
shape-changing displays [45]. Though more broadly speaking the HCI community
should explore research fields such as soft robotics. In terms of the next step for the 3D
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printing fabrication approaches described in this thesis, utilise 4D printing methods
would be the next step to achieve fully integrated shape-changing surfaces that can
support embedded actuation, visualisation, and integration capabilities all without the
need for manual assembly. This could also be achieved in the future with printed
electronics, though the technology at the moment for this is not available at a low
enough cost.
From an additive manufacturing perspective, the print resolution and repeatability are
also often limited with FDM, especially with lower-end machines. The quality of the
final deformable surfaces printed depended greatly on the quality of the filament
materials used. Investing in a better quality flexible material ensures that the final
surfaces are more robust. Though with the conductive materials used, the quality of the
material was judged more on its compatibility with the printer. Experimentation with
different material types still needs to be done to gain further understanding which
filaments are most compatible together. Especially when using them for a
reconfigurable surface that requires the materials to easily adapt, stretch, and change
shape.
In terms of broader direction for future work involving shape-change, design fiction
begins to explore potential use case scenarios that can now be realised this new
generation of hardware technology. This work is a step forward to realising these ideas
in physical and tangible form by providing the fabrication approach that allows others
to author their own application ideas. In a more general sense, shape-change as a field
should not be limited to just displays but should also more broadly explore potential
applications within industry with examples such as augmented living spaces or largescale reconfigurable architecture.
Impact for Future Adoption
Currently, the field of shape-changing displays and interfaces is influencing other
domains such as wearables, mobile phones, virtual reality, and public displays [6, 168,
169]. The future adoption of shape-changing displays and interfaces is affected by the
technological advances of fields both within and outside the HCI and wider computer
science domains. For example, as Virtual Reality is becoming widely adopted for the
general public as a platform for not just entertainment but also representing data and
information. There is emerging work on adapting shape-changing interfaces to provide
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tactile feedback for VR users [158]. Work in this thesis also demonstrates that other
domains such as environmental sciences and social science can adopt shape-changing
displays and similar technology for their own work [111, 175]. This is shown in the
PolySurface user studies and how those participants engaged with these design displays
to represent their own data.
Work in this thesis highlights that to ensure that shape-changing displays can be
authored by experts in other domains, the complexity needs to be reduced. Breaking
down this barrier for adoption is challenging due to the high cost of implementation and
limited scalability. Additionally, understanding how complex data can be presented in
a meaningful and engaging manner to novices is still in emerging stages. The related
work that this thesis discusses also emphasises collaboration with other domains such
as robotics to further advance the technology for shape-changing displays.
From an interactions point of view, more work with the physiological aspects of user
behaviour and perception needs to be conducted to better understand the social
implications and value propositions of this new and still emerging area of computer
science. For example, open questions regarding the potential redundancy of shapechanging displays as a technology are yet answered or even established. Perhaps this
new generation of displays is destined for obsolescence as the audience would simply
see shape-changing displays as nothing more than a novelty. Therefore, it is key to
establish what domains and applications can utilise the dynamic tangible aspects of this
new generation of displays beyond novel and flashy gimmicks.
Limitations
Each of the main research chapters (3-6) discuss limitations specific to addressing an
individual research question. This subsection focuses on the broader limitations of the
thesis. The actuation techniques explored throughout this thesis predominantly focused
on linear actuators with one example of shape-memory alloys (chapter 4 case study).
This is still limiting factor as the degrees of freedom with mechanical linear actuators
cannot be dynamically utilised to fully realise all of the required shape-changed needed
to create complex shape output beyond 2.5D. Though the related work chapter of this
thesis expands on alternative actuation approaches from the field of robotics, these more
dynamic actuators are not yet commercially available or can be reproduced so obtaining
them is not yet possible.
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The initial fabrication approach, PolySurface, was evaluated with a participatory user
study by allowing domain experts to directly design and author their own shapechanging displays. However, the 3D printing approached detailed in chapters 5 and 6
focused more on technical evaluations rather than testing the utility of the fabrication
approach with users. This does limit the understanding of how people will design their
own shape-changing interfaces using the 3D printing approaches presented, though this
is a direction for future work.
Reflecting more broadly on the limitations of the methodology, this thesis could have
focused on a specific application area for one in-depth contribution and uncovered more
novel devices/interfaces that would change a specific area. However, given that the field
is still relatively new, compared to more established areas such as GUIs, focusing on
addressing broader challenges ensures greater generalisability. Especially as this thesis
aimed to present more widely adopted insights and contributions that can be utilised
and adopted by many rather than few.

7.4 Addressing the Research Questions
This thesis aimed to demonstrate how digital fabrication can support the design and
development of shape-changing displays across diverse application domains. As an
overarching contribution, the work in this thesis offers a range of novel approaches for
fabrication that support the rapid development of shape-changing displays for diverse
application domains. These digital fabrication approaches aim to be accessible, both in
terms of cost, technical simplicity, and implementation time.
To address the overarching research question of this thesis, four core research chapters
address an area of the main contribution by designing, building, and evaluating a wide
range of interactive shape-changing displays with various input and output capabilities.
Below describes the core aspects of each chapter.
Chapter 3 addresses: How do people approach and react to the task of
generating content for shape-changing displays?
Work in this chapter expands the limited understanding of content generation
for shape-changing displays. A low-resolution shape-changing display was
developed to explore content generation and support the design of application
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ideas. The key findings from this exploration are: (1) Simple, small shapechanging displays are useful for informing interaction design and discovering
novel application areas, (2) Novice users successfully designed a diverse range
of physical animations, suitable for informing future design environments, and
(3) users quickly learned to take advantage of the spatial affordances of the
shape-display. These findings provided a starting point for the construction and
evaluation of content design environments for shape-changing displays.
Chapter 4 addresses: How can experts be engaged in designing shapechanging content to represent data specific to their work domains?
This work aimed to support domain experts in designing and constructing
interactive shape-changing displays based on their own input data. This
approach demonstrates generalizability by allowing experts, from different
domains, to design interactive shape-changing displays based on datasets from
their own work and demonstrate them to either novices or other domain
colleagues. The combination of mapping data to physical surface
reconfiguration, interaction features, and visualization shows enhanced user
engagement and understanding of complex data trends and information.
Chapter 5 addresses: How can assembly requirements be reduced to make the
fabrication of shape-changing displays more efficient?
The core contribution of this work was to reduce the production and assembly
requirements of deformable surfaces to reduce the time and requirements for
construction. To achieve this, chapter 5 describes a general design and
fabrication approach, the impact of varying surface design parameters, and a
demonstration of two possible application examples. This blueprint for
developing deformable surfaces begins to explore alternative methods of shape
actuation to further reduce the technical demands of fabricating shape-changing
displays.
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Chapter 6 addresses: How can interaction and visualisation be better
integrated within a single deformable surface?
The core focus of this chapter was on integrating both visualisation and
interaction capabilities within a deformable surface that also has a thin formfactor. The fabrication approach proposed enabled user-deformed shape change
with a fully flexible display that is also portable and has non-obtrusive form
factors. The use of multi-material FDM 3D printing supports the development
of flexible surfaces that are interactive, deformable, and provides baseline pixel
resolution visualisation whilst being fully flexible.
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8 | Conclusion
The overarching motivation for the work in this thesis was to address the limited number
of tools and methods to enable the wider adoption of shape-changing displays. The
research community’s focus on resource-intensive technical demands limits the number
of qualitative user evaluations on how people engage with shape-changing displays.
The limited number of tools and methods to enable users, with minimal resources, to
directly author physically reconfigurable interfaces discourage the wider adoption of
shape-changing displays across various domains. As a result, it is also difficult to
establish which applications and data are best suited to this new generation of displays.
To address this overarching challenge, this thesis proposed a range of design and
fabrication approaches for shape-changing displays. Specifically, fabrication
approaches that focus on low costs, technical simplicity, and accessibility compared to
resource intensive demands of developing existing hardware systems.
This works aims to support thin form factor shape-changing displays that are both
foldable and deformable as well as are able to perform surface elevations. A display
that could resemble a 3D object mesh that is translated into a physical 3D mesh that can
be used in various applications, both as a table-top display and also a hand-held device
in the future. Below summarises the broader take-away points this thesis contributes to
the field of shape-changing displays.
Establishing Applications and Content for Shape-Changing Displays
The earlier work of this thesis (chapter 3 and 4) begin to establish new applications for
shape-changing displays that support both pre-existing work on content generation
[170], such as the landscape modelling, and also those that have yet to be discussed in
the shape-changing community, such as interior design artefacts (chapter 5).
By working with a wider range of experts from different domains this thesis was able
to demonstrate the utility of this new display technology beyond novelty. I hope this
work will inspire more HCI researchers and designers to engage and collaborate with
experts from different domains to work towards a designing and building more
meaningful applications for shape-changing displays. Particularly, applications that can
be both bespoke for specific use-cases and more generalised to a wider audience. One
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of the most effective ways to achieve this is to explore content generation with a wider
range of people, from novice users in chapter 3 to more advanced domain experts in
chapter 4. This approach for research reflects the research-through-design methodology
very closely and pushes towards more innovation in the field of shape-changing
displays beyond presenting novel systems that lack purpose and impactful user
experience.
Demonstrating Rapid Prototyping for Shape-Changing Displays
Digital fabrication had been utilised in this thesis to support rapid design and
development of shape-changing displays. As highlighted in the related work chapter,
current implementations of shape-changing displays often take a long time to produce
(e.g. about 6 months for a functional prototype pin-array display) and take up a large
number of mechanical and electrical hardware to realise (e.g. pin-array displays). The
initial work in chapter 4 aimed to demonstrate that it is feasible to design and create
high-fidelity prototypes of shape-changing displays rapidly (e.g. within 5 days) and
with limited actuation requirements. Essentially, the use of digital fabrication methods
such as laser-cutting and 3D printing can enable faster design and development of
shape-changing

display

prototypes,

particularly

without

intensive

hardware

requirements. This is important to further advance the design space for shape-changing
interfaces as the rapid prototyping approaches detailed in this thesis can allows
researchers to quickly and effectively explore and test various display implantations
without resource intensive methods. The research-through-design methodology also
emphasises that rapid prototyping helps researchers and designers to iteratively refine
and develop new hardware systems are that can meet functional requirements as well
as develop more meaningful user experience.
Promoting Accessible Fabrication for Shape-Changing Displays
The fabrication approaches described in this thesis using laser cutting and 3D printing
are not aimed to be just rapid but also accessible for a wider range of designers and
researchers to implemented. Potentially, even hobbyist and maker community members
are able to recreate these fabrication approaches using commercially available materials
and equipment. Particularly, by supporting accessible fabrication through the use of
low-cost materials that can be purchased commercially and are widely available (e.g.
spandex and FDM filament). The actuation opportunities described in chapters 4 and 5
also aim to limit the need for complex mechanical electronics (e.g. pin-array displays)
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in an attempt to make it cheaper to implement elevation of shape-changing surfaces.
Essentially, this thesis aims to support accessible fabrication of shape-changing displays
by demonstrating that these hardware systems can be designed and build on a limited
budget without the need for expensive actuators or complex electronic engineering
knowledge.
Enabling the Development of Hybrid Shape-Changing Displays
The core of this thesis focuses on the development of semi-solid deformable surfaces
that can be implemented for the development of shape-changing displays. These
deformable surfaces help to realise physical shape deformations that a shape-changing
display can achieve without the need for substantial assembly and building time
requirements. Most pre-existing shape-changing display focus on the use of pin-array
actuation, thought this provides good control factors for shape- deformation, these
systems should not be the only forms of shape-changing displays out these. Essentially,
this thesis aims to promote the new ways of designing and building shape-changing
displays that go beyond current implementation examples available (e.g. pin arrays and
continuous surface shape-changing displays).
Concluding Statement
Research conducted for this thesis demonstrates how shape-changing displays can be
adopted for a multitude of application domains. This is achieved by utilising digital
fabrication methods to support the design and development of this new generation of
displays and interfaces, whilst also keeping the core concepts of the approach simple
enough to be both reproducible and adapted to specific needs and requirements. By
reducing the barrier of technical complexity for implementation this work will hopefully
help inspire more people to design and develop their own shape-changing displays and
interfaces in the near future.
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